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Ex-professor
at Morehead
gets 20 years
Retired educator entered house
in Montana and assaulted woman
By Ty Tagami
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRrTER

A retired Morehead State Uni- a Montana map with Bozeman cirversify professor who walked into cled, clothes matching those worn
a Montana woman's house and at- by Fitch's attacker and a receipt
tacked her with a stun gun was for an April 25 gasoline purchase
sentenced yesterday to 20 years in in Missoula, Mont., on a credit
prison, but could be eligible for card belonging to Hicks.
·
parole in about a year.
Despite his 20-year sentence,
Charles H. Hicks, 64, pleaded Hicks could get out of prison soon.
guilty on Sept. 3 to assaulting and Half the sentence - 10 years on
kidnapping Marcie Fitch, 20, of the felony assault count - . was
Bozeman. Police say that on April probated, leaving Hicks 10 years
27, 1998, Hicks choked. Fitch, to serve on the kidnapping count.
wr~tled her down a fhght of
In Montana, convicts are eligistairs, hit her head and face, then hie for parole after serving a quarshocked ~er face, chest .an? ab- ter of their sentences, which
domen ~th a stun ~ until _she means Hicks might have to serve
knocke~ 1t out of his hand. Fitch only 2½ years, Mersen said. Hicks
told pohce her a~cker fled when will also get credit for· the 511
she screamed at him to stop.
days he spent in jail awaiting trial, I
. J:licks told police that h_e .~s she said.
·
!
~vmg to K~tucky aft~ VJSlting
Before Hicks can get out, howhis daughter m the_ Pacific North- ever, he must complete an angerwest when he noticed a for-sale management program at the Monsign at the house Fitch was rl;Ilt· tana State Prison, said Ruth Anne
mg. He went to the door,. ~os'!'g Stanton, a deputy Gallatin District
as a buyer, Jollowed her ms1de Court clerk. It's unclear how long
when she went for a Rf:Bltor's that will take.
card, then attacked her, saicj Jane
Hicks was a Morehead UniverMersen, the deputy county attar- sity employee
26 Yf<l!S bef2re
ney who prosecuted the case.
he took early retirement m 199,.
"He doesn't know why,"
Mersen said yesterday. "He said
something snapped and he started
to beat her." Mersen said the defense seemed to be building a case
around Hicks' mental condition.
Mersen said several psychiatrists and a psychologist testified
that Hicks could have been driven
by a case of depression exacerbated by two prescription drugs he
was taking: testosterone, for impotence, and corticosteroid, for gout.
The prosecution thought
Hicks was driven by more than
drugs. Hicks pleaded guilty after
the Montana Supreme Court. declined to withhold from trial the
pornographic material seized froin
his Morehead home, Mersen said.
Police seized sexually explicit
material on Hicks' computer and
computer discs, including depictions of women being drowned in
bathtubs and strangled.
Officers also found a stun gun,
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Growing pains: Expansion may
cost PCC center
By Lee Mueller
EASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

. PRESTO!\'SBl'RG - So iac .. Mayor Jerry Fan·
nm says. no one has been able ro adequatel,· explain
wny the stare wams w rear down what he thinks is
a periectly good building in the middle of Prestons·
burg Community College.
Thiny-iive years after it was built. the Manin
Student Center is the focal point oi a controversial
expansion plan. While Presronsburg officials welcome the expan-

sion, they don't want to see the cer::·
ter go.
"I'll bet you the state couldn't
build that same building back for
$2 million," Fannin said.
Demolishing the center to make
room for one of three new buildings
has been pan of the state's master
plan for the Floyd County campus for several vears.
officials say.
·
But a campaign to preserve the building by the
Prestonsburg mayor and others, including House
Majority Leader Greg 'Stumbo and PCC board Chairman Paul Gearhean. appears to have worked - at
least temporarily.
"We have made no decision.
but continue to study the issue."
said Bryan Armstrong. a spokes•
man for the Kentucky Community and Technical College System.
The Martin Student Center is
one of three original buildings on
the Floyd County campus, which
opened in 1964. It houses the student grill, the school bookstore.
two classrooms, a single-parent
program and two locker rooms.
Fannin said the city could use
the building fur a museum. Others
also have ideas for the structure,
including Prestonsburg lawyer
John Rosenberg, who suggested
using part of it as a support cen•
ter for nm-traditional students.
"I think it's fine the way it is,"
said Jamie Billiter, 29, of Whitesburg, who attends graduate classes on the FCC campus.
Armstrong said KCTCS is
taking seriously the comments·of
local residents who want to pre-

KCTCS President Michael
McCall has promised PCC interim
President Charles Srebbms tna t
staff members will anend 2 PCC
Board of Direcrors meeting on
Oct. 15, Armstrong said.
"The PCC board will be ore•
sented information about the condition of the student center. how
much monev it will cost ro bring
the building up to standards and
how that site firs into the master
plan ior PCC." Armstrong said.
Armstrong said the Prestonsburg master plan calls ioc three
new buildings: a S5.5 million Student Services and Health Education building funded in 1996,
which would replace the current
student center; a S6.5 million
Northeast Regional Post-Secondary Center with Morehead
State University; and a $2.5 mil•
lion East Kentucky Center for
Mathematics. Science and Tech-

nology.
"Those buildings are all funded," Annstrong said. "They'll be
be built. Now it's just a question
of where they'll be built."
Fannin said there are many
acres of vacant land on the campus that can be used for the new
buildings.
"They're (KCTCS) saying it
will cost more now - a quarter
million - ,to move the new Student Services building to another
site because they'll have to go out
and re-engineer everything," Fannin said. "I don't see how that
could be."
Once the PCC board has made
its recommendation, Armstrong
said KCTCS will make the final
decision based on the needs of
the college and the community.
Gearheart, the board chair·
man, said Friday he was pleased

KCTCS officials had agreed t<
discuss the issue.
He wrote KCTCS a protest "
ter in July - saying the buildinc
was strucruralh· sound and coulu
be used for other purposes by the
cirv of Prestonsburg - but never
received an answer. he said.
"It looks like they'll at least
consider it," said Gearheart. bu:
he appeared doubtiu:

'·Personali:

l ci1>:···

they'll change meir mmc ...

Fannin wrote to Gov. Pau'
Patton in Julv requesung help on
the issue. but the governor did
not appear to ofter much encouragement.
•Chairman Gearheart has taken the proper step on behali oi
the board of directors oi the college by requesting that KCTCS
reconsider its decision," Patton
replied on Aug. 3. "KCTCS's engineers and architects should have
the latest information and cost
analysis for the feasibility of this
project and are in position to
make a proper decision."
Rosenberg asked McCall in a
June letter to "step back and look
at the Martin Student Center as
an additional resource" for PCC
that could be used for many pur·
poses, including a child-care center, Kentucky Tech classes, an an
gallery or a meeting place for Pre•
stonsburg residents and groups.
"Someday, the Martin Student
Center· might have to come
down" Rosenberg said. "but 11
would appear this could wait ior
a time when that space is no
longer needed or the building has
deteriorated."
Fannin was more succinct.
"I just think it's a shame tc,
tear down that good a building."
he said.

serve the center.
The Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentuck,.
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SSU had 270 students in its
former program at the
Southern Ohio Correctional
Facility.
The enrollment figures
PORTSMOUTH - Encome from the preliminary
rollment this fall at
Shawnee State University enrollment report submitted
to the Ohio Board, of Rehas reached near-record
gents
on Monday.
numbers.
The
fine arts and teacher
Officials credited a new
education programs appear
course, River Studies, that
brought in 153 students on to have .had strong growth.
SSU Registrar Stephen
a non-credit basis, with
Midkiff
said. Also, the numpushing fall enrollment to
ber of international stu3,613.
The record enrollment of dents has increased by a
3,636 was set.in 1992, when large percentage.

SSU enrollment
nearly a record

tr~:~.
tk se.1 ..

The international stud er,;
population this year ineludes three from Japar..
three from Germany· twc.
from Spain. ai:id one from
Mexico. Zambia, Malaysia.
Zimbabwe. Korea and Alb2nia.
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Proposal enlists colleges to aid school~
Model program~
to train teacher,
are boarct·s goal
~

The Council on Postsecondon· : .1uca11n1 h2!- nronosf'a
p

·;,: ..

. . '•..:'.. . : . di:-r:-i:-- :--tp.mi1can: cias..srn11;:

t;,:t·: ·,uni:~ Ulll\~l:,lUe:.

rn·· ·••

,mu

1 n• reachm~ rrusr rund

1:,:- proposed ne\'. ieache1 tn.imm~ program~ tha1 woula

Iund to crea!e model programs
!Or reacher education.

The P-lli council. which deals
issues _from preschool
tnrough tne f1rsr rwo vears ol
\~·ith

1~

councu ma, a:,r-. iv Ur: rncmaecJ
m the srate·s higher education
hudge:
Thl' counci! \\"ill decid!' ne:--:·
montn whether w request th<:'
new trust fund~.

CO\'l!',;GTOK K, - The
stai'"' ·f hi~her educ.iuon board
encourage entire universities w
work closely with local school
districts.
The proposal. which could
cost up to S4 million. has been
endorsed by a g-roup that is resp_ons!blr tor keepinp: public
scnoo1~ and universines workmF together.
Members of Kenruckv·s P-16
Council said Tuesdav that thev
liked the idea of a. new state

,1

r·0hee:t'

The stare alreadv has funds
to suppon univerSit,· endowment:-. and special · academic

programs aimed at1gaining national prominence for the col-

le~es
The-

new reacher-tramrng
programs would take innon1tive approaches to preparing
students for the classroom. said
Diane Bazell of the Council on
Postsecondary Ecucatior.
Aii 0: th<· st,:!·:.-. colle,5!."e::. ur _
urn"ers111p, could cumperP !o:
th.·::·., •\t,:""Cran:-

eXtJt:nences Jor s1udenb. lrdil·
rn~ ror current teachers and
foliow-ups with graduate::..
11 tn!." model pro~ram, nr•
succe::..stul. the coliege~ wouk
be expected to integrate them
mw their existing schools o:
u:-t' 1hem io replace their ex1~1·
mg program:-.
P-Hi Council member Shirle,
Menendez said the trust fund·~
would encourage schools to

think and act differently.
"We really don't do enough
of that in education schools.
and this would make them realiY consider the outcomes.•· said
~·1enenoez. who 1s also a member 01 the Council on Postsecondar;,· Education.

colle~e. adv1:-:,es [he Sldh.: b\/Jr~:
of Education and lll:.. (J1unr• 1
on Post~rrondarv Edur:-11 !r-'

Teacher-training board wants
state panel seat
Bv LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT. Kv. - A new
state education council designed to link the boards that
overse~. -~chools and colleges
was cnticized yesterday for failing to include the group that
oversees teacher education.
The Education Professional
Standards
the panel created to monitor teaaher qualify
and.regulate universities' education colleges, said ;'<(lift IV
that it will write a Iettell!llkiJm
for a seat on the coundT"Efe~
ated to advise the separate state
boards that oversee public

Board,

schools and state universities.

"We believe that collaboration is the way to go. but col-

Jr·s designed to link the state

Education Depar.men- and th"e
Co~ncil on PClst:-iecondary Edu-

canon.

· BothWilm~r Cody, state~
canon COl])m. 1ss.1oner, and Gordon D~vies. president of the
Co1.mc/!'£!.Ppt\.Se~'l/}.ill!ry Education, ~;out:,CDi~e state
yester_day and· could; not be
reac~ for~ment. . ·
M~;l?e~, !IJe..il/lDdards
~~~ll~rJ;~~e~r t~
~eat.on the COl!ncil after )earnmg that the P-16 Council this
week_ discussed .a -plan by the
Co~ncil on Postsecondary Education to cre11te· ·a $4 million
trust funci• as an 'incentive for
colleges to n,vamp their teach-

.I!

··

laboration requires evervone in-

volved to be at the table ., said
Tim Dedman, a Fayette Counrv
teacher who is chairman of the
standards board. He said the
board's requests to be involved
have drawn no response frcin-

the P-16 Council - so nan.ca
because it looks at issues from
preschool througl): the fourth
year of college.

~-- .

"c?N, .

e

·nerd•.~ai'ln1~i~d

ion i!- ftOw
·· d everv,iihe

backward over the pasr fivr

wagon::but

ye~91J!er f i - ' T'.
p_orti~llejl. -the CQI ~~' BS·
s1g~1-,•""
" of
.
. _.:i;.15:;:_ supe
. •·t•·..:;.1!,

wagon," rSaid

~u~~

eat
4
Universitv and a memb ,Wt!ie'
standards board.
Charles Wade. an associate
for academic affairs f ~ ' Cmmcil on Postseconda ·
ucat10n and a member

~

ht

standards board, said the P-16
council, as a voluntan·. adviso-

ry group, can take no policv
stands.
·
Wade said he thought the
group had tried to bring in representatives

leadership. which led tr, thL
Bur Dedman sa1~ the stan- current search for a new denr
dard~ board wants a permanent of the school.
. .place on the council.. He said
.Moore assured the standards
the standards board had no ob- board that· the college· is con- ,!!¥:tiJ!!)Wa'I
any. ·pf 'the ·P..16 centrating on improving its
• ~ii'llil
.
·
teacher-education program.
' · •Alt
oiip m charge--cif
Starting last fall, Morehead
teacher preparation.-we should
be present at those discus- President Ronald Eaglin sched. uled a series of events designed
'-~
,..
· .
. ; · n_ •
. dllll;'l!l ·llle,£~ to present new ideas for improving the school's college of
' education. A task· force at the
i '
. wl,S'" , · a college has worked on a set of
il!'a
ccre Ation e · n- specific proposals in recent
sion.
months and plans to produce a
. Members of the board said final report next April. said
that reports of an accreditation
team that visited the colles, Cathy Barlow. interim dean o:
showed tha1 its education pro- the education school.
gram,..had..~aken a big ster

1c•

of

education

groups to discuss specific tor-

stu

~ •Lc,q~n:::rs; .. a

.•PH1Vlem

thar -- man-saia-was serious
enough to warrant putting the
university on probation.
-ile also said, he was frustiati!dl!J;it'the universiiy's written 'response to the accreditation report pointed fingers at
the experts who reviewed the
school.
Michael Moore. Morehead's
executive vice president for
academic affairs. said that the
education program had. suffered "ser_io.us· problems" in
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Classroom presid nt
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-t.£ADER EDUCATION WRITER

The sa;-ing goc:S it's not what ,·at:
know. ifs who ~·ou know.
Thar's tru.t" when it comes w
burned pizza at Transylvania universin·.
· Tell vour freshman seminar instructor about problems in the caieteria. and he"ll handle it.
That is. if you, instructor is the
university president. Charles Shearer.
Shearer is a classroom perk int
students in one section of Trans,··~
universirv llll. an academic and
reer skills class.
He serves as instructor. memor
and academic adviser for 13 randomh·
selected freshmen. That includes help·
ing them adjust to college liie. offering advice on srudying and time management. and helping them select
classes.
The course. which the Lexington

ca•

universitv has offered since 1982. alsc,
covers such topics as alcohol. nutrition. sleep and sex.
Shearer. who has1 leci a section <1 .the class since becoming president ;,,
1983. teaches the class with a sruden'.
This year, junior Bethanie Hammond.
who had Shearer for the same class. is
ream-reaching with him.
Although it turns out the universin· foc,d service director alread,· kne,\·
about the pizza problem. students in
his cias:-; sa~· it"~ nice knowing that tht
president 1~ raking an, interest.
"I was like. 'Wow: when I found
out that President Shearer would be
my adviser:· said Richard Hansough.
19. oi Owensboro. "It remmded me o:
why I decided to go to Trar.s:,. ·
Shearer sal"s the course keeps hi~connecred wiih stud'ents. Thl· cia:-::helos him learn what Trans,· srudem,
expect oi coi!ege and stay up on poOt'
Jar trends. he said.

"There are so mam· things that
rug at a president·, time. but this ,,
one of the most enJoyabie thing~ I dt1:·
Shearer said.
For the first month
the seme,
ter. the class met twict a week. For thl
rest of the semester. the class wil:
meet formally once a week: a secom;
meeting i:; for one-on-one counseiing

o:

session:--.

Srudems say they are happy to ge:

tht:' chance to know the unh·ersir;
president.
"He has a open-rioor policy. anc
has alwavs told us we could alwa,·,
knock on· his door ii we hm·e probiems:· said Mary Beth Dennis. 18. o:
Louisville.
"Thar'~ pren~· crni: ··
■
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Book offers insights into pledging a sorority
By Holly E. Stepp
HERA1..0l£ADER EDUCATION 'NRITTR

A mid-semester helping of
Class Notes:
■ Two Universitv of Kentucky alumni have produced
what may be
the definitive
guide on sorority rush. Sisters
Debbie Jo
Thornton and
Bonnie Thornton Hooton have wrinen

Ready for Rush - The Must'
Have Manual for Sorority
Rushees'
Ready for Rush offers
plenty of advice on the mem•
bership process used by soror•
ities in the National Panhellenic Conference.
Co-author Thornton
Hooton said she wrote the
book based on her experiences
before pledging Kappa Kappa

Gamma
"I was so nervous and
afraid that no one would like
me and I wouldn't get invited
to join -any sorority,'· said
Thornton Hooton. who now
works in real estate iri
Nashville.

"I knew there should be
some help available to rushees
to make the process less
stressful.'"
The book is a largely
glowing account of sorority
rush with lots of pictures
from UK, but offers some cu•
rious tidbits on sorority life.
For example, a chapter called
"Stop. Look and Sniff." which
describes sororities by the
young women they attract Wealthy Wanda, Partying
Parry. Natural Nancy and
Beautiful Barbie.
For other takes on sorority
life. check out the Oct. 14
Rolling Stone and the fall edition of the journai Southern
Culture.
The Rolling Stone article
is a picture of debauchery at
Ohio State University; South•
em Culture takes a scholarly
approach to rush at Ole Miss.
defining the balance sisters
find between the "Southern
lady'· and the belle mentalities.
■

Dialogue on Race:

Campbellsville University is
sponsoring a series of group
discussions this week on race.
College deans and alumni will
lead the discussions to help,
students better understand
the meaning of race in society.
The week!~_ event is pan of

the national "Campus Week of
Dialogue on Race," a response
to President Clinton's lnitiative on Race. During last
year's campus week, more
than 600 colleges and univer•
sities participated; and several
other Kentuckv schools are
planning evenis.
■ Read for a Change:
Eastern Kentuckv university's student newspaper, The
Eastern Progress, is nmning a
unique promotional contest to
keep students reading.
The contest, "100 Things
to Do With The Eastern
Progress." features shon ads
listing alternative uses for the
newspaper. Collect all 100
suggestions and students will
be entered into a drawing for
100 quaners. That's $25 or, as
the the Progress points out, 33
loads of laundry.
Among the more interesting suggestions:
3. Pretend vou·re an arson
investigation major and make
a iireman·s hat:
8. Make a flag for your
car antenna so you know
where ,·ou parked:
11. Practice stapling.

(MORE)
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BOSTOl\ - A new lnterne:
service wants to treat college tuition like an auction, matchin17
:-.tudents' financial "bid~ .. w co;ieges willing to offer discounted

ruition rates.
The service. eCollegebid.org.
'<sks students to submit the
1mount they are willing or abl,· 11
Jct~· to attend college.
Students also are asked t,,
,peciiy a region of the counrr::
her would like to be in. an area
1i srud1·, whether thev want r,
·omrnuit' n:· Jin: in a ·dorm anc.
1'11at interest, the,· have.

Septemoe, 3C. i99S

l 7 of L's fall
enrollmen: up
ai--

uro1ecrm£" ,,

I,:,1

t·nrol·

1:, .. n: ,,j· 2n_gcj..; <ucipn. 1. -

lets students
bidonline
for tuition
ASSOCIATED PRES::

Thurs □ a).

1neiudc- tnt- Jar~::-~: ?rt'~/:·
ni,11: ciu ...... ll~ ~::n,1rii i11:-:toi·.
Tn:1: c1as::. Jk .. :2.~:El7 stl,

Bidders fmd out me iaenmy
oi the school the,· might attend
onh· if their bid 1:-: acceoteC.
·The· sfn·ice i:-: ire~. anc :-.tudent:.- an:' under no obiigation 11,
accept once they are matched
with a university.
Founder of Falls Church. Va.based eCollegebid.org. Tedd Kel•
'·: said that althou17h the seJTic:

l1.

:hnn a dozen school:-:
:O:i .... ::n:. up a: tih rn 1 in~~n:. nv
., ... ~" hc!Y': lll•JTi• ;) · ·v,· :

aenb, up from :.:.145 ili
1991:o.
Denis€" Gifiorci. vice pres1 •
dent for student affairs. aitributed the gains to severnl
factor~. incluciing an inrrea:--p in iundin~ for acadt"m1c schoJarshioi. an 111crease in Metropolitan Colle!'e students. and recognition of the academic strides
made b.,· thP universit1·

through n:- Cnalien!"!e of E~-cellence campai!'r..

■
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KSU's 'program of distinction' OK'd
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDliADER EDUCATION WRITER

COV!NGTO!\ - A Kentuch

State Universiry academic pn;.
gram that university officials say
can help the state's struggling to•
bacco farmers vesterda,· received
an injection of Sl.2 million to
help it grow.
The state's Council on Pas=•
ondary Education approved aqua•
culture as the Frankfort university's first "program of distinctio!l"
Kentucky State's aquaculture
program focuses on training students to work in the fish farming
industry and helping farmers
produce commercial crops.
The designation allows the
program to tap into special state
funds for programs that the universities think can gain them national prominence.
The monev will be used to
support a new.master's degree in
aquaculture and undergraduate
scholarships, hire new professors
and researchers. and upgrade
laboraton• facilities.
In 1997, the General Assem·
bly said each of Kentucky's six re•
gional universities should have ar
leasr one nationally recognized
academic program. It set up special trust funds to help support
them. The schools have to match
the money: Kentuckl- State's
match comes mosth· from U.S.
Deparrmem 0i ..\griculrure grants.

Kentucky State's aquaculture
program is the last of the six to
be approved. Only four other uni•
versities within 500 miles have
programs in aquaculture: Purdue, Ohio State, Virginia Poly·
technic and Clemson.
James Tidwell, an aquaculrure
professor, said Kentuckv and the
university were well positioned to
build on the growing commercial
fish fanning industry.
"Kentuch is within one dav·s
drive from 40 percent of the country's population." Tidwell said.
"That allows our farmers to real·
ly tap into that market."
In other business:
. ■ The council announced that
it would hold hearings Oct. 11 in

Frankfort on the universities' consnuction and capital needs.
A new council report concluded that the state's colleges
and universities have enough
space, and Council President
Gordon Davies has told legisla•
tors that he thinks they can hold
off on any new consnuction for a
couple of years. Many of the university presidents, however, have
said they still need new build·
mgs.
■ The council approved S7.5
million for a new worker-training
program to be run by the Ken·
tucky Community and Technical
College System and an $4.5 million to install and upgrade the
system's computer networks.
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Survey finds college tuition,
fees rose less than 5% this year

Student loan
default rate
falls to 8.8%

By ARLENE LEVINSON

By ARLENE LEVINSON
Associated Press

er-than-usual increase to the
booming economy. brimming
state coffers, a vigorous stock
market that has swelled colleges' endowments, and efforts
by schools to control costs.
"Times are good. State budgets are better than they've been

Associated Press

NEW YORK - College lUition and fees rose an average
of less than 5 percent this year
- the smallest increase in.four
years - thanks in part to the
booming economy. But the increase was still more than
twice the rate of inflation.
The average tuition at a fouryear private college in 19992000 is Sl5,380. a 4.6 percent
increase over Jast vear. according to a smvey released vesterday by The College Boara. That
doesn't include the average
room-and-board cost of S5.959.
up 3.6 percent from last year.
In-state tuition at public fouryear schools averages $3,356, a
3.4 percent increase. while outof-state tuition is SB, 706, a rise
of 3 percent. Room and board
at those schools average
$4,730, a 4.6 percent rise.
"This obviously isn't the best
news for students," said Meredith Klein, a sophomore at the
University of Chicago. where
tuition is $23,820 a year. "It's
definitely a problem in this
country that tuition is rising at
such a fast rate and people are
intimidated by it."
The 19-year-old public policy
major Baid she scrapes together
money for tuition and expenses
from a•variety of sources: Her
parents contribute, as does a
grandmother. She also tutors at
an inner-city school, taps an inherit,µice'fi;om her grandfather,
gets about•$8.000 in university
grant money and took out gov-

ernment loans.

Experts attribute,• the small-

The default rate on government student loans has
dropped to the lowest point
since the federal government began tracking them
more than a decade ago, according to U.S. Education
Secretary Richard Riley.
Figures released vesterday show the defauit rate
slipped for the seventh consecutive year, dipping to 8.8
percent in 1997, Riley said.
He credited responsible
student borrowers, schools
underwriters and lenders. ~
crackdown on debtors and
the robust economy.
It was the second straight
year the rate was in single
digits. In fiscal 1996, the default rate was 9.6 percent.
The default rate has
dropped each year since a
peak of 22.4 percent in fiscal 1990.
The loans, underwritten
by the federal government,
averaged $4,103 in fiscal
1997. They went to 2.15 million students attending more
than
7,000
vocational
schools, colleges and universities. Of those, about
189,000 defaulted by falling
be~ind in their payments.
In the past decade, the total volume of loans has
more than tripled, the Education Department said. The
$11.7 billion borrowed from
the government in fiscal
1990 swelled to $34.1 billion
in fiscal 1997. In fiscal 1999
the total is $42.9 billion

in over a decade," said Jane
Wellman, an analyst at the
nonprofit Institute for Hiaher
Education Policy in Washing-

ton.

The survev bv the New Yorkbased College Board - the organization that administers the
SATs - also found that finer,.
cial aid totaled $64 billion last
year, a record. Of that, 58 percent came from student loans.
up from 40 percent in 1980-81.
Of the nation's· 15 million
college students, about 40 percent attend four-year state
schools and 40 percent go to
two-year community _colleges.
The remaining 20 percent attend private colleges.
College Board President Gaston Caperton pointed out that a
deivee from a four-year college
typically doubles lhe lifetime
earnings of a . high school
graduate. "I don't know anvwhere in the world where vciu
can make an investment B.nd
make that kind of return." the
former governor of West Virginia said.
Caperton
stressed
that
Americans need college degrees for the better- paving,
high-skill jobs offered in iechnology and the global economy. "Education is expensive."
he said, ubut it's not near]v as

expensive as not gettinl an

$16,000$19,999

6.7%

$8,000-$11,999

6.1%

Note: Rgures don't add to 100
percent due to rounding.

Average cost of tuition and fees
Four-year public institution,
in-slate student
1999-2000 9S3,356
1998-1999 .$3,247
Four-year public institution,
out-of-state student
1999-2000 ~ 8 , 7 0 6
1998-1999 . .$8,471

Four-year private instltuOon
1999-2000
1998-1999

•
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Source, The College Board

education."
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College expenses growing at slower pace
By Mike Hudson
KNIGHT RIDDER WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON - The cost
of a college education is still
climbing faster than inflation but
the rate of growth is slowing,
new statistics released yesterday
by the College Board show. Board
officials said the average tuition
at a four-year college rose 4.6 percent this year.
But experts say they doubt
college costs will ever stop grow·
ing more rapidly than other
prices. Thus, paying for higher
education is likelv to present an
· · b urd en, par·
ever more dauntmg
ticularly to lower- and middle-in·
come Americans whose children
f b'
h I h'
d on ·t quaJ'fy
I
or 1g sc o ars ips
I s
but wfi O can•t pay co11 ege b'll
·h
borrowmg
· heav,·1 y.
WI! out
··
f
The average tmtton
at a our·
·
JI
· 1999 2000
year pnvate co ege m
· $15 380 4 6
· 1s
, , a . ·percent mcrease
over last year, according to the
survey releaseayesteroay by The

College tloard That doesn't inelude the a~erage room-andboard cost of $5,959, up 3.6 percent from last year.
Still, college is worth the mas•
sive investment, other government statistics show.
The average college graduate
made S14,000 more per year than
a high school-educated employee
in 1997. according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, and that gap
widens with each additional year
of education.
With that impressive payof.
more middle- and upper-income
• to puryoung people are choosmg
sue degrees. said Thomas J. Kane.
an assistant professor at Harvard
.
.
_
Umvers1tv's
Kennedy School of
·
Government and an expert on educational finance ·
"The payoff to college has increased It's worthwhile to more
·
kids than it used to be " Kane
'd
·
sai .

.

.

·

It trou_bles him mat_ lower-m- schools. less-affiuent gradua
come families are backmg away find themselves knee-d<·er in d,
fr?m the he!lvy _debts th at come before they ever hit the mt> mar:
11 1 s
; ~
lmg m a; ~?u~a!Ion
"The rising indebtedness !
00st a stu en s uture bee,. a problem. Jfs 3 aeterrem
. a w,
mc~~e.
,.
.
.
students from low-income ba,
Parents mcome ,s b~comm~ grounds," said Lawrence Gladie,
fh n:ioked,mportant.,d~termcram O! the_ College Board's director 1
e,~h I s mcome, e sai ·
.
policy analysis. "The,· are simp
.e reason. _experts say, is more c-autious about borrowin.Q._t~~ si;c~ th ebm,d-J 99 os, colle~e
College Board President G;
s d en .s ave_ ;~n financmg !~err ton Caperton said srudenrs shov
e ucat,ons wit oans more I an concentrate on the benefits oi ,
graws.
.
..
education and not tne expense.
b
rlopornonatei, · th ere . has
"The cost of nor !!Dim, 1, mi
h'1gher. " Capenon sa1:
.
f een
, h ess .grant
th' monev
. ·d avatlable
f . .
1
O
or em m is perm
nsmg
Attempts to contro· tun,,
costs.
? f
costs have me1 some succe,
1n 199-· or examp1e, 1oans
pa,'d a b ou t 45 percent of a stud en t's sch oo I b'll
B 1998 t h at
I s. v
ha d nsen
·
to 58 percent.
·
'
A d
'th 1w·u·
1
n wt
on p us room
d board
·
tha n
an
averaging more
$8 000
uall t i
bl'
.·
ann
Ya our-year pu 1c

1ri

judging by the recent numbers.
but the disparity between higher
education costs and inflation
won't easiiv be closed. said Ron
Ehrenberg.· director of the higher
education research institute m
Cornell University.
Schools can't increase rhe productivity of their staffs without
compromising quality. he said.
and they're also battling state
government budget cuts.
"For a while higher education
became les:_;; oi a lstatel pnnnt> .·
Ehrenberg said. "ln man) siate,.
they can't maintain the qualitv nf
the institutions if they continue to
do that."
So schools raise their fees,
forcing many students to take out
loans on their futures.
The trend could work to the
benefit of community colleges.
however. as their more afiordabk
degrees become the most attra~·tive option for poorer students.

"\\"e're seeinf! n~e~ in enrollment:=-... said :\om1a Ken~. cim:ctor
of communications for the Amt·ri
can Association of Lommum:·
Colleges: ··Acces::; has aiwa\·:-. bt>t'l
a comerstom· (\f our ohiiosOoh~ ··
Han·anl':-: Kane ret:emh l:c
pierea <1 boor~ 01: tn~· 1:-::--uL. ant
proposed seYerai somrions. to lll• ·
problems of poor students. incltJ :i
ing limiting grams to the first anG
second vears of school and settin,
up loari-forgiveness programs '·
reduce debts ior those who do-.
end up making higher wages ai1~·
college.
"We need to get into the bus.·
ness of financing more ex per,
ments. Let kids see if thev are college material." he said.· "If they
iind out the,· are. the,·'11 be mort
willing to take the risk oi loans:·

Tuition at the state's public ur

Ky. schools cost less

versities will rise again next fall.
with the increases ranging from

Despite increases that range
aoaut 5 percent to 10 percent. tuition at Kentucky's public

about 3 percent ta 7 percent.

from

But rates are expected to re-

main lower than national average

and private colleges and universities remains much lower than
national averages.

Next fall's tuition at the regior
comprehensive universities will b1

about $2,200 a year. At UK and
UafL. tuition will average about
$3,300 annually.

Tuition this fall at the regional
comprehensive universities, such

as Eastern Kentucky, Morehead
State and Kentucky State, is
$2.020 annually, a 5.2 percent
tuition rncrease over 1998-99.
At the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
tuition is $2,960 annually, a 10.4
percent increase.

Tuition at the state's 19 priva1

colleges also falls below national
averages. The average tuition at

the state's private colleges this f,
is $9.353 annually, a 5.3 percent
increase over last year.

·

- HOLLY E. ~TEI
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Lawyer says JCC, activist
conspired to ·fire teacher
College says lack
of class meant ht
wasn't retained
By MARK SCHAVER
The Courier-Journal
A lawyer for a former teacher at Jefferson Community Colle11e claims the school' conspired with the Rev. Louis Cole!"an to fire the communications
mstructor because he led a
class discussion of offensive
language.
---Glenn A. Cohen, a lawyer for
Kenneth Hardy, said Jct·s exP!anation that Hardy wasn't reh1red last year because no
classes were available for hirr.
to ,t,each was "a smokescreen.··
. The real reason he was terminated was because of pressur~ _exerted _on the school by a
polttical activist - Reverend
Col~man," COhen said in-an inte1VIew Monday.
.H~rdy sued JCC and two admtmst~ators in U.S. District
~ourt m July. He claims thev
violated his rights to free
speech and academic freedon,
when the college refused to reh1re htrn to teach in the fall 0 ,
1998.
Hardy says he wasn't ;ehired
b~caus~ a student objected to a
d1sc?ss10n of "socially controversial words" during a class
lntroduc\100_ to Interpersona:
Communication, that summer
. JCC, w~ich has asked · a
Judge to d1sm1ss the suit says
one of Hardy's classes wa; canceled because of low enrollment and two others were given to full-time professors, who
have preference.

JCC's attorney, Holland N.
McTyeire V, said the decision
not to rehire Hardy had nothing to do with Coleman. Bv the
lime Coleman became involved,
the decision not to employ Hardy m the fall was "a fait accompli," he said.
Coleman said in an interview
that he did bring the complaints of the student, Julia
Pierre, to the attention of Richard Green, the president of
JCC. Coleman said he asked
the college to research her
complaint and take "appropri~tion" but didn't specifically ask for Hardy to be fired.
Coleman said it was up to
the college to decide what to
do, and it's "not my problem"
if_ H_ardy was fired as a result of
his mtervention.
Coleman said Pierre, who is:
black,_ was offended that Hardy .
who ts white, used "the Nword" in class.
Hardy, however, says his
purpose wasn't to offend anyone. He says the purpose of the
lecture and discussion was to
"promote the awareness of
those . words, which haye
h1stoncally seived the interests
of the dominant culture" and to
show how the words "serve to
oppress marginalized classes of
people," according to an affidavit filed in court last week.
Pierr_e was the only student
of 22 m the class includinc
~ine African Ameri~ans, to ot1:
Jea (O the discussion, · Hard,
satd m the affidavit. In court
papers opp~sing the college's
mot10n to d1sm1ss the lawsuit
Hardy includes letters from Ji
students praising the discussion
as valuable and enli~htening.
Two of the students identified
themselves in the letters as

black.
Coleman, the head of the
Justice Resource Center said
that he dido 't know exactly
wha( w~s said in class and that
, ~efd1dn t talk to other students
e ?re bnngmg Pierre's com, plaint_ to the _college president.
He said he didn't try to talk to
'Hardy.
"We can't research the ,;_hole
school," Coleman said
He said he has kno~ Pierre
for 20 years because she and
her mother have attended his church.
"She's not a person that just arbitrarily throws out Mickey Mouse concerns," Coleman said.
Hardv should have asked all of the
students in the class whether they
objected to the discussion, and if
anvone did. he should have c_hosen
•·a "different arena,'' Coleman said.
William Wesley Lites, a. JCC professor and former chairman of the
Humanties Division, said in an affidavit on Hardy's behalf that Academic
Affairs Dean Mary Pamela Besser
told him and Hardy during a meeting
to discuss Pierre's complaint that _"a
prominent citizen" had become mvolved on behalf of the student.
Lites said Besser told them JCC
could not afford to alienate the Afncan-American community because it
could harm the college's enrollment.
Lites said Besser told Hardy, "If
you were not a white male, this
would not be an issue."
Lites
said
Green. the college presidem.
told him in another meetim:
that he had met
with Coleman
about the complaint.
But Lites said
when Green and
Besser later told
him the situation had been

resolved ro tht
satisfaction of the student. tnev refused to tell him how.
·
Besser and Green are named as
defendants in the suit along with the
college.
"While I admire Reverend Coleman's zeal and many of the principles for which he stands, I don't
think the First Amendment would
mean very much at all i( he and other activists were permitted to dictate
college curriculum," Cohen said.
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Ex-MSU professor
sentenced in attack
By HEIDI HAGEMEIER
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

called. to the witness stand.
BOZEMAN, Mont. - A reOne doctor called Hicks' agtired Morehead· State Univergression
a '.'s~roid rag~" from
sity professor who attacked a
his prescnpt10n med1cat10n.
woman with a stun gun here
Another said Hicks is a sexual
received 10 years behind bars
deviant who finally acted out.
Monday but will be eligible for
All
five counselors and doctors
parole in a year.
.
who
testified said Hicks had
Rejecting a plea deal with
been
depressed most of , his
prosecutors, District Judge
life
frustrated
by relationMike Salvagni sentenced 64ships with his parents, wives
year-old Charles Hicks to 20
and children.
years to the Deer Lodge,
Salvagni said he believed
Mont., prison with 10 years
prescription med_ications and
suspended.
clinical depress10n affected
Salvagni said Hicks seems
Hicks 'the afternoon of April
remorseful, but the five years
27 1998 when the Morehead
of prison time recommended
m~n as;aulted Fitch in her
by attorneys from both sides university-area home. But J:ie
wasn't enough punishment
also said Hicks planned 1t,
for his potentially lethal asbringing the stun· gun with
sault on a Montana State Unihim ahd taking her to the
versity student.
basement to avoid being seen.
With 511 days already
"None of the experts. have
spent in jail, Hicks could be used medical reasons as exparoled in as soon as a year.
But he must first complete cuses for his behavior," the
judge said.
the prison's anger manageHicks was visiting Bozement courses, a program with man as, part of a trip tracing
a waiting list that could take the Lewis and Clark Trail. He
years to get through.
.
had preyiously said a for-sale
Hicks, who was standmg as sign drew him to the door to
Salvagni announced his sen- ask for .a real estate agent's
tence, slumped down when he card. During the sentencing
heard the prison time, bracing he. added he saw Fitch's shadhis weight on the tab.le and ow in the window of the house
staring at the floor. He·didn't and became curious.
look at his wife and son, who
Hicks followed Fitch into
sat in the front row.
the house as she got the card.
. He had hoped to be eligible He then choked her, dragged
for parole in seven months un- her to the basement and
der a deal with Deputy Gal- shocked , her with the stun
latin County Attorney Jane gun. Fitch fought back, and
Mersen.
·
eventually Hicks gave up and
Hicks' victim, Marcie Fitch, left.
Detectives used an eyeglass
still has scars on her face and
chest from the attack and has lens and credit card receipts
jaw problems as well. She of- he left at the crime scene to
ten stared at the floor during track Hicks to his Kentucky
the sentencing's two days of home.
testimony.
Fitch testifie'd 'f1i;t theiasBut Monday, sitting with
sault
affected her severely.
her mother and two friends.
She
now.
carries a knife conshe appeared upbeat.
stantly. She was leaving to
Mersen said both she and present her final architecture
Fitch were pleased with the project when Hicks knocked at
prison time, and Fitch was ea- her door,:, but she never finger for the case to be over.
ished that semester at the uniThe case took 17 months to versity. 1
resolve. Hicks retained three
The judge also said Hicks
different attorneys, took an is- must have sex offender treatsue to the Montana Supreme ment during probation, calling
Court and evaded five trial pornography he viewed on the
Internet
-~sadistic
.and
dates.
·
·
While Mersen agreed to the voyeuristic."
olea deal. it was up to Hicks'
Defense' attorney :Herman
ciefense to convince Salvagni "Chuck" Watson III said dethat rare circumstances came spite his client's reaction. he
together the day he choked feels the sentence was fair. He
Fitch, zapping her repeatedly said Sal~agni could have
with a stun gun.
thrown the 'book at Hicks for
Five psychologists and aggravated kidnapping and
counselors testified during the felony assault but instead
sentencing and several. others crafted a "compassionate and
tested Hicks but were not comprehensive sentence."
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Ex-Morehead
professor !gets
assault sentence
Assoc1ared Presi

BOZEMAl\. Mont - Charles
Hicks. a retired Morehead State
University professor who attacked a Bozeman woman with
a stun gun. was sentenced IO 20
years in prison. with IO vears
suspended.
·
Officials said he would be
eligible for parole in a year.
District Judge Mike Salvagni
on Monda~· rejected a plea deal
worked out wnh prosecutors iri
sentencing Hicks. 64, at the end
of a two-day hearing.
Salvagni said Hicks seemed
remorseful. but the five vears
of prison time recommended by
anorneys from both sides
wasn't enough punishment for
his potentially lethal assault on
a Montana State Universitv srudent.
.
Hicks has spent 511 days in
jail. so he could be paroled in
as soon as a vear if he completes the prison's anger-management courses.
He had hoped to be eligible

for parole in seven months under a deal with Deputy Gallatin
County Anorney Jane Mersen.
Hicks' victim, Marcie Fitch,
still has scars on her face and
chest from the anack, and has
· jaw problems as well. She often
stared at the floor during two
days of testimony during the
sentencing.
Mersen said she and Fitch
were pleased with the prison
.time, and Fitch was eager for
the case to be over.
Salvagni said he thought prescription medications and clinical depression affected Hicks

I

•

on April 2i. 1998, the day he
assaulted Fitch.
But he also said Hicks
planned it, bringing the stun
gun iwith him and taking the

woman to a basement to avoid
being seen.
Hicks had previously said a
"for sale" sign drew him to the
doo~ to ask for a real estate
agent's card.
Hi'cks followed Fitch into the
house as she got the card. He
theni choked her, dragged her
to the basement and shocked
her repeatedly with a stun gun.
Fitch fought back, and eventually Hicks gave up and left.
HC was visiting Bozeman as
part of a trip tracing the Lewis
and I Clark Trail. Detectives
used! an eyeglass lens and credit-card receipts he left at the
crime scene to track Hicks to
his Kentucky home.
Tlie judge also said he thinks
Hicks needs sex-offender treat•
ment during probation, calling
the pornography he viewed on
the Internet "sadistic and voyeuriStic." Prosecutors cited the
images Hicks viewed of strangled; and mutilated women as
motive for the anack. Salvagni
said Hicks maY. not use pornography or the Internet while on
probation.
Hicks said in court that after
his release he hopes to return
to Kentucky, where he was &
computer science professor at
Morehead. He will live in Lexington and do computer consulting to pay his legal bills and
$16,000 in restitution to Fitch
and her mother.
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tacejs:on for college acceptance
:etting into top schools increasiµgly competitive
I

By RAcHEL SMOUIIN
SCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE

·As millions. of high school
seniors . start the stomach-.
: churning chore of college, ap. plications, they may learn an .
early lesson in Economics
101:·Supply and demand.
More students are_preparing to ·go to college. They are
taking more rigorous high
school classes and more SATs.
· They even a_ppear to be filling
out more college applications,
· witb'fy~n:r app~g_!:?, 1g.9r
15 scliilol!l.?c"0 "".-'. • ··' _, ,,,.-~_. • ,
' · Asltaem.and ·goes .up; the i
number of spots available for!
· aRpliftfreshme~. ~emains
rem
yconsta,nt.C!,<a'.tSlttL._
: . :,;'1rJiere continue to be more\
·tt:t>available· t~ _studeil.~s ·
''!students applying," smd
~derson, executive dire..+ni ;,Jor pre-college pro~ t Xaplan Educational
Center.a.."However, in terms
of .to'p:,colleges, it (1999) was
Onll'; of;;;the most competitive
seasons ever, and next year is
expecte~ . j;p be no different;.'.,
. TuiiSiaer the numbers provided by. the U.S. Department

.1cation.and.the College

· .

:-'wh1i:h~iJdrnihist.ers·the

--~·s,,. -.~"'-......_.,_.~ .. ~\t-·--~ -, ,
-- ,ffiis--ye~; a ·record 14,9
~

imllliin'· Americans will be

studying at colleges and uni.varsities.., Enrollment . will
jumpl'lO percent ,in- the next
10':iyears, with an increasing
majority of college students
attending school full-time.
►Two-thirds of all lµgh
'"scnooliitiiderits now go .directlv t,i' college. ;,;,c .. 1-,.i,i .,.s;,,_,,
t·-~)i,More
2 million students . ..:...., an .all-time high --took,the SAT during the past
. schooL year. The number of
siudents. taking college-level
-,--Advanced l'lacement ·exams
. increased over the last decade
by nearly 390,000 to 704,000.
Such numbers, combined
with a robust economy, are
translating into a college application boom. The.· good
. times- for-·colleges life further
fueled by a growing- perception that higher education is
necessary for success, by a sophisticated test, preparation
and college counseling industry and by the Internet, which
opens new possibilities .to students surfing the Web for an
irl"al ·schaol·
: "I think that definitely it's
giittirig:tighter at the most selective schools, not just the
I~es, b11,t the topJiberal arts

,.

than

schools, and even the top state
school!!," said Kirk Smothers,
director of college guidance,rt
the . Barrie School, a private
school. in Silver Spring, · Md.
"It's 'getting insane -at
ally high; high · echelon
schools."
..
. .
Luring students away
More public universities
are beginning to lure top students away from private
schools than in the: .past,
Smothers said. Some, such· as
the University of..Texas , at
-Austin· and the University.·of.
:Maryland, ·Colleget-Park; :a~:
tract strong students·. with:
their honors programs. Others, such as the· University of
Califemia-·at· Berkeley andthe University of Virginia,,.
rank among the most selec..:
•'tive mstitutionii in "tffll ·COUIP'
try.
John Blackburn, dean of
admission at the University of;
Vll'ginia, said this y~ar's entering freshman class .is the ·
university's strongest ever.,
Eighty-two percent ranked in
the toJ) 10 percept of their
high school class, up _from 79
percent in 1998.
I ·
.
"I've been here 20 · years,
.. - ... ... - inJ.979 and in terms
'"~ti.onal ~easures ''liiit
- , , ~ o f the'quality'nf ·
essays ·they •write arid· the
things· they are doing, it's a
humbling task to read these
ap1>lii:ations," Blackbum said;
· Ohio State University. also
reported an excellent 'year, offering admission to :an esti. : mali
pe~~of- t_j_ij!}~,.E\P-_
-· p _can...-,. doWir.~m~ , •,..,~
.tm·
1998•·,:
-~·.-l-,u.•
cen
. -•- :~1,·m~- ·~.11_
·x-.•.
·-'c.-,. 1n this case-iliii,mcreiise.m·
com etiticin ! come·~:· iiit).y
.. froni..& schoor.1¥.;veasfo:dc:)to
··· boost iti'°:reputati6'ii;•Ji£1!IB7,
school 'bfficials changed ·their
.open admissions pplicy-for
students-who graduated from
high school in Ohio to competitive admissions. About three
years ago, the university began investing heavily in re- .
cruitment. Admissions officials say 15 percent of ·students this fall will come from
outside the state, compared
with 10.6 percent in;1995.
Richard. Adam, college advisor at the private Albuquerque Academy I in New
Mexico, said 1999 marked a
significant increase in the
number of applicants to the
country's most competitive
colleges. "Some institutions
were turning down: kids of a

the,~

ted,!Jl

a

quality they had never turned
down before," he said. "It certainly surprised il lot of high
school counselors."
Good achools available
• Inc -the :current college ·climate, talented and accomplished high school seniors
may ·not get into their first or
even second choice school. But
they will get into a good
school.
,
•·"',:'.A-· student with a decent
.college preparatory program
witn··Bs· from a good high
school, .urban, .suburban,,. or
~,1µ:uf_scores .above 1000
or 1100 ori the SAT is proba• b~ going_. t_q_J~ave lots of op. tions, •,aii~~d ... optiolll!."
Adam sm-µ~1.,,,..,,,.,-;,,,. ,_ •
Of the. more ·than 2,000
four-year colleges in the United States, only 225 really
practice selective admission,
said Robert Zemsky, director
· of the· Iiilftitute for :Reseim:h
· on Higher Education at the
University of Pennsylvania.
· · About ' 80 percent of fouryear college students attend
schools that may have certain
entrance requirements - such as a rninimvm grade
pou:it average and standard:ized test scores from the .SAT
or ACT::.._ but do not set com. ~tjve standards. If you meet
those standards, you get in.
Only about 2 percent of undergraduate students attend
coll~ges that are considered
highly selective, such as Ivy
League schools.·
At Manassas High School
in Memphis, Tenn., where
more than 95 _percent of students are on ·free or reduced
lunch·programs, the challenge
for counselor Brenda Berretta
ls-convincing her students. to
apply for college.
.·
~They' know very little
about. college because ·they're
the first generation to · even
contemplate going to college.
A fot of them are even firstgeneration .high school graduates," she said. .
About 50 percent of the
graduating class goes to college, usually attending a twoyear community college or a
state school like Tennessee
State .University or the• University of Memphis. Most are
able to attend through a combination of federal grants and
scholarships; including school
scholarships for African
American students who score
~ell on the ACT.
(MORE)

~~.o~uun- :0roog;---: rngn

1ioo! m s1;.Jmrban Binningun,:;...Ala.,-.-... college- -.adviser
:iren":Bogenschutz-: worries
>out the increasing numbers

...,atuclents;._ whoccfeeL they
apply ·to· college under
L early decision plan, which
eans they will learn their
te early but are obligated to
tend the school if accepted.
1st year almost 20 percent of
,~ students applied early de11st

non, up from the usual 13

,rcent.
"I think there's so much
·essure on the kids to apply
,-Jy, and sometimes I don't
ink that's the right thing to
1," she said.
Some colleges are starting
accept more . students
irough early admissions
ans .. Harvard admitted alost 6Crpercent of this year's
eshman class under its early
:ti_o':' program. Unlike early
aCIS1on plans,. early action
merally does not require the
.udent to make a binding
,mmitment.
·
Because schools tend to
ave a somewhat:higher adtit rate for the early applimts, some :students apply
irly in hopes of increasing
ie_!i: chances for admission.
-~U.l).day _lndepe,lllient, Ashll!!ld,

· lfc· · . . '· · ·- .- .
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. The cost of college

The majority of all studems at
four-year colleges and univer. ·"''· .
. ...--,~--~.
a ~ ·Uri
·..
·
•in thls country that tuition 18 .th
.
.
__ . slties pay less than $4,000Y
E ·
· rising at such a fast rate and . a~ financtal rud totaled $64 . a year for tuition and fees. Here
Is a look at the distribution of
THE ASSOCIAlED PRESS
, people are intimidated by it" billion last year, a record. Of
· NEW
College tu-·
The 19-year-old public poli- .that,: 58 · pen,ent came from i , studems for the 1999-2000
school year, based on.those
ition end feegose·an average cy majoi,-said she scrapes to- atnd~t loans,.up from 40
costs/;~,
. - ---,

'l'.mltr""'

I.

percl

Jf fo•s_ than·· 6.._pereent this . geiher money for tuiti~n and 1
cent m 198~1. , · · ·• ... ·. : ,
year -"- the·.smallest increase expenses from a variety ofr Of the nation s- 15 million
infouryears"'=.tbanksinpart so_urces: Her parents con-'college students, about ,40
to th_e booming economy. But tribute, as does a grandmoth- percent attend four-year state
the m~'-"'e..,J!'{.RB .still more er. S!ie also tut:ora at an in- schools and 40 p~rcent go to
t!"'I\ ~~.:t,Jie ,rate of infla- !}8 rcctty school, taps an inher- two-year ':"~umty colleges.
tion;½·::;
1tance from her grandfather, The remrunmg 20 pei,cent atThe ·average··tuitioii at a \gets about $8,000 in univerai- tend two- and four-year pri- .
four-year private college in _ty grant money and took out vate colleges.
1999-2000 is; $15,380, a 4.6 \government loans.
College Board President
percent in~rease-· over last ; Experts .. attributed. the Gaston Caperton pointed out.
year, according_to a survey re-. smaller-than-usual increase that a degree from a four-year
,eased Tuesday by The Col- to _the booming economy c_oll<;ge typically doubles the
,ege Board. That doesn't in- hrimming state caners, a vi '. lifetime ·earnings of a high
elude the average room-and- orous stock market that h;,. school graduate. "I don't know
ooard cost of $5,959, up 3.6 swelled colleges' endowments anywhere in the world where
1ercent from l!'~t year.
!"'d efforts by schools to rei~· you can make an i?vestment
In-state tmtion_ at public m costs.
and "make that kind of re•
:our-year
sch ools averages
"Times are ·gooii. Statiibud- turn, the ·former governor-·of·
!3,~56, a 3.4 percent increase, gets are better than they've West Virginia said. _:
.
.vhile out-of-state tuition is been in over a decade" said
Caperton stressed that
lB,706, a rise of 3 pereent. Jane Wellman, an anaiyst at Americans need college de- ·
=i.oom and board at those the nonprofit Institute for grees for the better- paying
,chools average $4,730, a 4.6 High~r Education Policy in high-skill jobs offered in tech'.
Jei,cen~ nse.~~ ·;.:cc ·. ..... __ ,Washington. But she warned·,1 nology and the global econo"Th1s obviously isn't the ,When times are bad it's th~ my. "Education is expensive"
best n~ws for_ students," said irst thing to get cut:' .
he said, "but it's· not nearly ~s
Meredith ~e~, a soph~more The survey by the New expensive as not getting an
at the U~".ers1~y of Chicago, fork-based College Board _ education."
wher~ ;mtmn . 1s $23,820 a he organization that adminyear. Its definitely a problem ,ters the SATs - also found

·"-'c,;r_~r -:-=. -, ·

$4,000-"$7.999
20.8%-·

$12,000$15,999

6.2"/4
$20,000 ·

andmore_j ,.
7.2%. ..
$16,000$19,999

6.7%. --·
Note:~
1o ......,.__

.
$B,000-$11,999
&.1%

don't,,. 1o 100 .,..... '"'
•

-

•

Aven,ge cost of·
tuition mid fees
Four-year
public Institution,
lnotate
utudent
199 2000

9-

•$3,356
$3,247

·1998-1999 •

Four,,year publlc Institution,
out-of1tate etudent
1~99-2000 ~ ..,706

1sss-1sss

MWi'M ~,411

Four-year private Institution
1999-2000
199B-1999

Soun:e: Ths College Board

$15,380

_
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.Cfilnie;f~@ls~.~il~r•s'JJiiiy)'~Ji~~illltil!fQI)ll~tiQn
Althou;h voiumes have been ·
written .about school crime and
many schools have taken proactive, sometimes drastic, steps
to discourage violence, little
has been known about just how
serious the crime problem is in
Kentucky's schools. .
· But that's changing."Eastem
Kentucky University's Center
for·Schi>ol Safety- created by
a mandate from the 1998 Generai Assembly-has issued the
·fust statistics· o~ crime in Kentu~kYA.P,1!,l?li~. SJ;P;9P~;Yl.¥,e it
is difficult to' draw conclusions
from those first statistics, the
figures. will ; provide· a benchmar~:-.for ··future reports. ·on
schooi"i:rime. That way schools
wilL be· able. to determine
·wheilief'!'the crime problem is
··increasing
·
· . or d ecreasing,;.;,,;;
·
· .
. ."No 'iine''sh6uld be surprised
by;;,'9J~'i:~!!Piict'of·,the~ school
crime.-.fe~: .Fights are::,the
'•n:i/i;'e/'""'"""'iln:,11.cts' of viol~;
>in:··~.-.:
Jl!l,.m.,m_,.~.s'~.'p'''u·1:i·li·c sch·. .., ....·.·..."',.·, •.,.
00
1rMn
_
!!I.

,::ll:.;,, _ . ~~~~~ ~k;~,=\
listil-4?. -~,--···· · ·

The ceateireportsihaFmore,
thm··4;ootl"assaults o~curred in;
or around. .Kentucky schools
dt¢Iig:..ttie'.:i998-99
academic
--=·--·•---'.,.,,,.....~,....

year. That includes not only
seven with shotguns or rifles,
physical attacks during school
17 described as "other firearm"
hours, but also fights at school
and 394 with "other weapons."
activities such as 'sporting
Obviously, any incidents inevents and dances ..- ~ volving firearms in the s~hools
But fighting is hardly new
should· be considered serious ·
development.in schools. Most of
and merit the most severe punus who have been out of the .
ishment.
classroom for decades· can re- -. JJne only has to recall the
member fist fights occasionally
horrible shooting deaths at
breaking out in.the l:i~h\Tays or,
Grayson's. East Carter High
on the playgrounds-and boys i
· School and •·west Paducah's
~e:e ~involved_ in the: vast ma- j • · ,ll,e1;1tli lµgh School to realize
Jonty of those incidents. How- .
that Kentucky's schools are
·ev: lew of~ thoughffet <>f those ·
n._~t ~~e to violence, but the
9
c es as senous i> rises, ,-,,.
B=tistics'show that our schools
·\Veli, most fights in Kenremain relatively safe.
tucky schools still arb relativeThe center's analysis of vicly: minor, but 875 of~em were
tims reveals 377 male student
considered serious enough to be
victims of crimes and 180 feclassified, as "aggriyat.ed. as_.maj~~: ,li!tudent victims per
saults," whic~ the FBI terms as
· 10;000 students. While those
l . ·•··-- ,-•m••··.........•:-;-".'··,~,
;,~........ •··•·
num·be·r·s
. . fil!,9Rl!.~'-<·~t
...... , .;•.•,.,,.,.,
. ~..,.P~?vi"de littl~ comfiort
The· center· also reports 664·1 · • to·those,who ha · be
"ctims
· 1aree~y-th~fts\md'1i51 ai-'sii~ . ~"iir:'l/~iiiir"fri:ine;~he;~::P put'
. in Kentucky's scho.ol~. ot sin--. ·,:....th_.e_
.. o.v._e_r__
all_. problem into per·
ecti
~
· , _prisingly, drugs also_ \u'e)1prob~
·'~I>. ..v!!,.,,.,.·_'.· :·.;· · ·.. ··· ·· ·· :· ·.
-~J~I11.~orir.1>.~bY~.s~h9o~s. ~e~~ .·: tThe_firs\school crime report

a

6

N.

' ~:: 7ei3Zte7!:e:it::t".J:~ •

there were
236~sfor-weapons,
incidents with J:iandguns,
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EKl:!'approvef,'.:·~➔-~•

·,

tuition increase· . -~,.. ',

.Eastern

Kentucky University'
regen~ yesterday approved a\
7.5 percent tuition.increase for i
each.of the next two years...
·,
EKU President Bob Kustra :
said the higher tuition was ·
needed to enhance the univer~'!ity's academic programs and
services to students. · . : )
~full'time
graduate students, tuition for
the 2000-2001 school year 'fill ·,
go from $1;010 per semeste~ to ·
$1,086L,For.:ili-state graduate

in-staieun~er-

-stuaen'billlion~will
rise fnim .
. . ~- -- ,..

$1,110 per semester to $1,193!'>" ·
Non-resident . · undergrad•

· uates •will see an -increase! of
$227'. go~ $3,03~ ro:$3~7; ·
while non-resident graduille
studenti:.will pay .$3;580, :up
$250 from $3,330.
·
Tuition will rise an additional 7.5 perqint the folloy,,ing
year.
:2,.":-..if.: ~-. ~ ·_/; :· ~
The tuition increase .wui h~lp
fund more advising for at-risk
students, a retention coordinaior, student leadership dev"el. opment programs and wellness
programs, imong other initia:
tives. Kustra said, ... :.... _./ ;· .

This is the first year that (he
state's public universities• have
been allow.eel to set their oivn
·tuition·rates. Previously, tuilil>n
was set by the Council on Postseco'!daly Education. ...• :

Lexington Herald-Leader
Saturdav. October 9, 1999

nrollment up at two-year colleges:

!:!1ie~1~~~e.,;;~~1;;;1°f~
help evaluate how effectiv·e
schools.'ai-e. in reducing. the
problem;'·

EKU tllition, going

.np~for next 2.~·years:
ASSOCIATED PRESS

RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky tJniversiti
regents yesterday approved a 7.5 percent tuition'
increase for each of the next two years.
• .
EKU President Bob Kustra said the higher tu-'
ition was needed to enhance the university's aca-·
demic programs. and services to students. .
;
"We began this process by thinking about
what it would take to meet the needs of our stu:
dents," Kustra said. "This action is needed to ac,'
complis,h the mission of this university."
...;
For full-time in-state uodergraduate students,•
tuition for the 200().2001 school year will go from,
$1,010 per semester to $1,086. For in-state graduate students,. tuition will rise from $1,110 per se-~
mester to $1,193. Non-resident uodergraduateswill see an increase of $227, from $3,030 to·
$3,257, while non-resident ·graduate students wilr
pay $3,580, up $250 from $3,330.
Tuition will rise an additional 7.5 percent the
following year.
·
This is the first year the slate's public universities have been allowed to set their own tuition
rates. Previously, tuition was set by the Couocil
on Postsecondary Education.

nrollment at the state's two-year colleges
president Michael McCall. That figure increased
,creased by nearly 1,200 students this fall,
from 45,529 students who were enrolled in fall
=rding to figures released yest~day. The
1998. The increase represents the first enrol~ent
.entucky Commuoity and Technical College
increase for the system's comm11111ty colleges m
ystern.reported enrollmentof students in credit six years, Lexington Conunt.)llity College, which
ourses increased nearly 3 percent from.fall 1998 is governed by the University of Kentucky, also
3 fall 1999. KCTCS which comprises' is conunu- saw an enrollment increase of about 11.6 percent,
uty colleges and 15 technical colleges, enrolled with 6,828 students taking tjasses this fall Last
,6,716 full. and part-time students, said system fall, the enrollmentwas 6,100 students.
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UKchief·
calls·for
continued
efforts
l

ByKIMBERLYHEFLING
Associated Press ··
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Time
should not be wasted as the University of Kentucky goes through
the process of hiring a new leader, the president of the university
said yesterday.
•·: · ·
"Building a great university is
like building a wall; you build it
brick by brick, faculty member by
facul\}' member, student by student,' said Charles Wethington,
who is to step down as president
in 2001. "That drive toward mak- !
ing it better and better means )'OU \
strive every year to make 1t a .
higher quality !)lace than it was ,
the year before. That's what we've gotto do."
·
Wethington was speaking at the
Kentucky Associated Press Editors Association fall meeting in
Lexington.
· · ·- ·
·
The university is in the early
~es of a $400 million fund-rais-

ing campaign,
aild Wethmgton
said its success
is crucial to the
success of future
campaigns.
"We cannot
afford for- it to
fail," he said.
Wethington
said filling the
endowed-cliair
faculty positions- Wethington
that have recent.!
ly tripled in number from the low
20s to the mid-60s.will take work.
· "It takes time,. it iakes effort,
and it takes a lot of skill to bring
in the very, very best peopleto fill

those chairs," he said.1 •

•

. Wethington said he won't let up
on the goal of making UK a top
20 research university: by 2020.
"One of the dangers we face at
a time like this is if, I relax and
put this thing on-neutral this next
18 --~onths or so, th/s university

'

will have missed an opportunity. "

he said.
'
Wethington . said the board
should hire a replacement who
has the ab(lity to lead a major corporate entity, yet also is a visionary "'.ho can work with students.
":'e.thington said the process of
hinng a new president should be
extensive, but should not take two

years.

Earli~r this year, the unive~ity

Wl!5 split ·after the trustees voted

May 4 to· extend Wetbington's
contract to two years beyond his
expected re~ment in 2001.
Many people clauned the decision
was secretly and hastily made.
.
Then, on, June 29, the board
voted to rescind the original con!r&ct extension, but keep Weth•
mgton on for two years as a special fund-raiser after he steps
down as president:

A sample of recenU•rticles of interest to_ Morehead State Univers'.ty oc· ·a•- Oct .•
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Space: the institutional frontier
Colleges, unive: ,ities want cash- for buildings

Kentucky wants its colleges ana uni.
versities to increase enrollment, help create jobs, Ix· accouncil estimates th_a_t the, state's
tive in their communities and earn national prC•PlJ·
colleges and umversmes will need
nence.
only 3 million additional square
To do all that, the universities and colleges sa,,
feet of space over the next 20
they will need n_ew buildings on their camJ)uses, and
years.
soon.
Those figures. Davies said,
That will be the pitch during a special meeting to·
mean the state has the luxury oi
day to discuss top capital priorities for the next twotime and can spread out its con·
year budget.
struction.
"Even with a moratorium for
The finance committee oi the state's
Council on Postsecondary Education will the next two years, we will still
need to increase space b)'
hear the universities' and colleges' wish
::oo.OO(J
squi1re ieet each bienni
lists for nearlv $1 billion in new construe·
lion, renovations and myriad equipment um beginning in 2002-0-1 ...
Davies said.
purchases during the next two years.
"We are still planning an am·
Those wishes come less than two
•years after the 1998 legislature approved bitious program of growth that
about $400 million in higher education capital pro- wiil require a steady capital supjects. And they may run counter to a preliminary plan port from 2002 through 2020." he
said.
from council President Gordon Davies.
For the forthcoming two-year
Davies bas said the 2000 General Assembly should
budget,
Davies said the statl'
delay any new construction during the next two-year
budget - which begins July 1, 2000 - ?nd co_nc~ntrate instead on renovatmg and upgradmg ex1stmg should allocate $30 million in
matching money to help universibuildings.
ties upgrade iexisting buildings
"I think we are at a point
and up to $70 million for major
where we can say, 'Let's hold off
renovations. ,
on new construction,' " Davies
But ·for the universities- and
told a group of legislators last
colleges, that argument isn't encouraging.
:
month.
As council president, Davies
Ed Carter, 1 vice president of
makes recommendations to the
budget and managernedt at the
full council, which has the final
University of Kentucky, said waitsay on any capital project recoming for the $65 million science remendations to Gov. Paul Patton,
search building that tops its wish
The council is made up of private
list will prevent UK from reaching
a tQP 20 ranking by 2020, a goal
citizens·aPJlmnted by _the govermandated by the General Assemnor.
bly.
In November, the full council
will approve a budget proposal
Creating new research space,
Carter said, is critical to attracting
for higher education, which will
include construction recommendathe best faculty ,to UK.
tions. That budget will be sent to
"If it's approved by the Generthe governor, who in turn will
al Assembly in January, it will
prepare a budget proposal to the
take at least three years before it
will be completed," Carter said.
General Assembly.
"If we wait I twn mor ve:1rs,
Mix of Input
that's five or six , e;_··-'
Planning
con2020 goal." he saif
Othena agreed,
struction at the
state's universitie~
Eastern Kentucky Universitv
and colleges has alPresident Bob Kustra said the
ways been a mix of
university's top construction pricouncil recommendaority, ' a $20 million
tions,
university
fitness and wellness
pleas and lfiislator$"
center. is important
w; 1hes. ____
for attracting stuIn 1998. the Gendents.
"When I came
eral Assembly aphere as a candidate.
proved a near-record
that was one of the
$400 million in new
things students said
construction projects
they wanted most,''
for the eight public universities
Kustra said.
and the Kentucky Community
"And I env1s1on
and Technical College System.
that _this will be
Only one of those 28 projects
something the stu- a Wellness Center at Morehead
dents will be willing
State University - is actually unto helJ:! the state pay
der construction. The others are
expected to begin by this fall or
for."
early next year.
Th!\S.f!.l!{IJiects total 1.9 million MHJm!~k of new space m
just ~~1Jy contras!, the

Three options

At today's meeting. counc1
members will have the chance t,
ofier their opinions on Davie,
proposal.
Those comments. said th,
council's Ken Walker. will hel1
shape the staffs final recommen
dation.
There are three probable op
tions for the council:
■ Stick to Davies' origina
proposal and say no to new con
struction.
■ Draft a list of recommendec
construction projects.
■ Say no to new construction
but offer a list of preferred pro
jeers just in case legislators decid,
to fund them anyway.
In what could be a tight bud
get cycle, new buildings have tc
be weighed against other need,
such as increases to universities'
operating budgets and special
trust funds for academics. Walker
said.

Who wants what
The Council on Postsecondary Education·k Fin~nce Committee will meet lodm
wtt:h the presidents of the state's unlversitieS and the ~~entuckv Community enc
Technical College System to hear tneir reque~ts for new constiuct100 and renor:.tion projects for the next two years
,
Here are the top five capital proposals at the state's eight :m,versrties an:j

the top 15 for KCTCS.
t
A full list of the proposed construction proj~cts for each university and lt:rcs is
available at the H'eraid-Leader's O[lfine version at nttp://www.kentuck},:onnect.com
•'

•v

Estimated Slate Fund&/~ ~

lnstltutlon7ProJect

-~

EAS'ICRN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
University activity center

$20,000,000
$5,000,000
$18;Q00,000
$19,00QJ)OO
$7,000,~

Cammack Building renovation
Justice and safety training building
· Kentucky fire and rescue training academy
Criminal justice training complex

1
1
:!~cTCS central office building, L.J.-igton
\ · $1g;45di\in
Danville regional technolo,gy center ,.
,
,·
'· ·
$10.71~
Central region postsecondaryP!fll<!r, Clinton County
$16,532,000
Jefferson Community College rmow1t1ons. downtown Louisville
$8,SOO;oao
Somerset Technical Colleg~•renolfatlons /
I
}
$600,000
"Ashland Technlcal College 11!!10".stions . .
j¼
$6,900,000
Mayo Technical Colle~ renovations, f.alntsv,11~ .
~7 1?82,000 '
laurel Technical Colle~. ffarlli11 camPlfS renov~uons
· • $4;i14,000
Soulheast'Communitytollege'renovatlons. Cumberland
$2,000,000
Laurel Technicaf/Sornerset Community Colleges expansion
$11,674,000
Somerset Technical/#ommunlty Colleges expansion
,. $9,611,000
EllzabelhtowiiflecfuiR:al College renovations • :
.$807 ,000
f'.IOrthem Kentucky Communit;y/Technical College, CampbelfCounty$19,l:lea;ooo
,•ffenderson/Tri-County techniCal center
1
$12;QOO,OOO
-·Business incubator. Anderso~ County_ technica11cam~~s
$10-~,600

<' ~'~;:;"

I

WESTERt.l KENTUCKY

ITY

Science compleXVenovatlon and expansion
Van Meter renovation - design
Gordon WilSOJI.Jenovation - design
Schnelder ;Hell· renovatioo
6wen~;w&i'k force development center

I

~t'J-.:,,.."
~r~J,

.

I

.,

Source: Capital Planning Adviso,y Board

{t-, .

'ilil;ooo,ooo ·.
·s1··,ooo
$
,500

$6,01 ·100,
-$17,271,000"''

College building fue~
may softe:n stand
School leaders
back bonds for
construction

shoWed the state's colleges had
enollgh space. council President Gordon Davies told lawmak'ers he did not anticipate requesting state money for new
buildings. But several college
presidents tried to make the
easel for new facilities yesterday
to th'e council's finance committee.
1

By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT. Kv. - State
education leaders 'may relent
slightly on their stand against
new construction at public colleges.
Despite the prospect of a
tight state budget and a study
showing that colleges and universities in Kentuckv have all
the space they need. school
leaders yesterday asked for
$343 million in state bonds for
18 new buildings. The afternoon-long parade of requests
for renovations, expansions and
special programs sets the stage
for a November meeting where
the Council on Postsecondary
Education will decide on its
two-year budget request.
The council's 2000 budget request will be the first that is
built around the higher education reforms passed by lawmakers in 1997. Those reforms
give state colleges new performance ta!llets, and several
university officials said yesterday that some new buildings
are vital to meeting those goals.
''We really are up against the
wall on space available for our
research function," said University of Kentucky President
Charles Wethington. The 1997
reforms envisioned UK becoming a top-20 national research
universitv by 2020. Wethington
asked yesterday for $65 million
for a new biomedical sciences
research building.
Wethington said the only
available space the college now
has is two former tobacco
warehouses. "We simply don't
have a good option to renovate.11
UK is seeking the biomedical

building to house a research
team the college has landed
with incentive money the state
provided under the higher education reforms.
The University of Louisville
also came to yesterday's meering calling a new building - a
research center on its Belknap
Campus - crucial to its efforts
to meet the state's new stan-

dards.
"It is vital to where the university needs to be going," said
Provost Carol Garrison. "If
we're going to delay new buildings, we may be delaying our
progress toward the goals as
weU. 11
After a June report that

1

Davies said he has asked UK
and 1U of L to explore how_ research incentive money might
be used to help pay off bonds
for construction. He said the
council mav still see the need
to recommend the UK and
U of L projects.
Council member Walter Baker of Glasgow, chairman of
the g'roup's finance committee,
called the UK project "a cor-

nerstbne" in efforts to become
a top\20 national research university.
"We understand that all of
theseiguys have needs," Davies
said. ',"At the same time, this
business is a business of choosing among goods. If you look at
what ;people were asking for
here, it's a $300 million package before we"re done."
Many of the colleges are also
seeking money for salary increases for faculty and staff.
Northern Kentucky University President James \fotruba told
the council that if the state
can't help the college raise its
\

salaries, which rank low in
comparison with similar institutions. it will have to look at tu-

ition.ini:reases.
"It's :not an option for us to
do nothing," he said.
Under the 1997 reforms, each
public '1college is now rated
against1 a group of 19 similar
universities across the country.
Kentucky colleges are using
those comparisons to re-examine tuition, pay and the success
of their academic programs.
Murray State University
President Kem Alexander said
that at ~ titne when Kentucky
colleges are under pressure to meet
more ambitious performance goals,
the state \should be open to investments like new buildings that would
hel.P in reaching the targets. In Murray's case; Alexander yesterday made
the case \ for $20 million in state
bonds to build an agriculture technology/telecommunications center.
· Last year the college chose telecommunic~tions systems management as a niche where it intends to
b.ecome a national leader. But Murray has no building for telecommunications or its growing number of agriculture majors.
"It's a specialized facility. You
can't just use a converted dorm for
it," said Alexander, who also asked
for a new classroom building in Henderson forl its extension courses
there. "You·can't just look at square
footage without taking quality or spectalization into account. We're optirnistic the council will take all this
into consideration."

Universities
using new right
to set tuition
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press

TUITION

These are the
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Tuition
semester tuitions for
increases for the next academic
Kentucky residents who
year range .from $30 to $95 a
are full-lime
semester at Kentucky's public
undergraduate students
universities, a reflection of the
in the current school
different approaches taken as
the schools set their own
year, the 2000-01
charges for the first time.
school year and 2001The smallest increases will
02.
come at Morehead State UniEastern
Kentucky:
versity and Kentucky State Uni$1.01 0; $1,086; $1,167
versity, which have long worKentucky State:
ried about pricing themselves
$1,010; $1,050; $1,098
out of the higher-education
Morehead State:
market. The largest increases
$1,01 O; $1,040; $1,070
will be at the University of KenMurray State:
tucky and the University of
Not set yet.
Louisville. In all cases, the rates
Northern Kentucky:
are for Kentucky residents who
$1,010; $1,066; $1,124
are full-time undergraduate stuKentucky.
dents.
But' the biggest increase in
$1,480; $1,555; $1,635
percentage terms will be at the
Louisville:
state's technical schools, which
$1,480; $1,575; $1,669
are only now being folded into
Western Kentucky:
Kentucky's higher-education
$1,010; $1,075; $1,145
mix. Tuition at the former KenCommunity colleges:
tucky Tech schools will rise
$550;$575;$605
from the current $330 per seTechnical colleges:
mester to $380 in the 2000-01
$330;$380;$440
school year and to $440 in
2001-02.
Those
increases
amount to 15.2 percent next
year and 15.8 percent the fol-· crease in a single year, the tulowing year, which is more ition at technical colleges will
than double the largest percent- gradually increase to equal that
age increase at any other insti- at community colleges in five
tution.
or six years, McCall said.
Michael McCall, president of
The six regional universities,
the Kentucky Community and which charge the same tuition
Technical College System, said this year, tlie last time the figthe increases at the former vo- ures were set by the Council on
cational schools are to get their Postsecondary Education. Next
tuitions in line with those at fall their tuitions will range
community colleges and to from $1,040 at Morehead to
bring them closer to those of $1,086 at Eastern Kentucky
similar institutions in surround- University.
ing states.
Besides taking their own fiWith the merger of the com- nancial needs into account
munity colleges and the techni- when setting tuition. universical schools, their programs are ties are requirement by the
supposed to be interchange- council to raise one-third of
able. Thus, it may be possible their total finances from stuto take some courses at a tech- dents.
Even though the council dinical school for one rate, while
another student might pay rected that universities set their
much more for the same tuition by Sept. I, Murray State
courses at a community college. University has not yet done so.
"It is very unfair for our stu- Murray, which reportedly is
dents," said Martha Johnson,. considering an increase of 6
chairman of the KCTCS board percent to 16 percent, wants to
of regents. "If both sides of our wait until after the council
system are equal, shouldn't our makes its budget recommendations to the General Assembly
tuition be equal?"
But rather than a huge in- before setting tuition.

The Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentuckv.
, 1 ogc,
Monday. Octooer 1 ~- ~

These athletes also
excel in classroom
When it comes to the Morehead State Universitv softball
team, the term stude~t-athlete
is not an oxymoron.
The Lady Eagles have been
recognized for their classroom
achievements by the National
Fast-Pitch Coaches Association
by having the eighth highest
team grade-point average
among NCAA Division I
schools.
Sophomore outfielder Amy
Fox has received the Ohio Valley Conference's Medal of Honor award by earning a perfect
4.0 average in secondary education. Eight of her teammates
had grade point averages of
3.50 or higher during the spring
or fall semesters, and a leaguehigh 10 Lady Eagles were
named to the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll in August.
While excelling in the classroom, these young women also
have compiled an impressive
record on the field. They finished third in the OVC with a
16-5 record last ·spring and
were 27-18 overall. Their fall
season is just getting under
way.
We congratulate the Lady
Eagles on their success - both
on the field and in the classroom.

1..ex1m:::

~P-r;:;::;.Le.1C"..:.

Tuesoa,.

Technical schools lead tuition increase
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT
Tuition increase,
for the next academic year range from
$30 to $95 a semester at Kenruckv uni,·crsities. a reflection oi the different approaches taken as the schools set their
own rates for the rirs.t time.
The smallest incTeases will come at
Morehead State L;niversil\· and Kentucky State University. ivhich have
long worried about pricing themselves
out of the higher education market. The
largest increases will come at the University of Kenrucky and the University
of Louisville. Kenrucky"s two doctoral
research institutions. In all cases, the
rates are for Kentucky resident, fulltime undergraduate students.
Hut the biggest increase in percentage terms will be at the state's technical
schools, which are onl)· now being fold-

td into Kentuck:,··:,; higher educatioL
mix. Tuition at the former Kentuck)
Tech schools will rise irom the current
$330 per semester to S380 in thl' 20011.
01 school vear and additional Slill t"
$440 in 2001-02. Those increase,
amount to 15.2 percent next rear and
15.8 percent the following year. which
is more than double the largest percentage increase at any other instirution.
Michael McCall, president of the
Kentucky Community and Technical
College System, said the increases at
the former vocational schools are to get
tuition rates in line with community
colleges and to bring them closer tn
rates in surrounding states.
With the merger of the communit,·
colleges and the technical schools. pn ,.
grams are supposed to be interchangeable. Thu:--. it mn,· bi• nn,"ihJ,. 10 takt·

:--onw cour:--l.':-- :u ;1 IL'l·i;111cal :-:ci:i 1, ,] Jr•:

one rate. while ano1iler ~tudt'lll 1111,1.!in
pay much more for the same coun:;e:- at
a conununir~· collegt·.
But rather than nnpost.' ;1 huge 11:
crease in a single vear. the rate:,; at technical colleges will° graduallr increase t"
be equal to community college:-: in fin·
or six vears. McCall said.
The six regional universities. which
this year have the same tuition costs
when the rates were set by the Council
on Postsecondary Education. will see
tuition rates range from Si,040 at Morehead to $1,086 at Eastern Kemuch
University next fall.
·
Besides their own financial needs.
universities have been setting tuition:-:.
based on the requirement from tbe
council that they raise one-third of their
total finances fiom :-:llldent:-:.
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Schools ask
$480 million
for 'special
initiatives'
By Holly E. Stepp
HERAt.OlEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - The state's university and
two-year _coll~ge system presidents yesterday outlined a wish hst of 49 "special initiatives" they say
are critical to their success.
The price tag: more than $480 million over the
next two years.
During a five-hour hearing, the state Council
on Postsecondary Education's finance committee
liste!l;fd to requests for money to boost professors'
salaries, start programs to reduce the student
dr~p-out rate, and ~y for special centers on every•
thing from early chtldhood and teacher education
to business etiquette.
Committee members also heard the universities' and colleges' requests for money for new construction, renovations and maintenance work and
new equipment. Requests for new construction in
highenducation alreadv account for more than $1
billion.
·
The hearing, which was the first of its kind in
recent years, will serve as background for producing the state's overall higher education budget
next month. That budget will then be submitted to
Gov. Paul Patton, who makes recommendations to
the General Assembly.
The General Assembly meets in January ·to
hammer out _the state's next !\Vo-year budget.
In what 1~ expected to be a tight budget year,
the Council 'A'.Ill have to weigh the special initiative
requests against other needs, such as increases to

the umversities· operating budgets and trust funds for academic
programs.
Council president Gordon
Davies said the budget process
will come down to choosing
among "the goods."
_ "Doing any one of these things
will mean choosing something not
to do," Davies said.
The presidents presented special initiative projects that aren't
covered by their operating budgets.
The state's two-year college
system submitted the fewest projects - !\Vo - while Kenruch
State University asked for 10. ·
Some of the universities offe:ed projects to cover basic operating expenses. such as boosting
facultv salaries.
"The expected 2.4 percent increase in our operating budget
barely covers our basic expenses
and leaves us little room to address the salaries of our people:·
said Universil\· of Kentuckv President Charles \Vethingron. ·
UK has requested mone1· ior
raises for facult)·. staff and ·agriculture extension workers as well
as higher stipends and fellowships for graduate teaching and
research assistants. Eastern Kentucky University. Morehead State
University and KCTCS also requested money for saiaries.
Other universities asked for
new academic programs.

Topping Western Kemuckv
University's list was $1.3 million
for a new Kentucky Academy for
Mathematics and Science. · The
academy would be an intensiYe
college-based boarding school for
high school juniors and seniors interested in math and science careers.
Western Kentuckv President
Gary Ransdell said ·ideally the
funding for such a school
wouldn't have to come from the
higher education budget, but said
it was too important not to include.
"This is the area where we
know the state has the greatest
need - in advanced level math
and science education:·

Kenny Ratcliff is extraordinary artist
Make no mistake about it:
Kenn:, Hatcliff is an extraordinary artist. a craftsman who
has gained a national reputation for the mandolins he.
makes in a small workshop in
his Carter County home.
. His Silver Angel Mandolins
crafted from European spruce
and curly maple have won
raves for the uniqueness of the
sound they produce. His mandolins. are played nightly by
such well-known musicians as
Dan Kelley of the Faith Hill
Band, Jessie Brock of the bluegrass band IIIrd Tyme Out. and
Shayne Bartley of Unlimited
Tradition.
"Most mandolins have a tinny sound to them," Bartley

said. "I like something a little
less harsh. and Kenny's mandolin gives me that."
It is that unique deep and
woody sound that has earned
Ratcliff his reputation. He began making mandolins in 1974,
while working on a master's degree in studio art at Morehead
State University. He taught
and played in a bluegrass band
before devoting full-time to his
craft
Silver Angel Mandolins will
never be mass-produced. That
would destroy their uniqueness.
Instead, each one is likely to become a treasured instrument
that is handed down in families
for generations. That's quite a
legacy Ratcliff is carving.
THE MOREHEAD NEWS-MOREHEAD KY
-·'
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NEWS FROM THE STUDENT PRESS
Logging on In the dorm lobby
Within the next month, students living in East•
em Kentucky University's 14 dormitories will have
access to new computers in the buildings' lobbies.
The computers are paid for with a new $50 technology fee paid by all EKU students. The com1;>uters.
at least one for each dorm. will be accompanied by
new laser printers. for a total cost of $100,000. The
remainder of the S600.000 generated by the technology fee will go to support access to the Internet in
dorm rooms and other computer labs.
-

JENNIFER MULLINS. THE EASTERN PROGRESS

SGA seeks better student safety
~lurrav Statl' liniwrsitY's Student Government
:\ssociatio·n is workin!( on a· set of proposals tu make
the campus saier. Student Government Association
President Brandon Kirkham said a recent assault
against a female student prompted the work.
"It is our belief that there should be more call
boxes and thev should be more clearh· marked."
said Kirkham. add in!( that he would like· to see blue
lights added to all the call boxes.
The SGA hopes to present its suggestions to the
University Safetv Committee this week.
- JASON YATES. THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

Dog waste a bone of contention
Une Eastern Kentuckv University student has
begun a crusade to make sure his fellow residents at
Brockton Family Housing clean up after their pets.
lt·ff King has circulated a petition asking the univer·,m· to crack down on Brockton residents who he
,ai-s don·1 clean up 1hrir do!(S· waste.
Pet owners in Brockton. however. say King has 8
:lung again:-:t do.'!:;.

"He has a vendetta against pets:· said Nathar.
Hoskins. Hoskins said he called campus police after
Kin!( confronted him in middle of the night.
EKU's oftice oi judicial affairs has the final dec1
sion on whether any student has violated the university's pet policy.

R~i!red MSU professor may be
eligible for parole in one year
From Staff Reports
Retired Morehead State University professor
Charles Hicks was sentenced to 20 years in
prison on Monday, but may be eligible for
parole in a year.
Hic~s, 64, pleaded guilty on Sept. 3 to
assaulting and kidnapping Marcie Fitch 20 of
Bozeman, Mont.
'
·
According to police, Hicks posed as a home
buyer and followed Fitch inside and attacked
her with a stun gun when she went for a
realtor's card. She fought back and Hicks left
Several psychiatrists and a psychologist
testified that Hicks, could have been driven by a
case _of. depression exacerbated by two
prescnption drugs he was taking: testosterone
and corticosteriod, according to Jane Mersen
the deputy county attorney who prosecuted th~
case.
Hicks pleaded guilty after the Montana
Supreme Court declined to withhold from the
trial the pornographic material seized from his
Morehead home.
Half of the 20-year sentence - 10 years on
the felony assault count - was probated.
Hicks has 10 years to serve on the
kidnapping count.
Convicts are eligible for parole after serving
a quarter of their sentences in Montana,
meaning Hicks could get out in two and a half
years.
Hicks will get 511 days credit for the days he
spent in jail awaiting trial, whlch would make
him eligible for parole in approximately a year.
He will have to complete an anger
management program before he is released
from prison.

Monday. Octooer 11. 199~

2-wheelers come
of age
Illegally parked
bikes get same
notice as cars,
but heftier fine
By Karla Dooley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jacob Fowles was surprised last
week when he got ready to ride
home on his bike, which he'd left
locked to a bench at the Universitv
of Kentucky's William T. Young Library.
It was now chained to the bench
with a heavy-duty security chain
and padlock.
Fowles snatched a bright yellow
tag reading "WARNING DO NOT
REMOVE TIDS BICYCLE" off the
bike's handle bar and took a few
steps back.
"Twenty-five bucks," the 20year-old junior said. "That's crazy. I
honestly didn't know that this was
not a legal place to put it."
Fowles is one of a number of UK
students who are learning the hard
way that parking bikes outside of
the racks provided on campus can
be costly.

Lt. Billie Jo Sparks of the university's Parking and Transporratior.
Services office said she's ticketed up
to a dozen students a day this semester for illegal bike parking.
Students whose bikes are immobilized or impounded must pay a
$25 fine and prove they own the
bike to get it back.
If a bicycle isn't claimed within
90 days, it may be sold at a surplus
auction.
"I know people call the parking
patrol officers Parking Nazis,"
Sparks said. ·:Ifs important that cvclists know that we want to encou·rage the use of bikes on campus.
They have to understand that the restrictions are there for the benefit of
everyone."
Sparks said that illegally parked
bicycles can be dangerous to pedestrians and that certain spots around
campus are hot spots - the library,
next to Whitehall Classroom Building, and at the Shawneetown apartment complex.
The $25 fine and practice; of lock•
ing the bikes down originated with
the police, Sparks said.
With one person devoted to bike
parking, she said, the university has
been able to give more attention to
the issu~. And that means more cita-

tions are bemg issued.
··I knew I was in the \\'Tong-:· :--aiCi
Rob Wilcher. a 23-year-old UK senior
who had just paid the fine in exchange for having his bike unlockec:
from a rail next to Pence Hall. However. he said $25 is ·a little steep:·
Motor vehicle parking tickets
earn- a Sl0 fine if the,· are paic:
within seven davs. or $15 aiter se,·en days. Parking in a fire lane or
hanrlirappeci spot is subject to a S~:i
nenail':. ~aid Don Thornton. dtrt>rtnt
;,f l'arking and Transportation ::ier
vice:..
He said that the $25 fine an<!
practice of immobili,.ation for illega:
bicycle parking is appropriate because it is harder for parking oii,cers to identifv the owner of a bike
than the owner of an illegally parked
car.
"If the univcrsitv had a mandator;· registration of b°icycles. then perhaps the fines would be more with
what they are for motor ,·ehides.'' h,·
said.
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Many college students taking
crash course in investment risk
By Nlala Boodhoo
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWS SERVICE

Praveen Yalamanchi has taken a stomach-turning ride on the stock market. After making $20.000
in two years of steady investing, he lost $4,000 in his
first 48 hours of day trading.
Paul Hamilton has seen his money grow steadily.
if slowly, over the past three years in mutual funds.
Both, researchers say, are representative of the
exploding population playing the market on college
campuses nationwide.
"The biggest increase we·ve seen over the pas1
iew ,·ears. besides women's investment clubs. is
ammig younger people," said Jonathan Strong, who
manages membership for the National Association of
Investors, a non-profit educational group for investors across the co.untry.
Strong said that in the past five years. the median age of his membership has dropped 10 years. reflecting the many 20- and 30-year-olds now in the
market. and he expects that trend to continue.
The seemingly endless bull market, the explosion
of financial information and the ease of makinir

trades over the. Internet, have created a boom in investing among
people in their 20s.
For the most part, the younger
people who invest are as serious
as their older tounterparts, said
Mike Kraft, director oi consumer
research for Gomez Advisors, a
Boston firm thar studies online fi.
nance.
Hamilton. a finance major at
Florida ·International University,
is a self-described low-risk-taker
who has put thousands into longtenn mutual funds.
"I'm 24 and, this is a long,terrn
deal." said Hamilton.
He starred investing in his
ireshman year of college when his
grandmother gave him and his
brother some railroad stocks. CSX
Corp. and Norfolk Southern Corp.
He put money irom that initial investment into Prudential mutual
funds.

"Hopefully by the time I'm
gray-haired and retired this will
let me do some oi the things I
want to do later in life." Hamilton
said.
After Yalamanchi. 26. biew
the $4.000 - for him. two summers· wonh oi wages - the
recent graduate of the Universitv
of Florida said he went into th~
marker thinking he would make
fast monev.
. He had seen an initial S5.000
mvesnnem soar to $25,000 in two
years. through investments in
biotechnology and computer software companies. Over the summer he_ decided to try day trading.
m which traders buy and seli
stocks daily or even hourlv. seekmg to capitalize on smail price
movements.

•

C.tJnf inue.J ---==,~

·1 thou~ht, why bather to b, tnlm! w1th dav traam~. :--;oboci,·
an en~meer when I could 1us;. ~a\":-. ·i los: $12.000 nn .-\m;-,
mal., a lot man, money day trad- znn.,:nm anu ! reailv oon ! Kn<1\\
inr,," !l3id Y I
db. who wnat rm domg. ·· .
In a survey conductel.! m
earned a dlal1IO in cgiDeering at
the Univewlty aflFlaridR altl,r he June. The State oi Online Invest•
finished his finlt degree. in fi. ing. Gomez Advisors and Harri~
nance. at the Univeraity of Mia- Interactive found that iust 17 :,e:-

1

mt

cent

"The smartest thing I did
about investiilg in day trading
was getting out early," said Yalamanchi. who quit after his twodav crash. Since then he bas
mOved the rest of his money to an
lntemet compmy he plam to a,ld
long-term.
Yalamanchi is open about the
mistakes he's made in investiug,
which is umzsual, says Univenity
of Miami professor •kdam

than ~5 ieli mtn the iiie-c-~<!.
planner proiiie. compared with .1(\ 1
percent oi investors older than
that. In a twist. though. data aiso
showed that 69 percent oi unaer·
25 online investors surveye-o
were serious investors. as oo•
posed to 46 percent of those older
than 25. Catejlories were determined on stated intennons anci
investing behavior.
'"So investors under 25 aren·:
Just playing the market. rhey'rt:tr;.·ing to make money:· said
Gomez·s research direcmr Krait,
who led the studv. "Thev're 1
sman. and using online iniorina;10n m make wise 1m•estini;r deci- 1
51ons:·
,~ ·~ .; ~~- : I

Schwartz..

-

"lt's like Las Vegas," said
Schwartz, who has taught in•
vesting and finance at the Uni·
versitv of Miami for four years.
.. '.'iobody says. •J had a crappy
time. I lost $9,000.' It's the same

t~~. ,,:-t·.·•;, .. ·

,ii

, 1ni~·~ ie canaidered the

onimt: m,·esrnr;;. ,·nunet-:
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But Hedeecock's lov~ of
..
· ' .ID'.:,
,.il" ·
·
IIMn -~ 1119,Ji,.t ~ runnin11 ha• acquired him a flo:wer, that were from the couple of dollars to help with
finllhin l5K lot of friendo, and on the day Saturday Morning Running the food coeL
.,,,._
4 a
of L,_ BO-mile
. J
Club.
"You d 't
~toeyoba1e111ecif ""'
run m anuary
•
.
.
on even eet a T-:
OD~completlcm; the · · of 1992 they turned out in T~at got to me. Phil eh1rt. People come becauoe
"'2Jiontheual\er·allth ,
llm:e.·:•:··.
.... , · _;. Martm and Bill Mains, who t~ey want to do it. It's a
and IWN!ini-tliu C01D9I ~-.,,
■someone ".'Bll ~ with were part of the runn~ club, life■t!I•, it'e part of our beine,•
118ttincin1hape:·' •:',.•'. ·.• ·.. · - '·.,, ·
1111e.Therewa1 alsocemetothefuneral.
hewd.. ,, ....,, .
.
Herbert Hedrecock, 'M!i■tant~ ·"''. .
. ., . th. roe mi)-■ ~at l;ledgecock aloo eat ~is wife Hedi:eco~k certainly hae:
profeuor cf cbemietey at Morehead •. .
't l'UDDlll&' with· Su~ to start pounding the made runn1ne a part of hi•
State.q~ and Bath County : r· ·
tr"!le.
· bei~e, both emotionally and
aheep farmc l'IIUiuly rim■ racee
H
I run even made
I've eot her running. She socially.
:·
· that make ~marathon almoet
the
"Ultrarmmina," a ra11 her firot marathon last For detaile about the KATS
eeem
"•voted I'! year,• , •. . ,
r""'!, which takes place in the
·· Hi■ Jut iiltajmn wu in Toledo,
~
.l'BCM,::, , • . ·
'fhey live on a farm in Bath Sprmir, call Hedi:ecock at 7830,hi~'M ~~lievimle ral:!I
. .: .
, .SU photo111apher Co11nty where they raioe 2928'0r~61l6)674-6286,
.
inwhic!u,m~~to ne,ehow
Inc
~lbow":J' mapped_•
Entry forms can aleo be
many mi. .
can run m 24 '.. pic:tar. · edreec,4; and hi■
;Ive become a ohepherd, filled out at his weboite:
houn,• ,; . ,ti ;
: ,..,, ~ ,
tmmlni 011,a Thi■ past Year year I learned www.people.morehead"lran76 .. ·1n21houreand.
ip)'OD!q,80L.-. to oheer eheep,■ Hedeecock 1Ledu/fo/h,hed2ec
then~
edeecock ~ . ;. lf:e. I!~ the c~ver framed 98)'1 ~th a grin. . .
.

I

•=-

f
na...ulne

m,,u ~-

m:er·

!••1·

. . · ·..

~~lJ:I.

....n,.
·ltop
•with.
•· te,aching,
'"''"Hedgecock
<•rm•••andn•
He beam.·f&;a
· ~ . over 20 y ~. .. •
. "didn't
his

11110, andran_fllabtmarathon m . .
. thoup. ,. . .. . , wife aloo oreanized an
J~82, ~~1'i('•. . . · . ·:...'c'.., · · ... . he dedded.tA tey a ultj,,nm in Rowen County, ··
... He DOW COll!P"* m enc to 8111:ht
.
· a~ the MSU track The Kentucky Ultra Trail.
-Joni: NDI. ( ~ o n dlotance or
., ,
.
dium. ; ,.. .
· Sojourn or KATS follows a: ·
l~ni:er) ~~ ~ eeven ehort 1'\11111 a~~;~ed up 1'UDIWIII about route _around Cav~ Run Lake :
19ar.
•· ,)s;.
·,.93" ..
I.would take breab and Pioneer Weapons area, ..
l;lut !•r Hqecock, running and
fMJrf.,O ~ and would walk , Hed11ecoclt'-hu: two traile ·.
racmg'" more about peop!e 8:"d
at~/-::
mapped . out , .. one
ie :
IIOOd ca_uo .. than about WIDDlDI and.1 - ~ 300 people ended up approzimateli-'86 milee and

f

competin&, . •
"I gue,s I erew up with the
idea of being good. One thing
I've alway, said is that many
people uoe ultranmnine for
good cauoes.• he osid.
Hedgecock is certainly •
good example of this.
In 1991, he decided to mr
around Rowen County to rsise
money for Christ·
S .
·
Ian oc,al
S Bl'YICN.
~:,.--~
He acquired · a map of
Rowan County and planned
out the route he would take
.
•
some of 1t fell on roads, other
Partl! went along trm1s.
"I told my friends I was
eoini: to doin11 this and they
thoueht I wa■ nuts • he eaid
with a laup.
'

Co•!'!'-~~-~

even had a ':°uple the, other ie approzimately 60 ·
of~ihowup thatnigbL" milse,
· .·:,;_ ,.,,
Sut.it. beco~e ■ apparent
".fhe firet year we did it eiz
after taliin11 with Hed&ecoc,k people ohowed up;'Tbis year, :
. that hi,1 ,fulfillment doeon t which WBll the third year we
· come witb how l_oni: he runs or held the race, about 36 ehowed
how far, '!"1t with the people up,;It \Jal, ~):"I ever:r year,
he runs with: .
"I've. liad people· ■how up
oci"!1Ylili~g moS t of my from Oreeon, Tezae, Florida,
s H
ed, e""' · bi
.
Penneylv.~ia,.Indiana 811~
e an eome of s friends Ohl~.• ·,:·''.·:•·:. ,'; .
,_ ...,_
regularly i:et together to run Th
' -•J· '"'' ·· , . ., ·· ·.•.
•
• :. e !ace 111 a model of:.
on .Saturday momllJII.
illll\""Wm. No entey feee are
PhilSMome ~f,ushget together-at chareed and no awarde are
. artiD s ouae and go for i:iven. .
,
...
asociaJrun•
-i · th ·
:."" ·,
·
"M
· d. d . ,
d
, 111ve em the bare ba■ics, .
96
1
Y mom ie m . an
a 11\"P - with few markers ·
went home to Brooksv,lle. At placed alone the trail. I ahQ- .
the funeral, I saw a bundls of put; out a few ·thinee to eat; :.
People sometimes donate a
·

!d

a

.......

,Scott among
inductees to MSU Haft
;.. , 111.,, • • I.,

hall' ana Jarrell Vinson

Tom Scott. \\'Jhl 10 uest
known in these parts for
building Boyd County High
Schoors football program. is
one of five individuals who
will be inducted into the
Morehead State Universitv
Hall of Faine this weekend.
Scott. a native of Catlettsburg, was a four-year letterman in football for the Eagles. He earned All-Ohio Valley Conference honors in
1957 and 1960.
Scott, a center and defe11·
sive lineman. had two interceptions in one season. Not
surprisingly. he was known
for his aggressivness.
His "love of contact .. is
mentioned in the senior media guide profile in 1960.
Scott transferred that philosophy toward Boyd County
footba'.l. He led th<- Lwns to a
Clas .. A.'\ runner-up iinisa m
19,;;,
Th,• other inductees for
this year's class are Paul
"Mouse" Combs I basketball/footballJ, Mike Gottfried (football), Kelly
Stamper (women's basket-

('HI !It'll

1football/basketball 1.

Here·, a look at each .,r tlv·
other ne\'v members:
►Combs lettered three,·ears in both football and
·b:1sketball in the earl,· l 93lle
alt er arriving at MSU from
H~zard High School. He was
:1 member cf the first All-KI.,, · [3a,Ketball Team and ,.
cunsidered one of the great,•,:
11:·111:andlers in schon! h1~1•·
►1

;ottfried is best know11

letter.-.

I!: !11(,il.,1,

:11

IH--t.Seiwll. Ht· ,,:1:- ,, 11u:•1•i1-,
i.1ac:k 011 i\ISlr_.._ ou1:-:uu1m11:
team:; of the HJ;Ju·, ano , "'"

book accounts of that d;i,
t:redit him with J.ms~iu~ it-·
:--everal key touc11ctn\\"IJ='.
The inductioli. t<•rPJJHlll,
wil! he Friday at 7::lt, P.n;. 11
tn.i.:· ( ·ragpr n()(JI1} of ti::
Adron Duran Uni,·pr,=:;1t · 1..
1

Ler.

Reservations can be made
ny calling (606) 783-2080.

ni ,,, 1or hi~ work a~ a football

ESrr-:. He spent
il,ur :--t:-.1sons a:-. thC' EaglP::-·
srnrl':1.' quarterback. He firoisheu 11is career witli 3.5G:i
yards passing. including
1.585 in Hl64.
► Stamper is one of themost versatile players in Lad~· Eagle basketball hist .. r:,
She ranks 11th all-tim, ,m
MSU's scoring list. eiE!hl n m
rebouidng and third in ,, •.
a1ui!y:-t for

Long weekend
Here's a fact to show just
how far Morehead State University's once downtrodden
team has come under coach
Matt Ballard.
The Eagles dropped a 5222 decision to New Haven,
Conn., Saturday, giving
Morehead its second straight
defeat for the first time since
1996.
The entertaining Eagles,
led by record-setting quarterback David Dinkins, play
V alpariso Saturday afternoon
in its Homecoming game.
Kickoff is 1:30 p.m.

~ist,".Snt· came tr. 1\ISG

i.llll
at
,\!I-St.ate career at Kn .: ·
.1 11Ul1t\ l 'pntr:d Hi~li · ·l·o,ii

The IJ,irlv lndeoendent. Ashland. Kentucl,y.
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Colleges, univer.sities exercise
right to set tuition fees
Incre_ases in charges range from $30 to $95 per se111esti
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoct-\TED PRESS WRITER

FRANKFORT
With
newfound independence to
take their own direction on tuition rates .. Kentuckv·s colle~e~ and universities went
t h-ei r own wa vs.
Tuition increases for the
next academic year will range
from $30 to $95 a semester at
Kentuck\' universities for fulllime resident undergraduateo.
But the biggest increase in
percentage terms will be at
the state's technical school,.
which are only now being folded into Kentucky's higher education mix. Tuition at the
former Kentucky Tech schools
will rise from the current
$330 per semester to $380 in
the 2000-01 school year and
additional $60 to $440 in
2001-02. Those increases

amount to 15.2 percent next
year and 15.8 percent the following year. which is more
than double the largest percentage increase at any other
institution.
Michnel McCall. president
of the' Kentuck\' Communit,·
and Technical . College S_vstem. said the increases nt the
former rncational schools are
to get tuition rates in lint-

with communitv colleges and
to bring them closer to rate,
in surrounding states.
With the merger of tlw
communit,· colleges and the·
technical schools. programs
are supposed to be interchangeable. Thus. it may be
possible to take some courses
at a technical school for om•

whilP another studcn;
might pay much more for th,
same courses at a communin
college. "It is very unfaii· lo,
our students." said Marth:.
Johnson. chairman of th ..
board of regents for KCTC::C:
"If both sides of our s,·sten
are equal. shouldn't our tuition be equal 9 "
But rather than impost· ,
hug-e increase in a single yeai.
the rates at technical collegp,
will gradualh- increase 10 j,.
equ_nl to conimunit,· college-,
Ill hve or six ~·ears.
ml<•.

Tuition rates in Kentucky
Tumon rates for Kentuckv resident full-t1111e. unoergraduat<·
St'-laents 31 Kentuckv colleges and urnvers1t1C>s 111 tl1E- curren·
,, .. i,,. : .. j( : :
f\r',r,1
sc 1w · \ P:1• 1 •· · :-,0n(1 r•::
~··..

- .•.)(",
Kemuckv State U111vers111
Morenead State Universi1-.

~.'1ur:·o. St?.i• · . • !'.'~'r~1~·.
Nonnern l·v.·;1:·.,, .. ., l.J111vers11,
~n1vers1t\ u: f\c-rnuc.:,~\
lJrnversnv OT LOUISVIIIE.·
Western hentuc:1<.1, Un1verSJt\
Cammunitv Colleges
Te·~nn;,:,1. C()11ege·

1.01():
1.010:

1.05():

1.0ll
1.480.
1.480:
1,010:
550:
330:

.:__l..h.:i•__

l.04(•·
" -~,
-•--•···
l..575:
1.075:
575:
380:

-'-

1.09!:
~.07(
\: .

~ :- 1

.i.63=1.66(
.:..lJ f"
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State might fall
$80 million short
Revenue increasing, but not as much as
counted on for budget. new forecast finds
By Jack Brammer
HERALD-l.EAOER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - State government is facing a money crunch.
maybe as much as $80 million.
Budget director Jim Ramsey said
yesterday that Kentucky's General
Fund, which pays for most state programs except roads, is expected to
come up $60 million to $80 million
short of what it had figured on spending this fiscal year, which began July 1.
That also means the state will
need to scale back its spending plans
for the 2001-2002 budget, Ramsey
said last night airer meeting with a
panel of economists who make Kentucky's official revenue forecast.
The Consensus
Forecasting
Group is to make its official revenue
forecast bv the end of this week.
Those estimates will form the basis
for the budget that Gov. Paul Patton's administration will present to
the 2000 General Assembly. which
begins in January.
Patton has been warnmg ior
months that the budget for the next
two years will be a tight one.
But yesterday's news showed that
money is getting tight even before the
next budget.
Ramsey said last night that no decisions have been made yet on how to
address the expected shortfall. Options include budget cuts by Patton to
current proirrams if the shortfall
climbs to 5 percent of the enacteo
budget. Kentucky's Constitution n

quires a balanced budget.
Right now, the state isn't near
that point. A $60 million shortfall
would amount ,to only about 1 percent of this year's $6.47 billion General Fund budget.
Still, Finance Secretary John McCarty voiced concern yesterday about
the state's financial picture after his
office released revenue receipts for the
first three months of this fiscal year.
Tax revenue was up l percent in September compared to
the same month last year,. and
up 2.6 percent for the fiscal
quarter.
But that falls short of the estimates used to figure the state
budget. which counted on tax
revenue going up 4.8 percent.
To generate enough money
to meet the budget, revenue
would have to climb by 5.4 percent for the rest of the fiscal year.
"We are examining each tax
and its performance carefully,"
McCarty said.
He said the slowdown might
be due to several tax cuts that
have been phased in over recent

years, such as reductions in the
individual income tax and the inheritance tax.
The Road Fund, generated
mostly by tax on fuels, has
shown strong growth, but a $27
million mistake discovered this
week might change that picture.
State officials said a large
taxpayer was double-billed bv
that amount for the motor-fuels
tax.
The state will pa;· a reiund
for the mistake.
Road Fund receipts reponeci
yesterday showed 9 percem
growth for the first three
months of this fiscal vear, bu:
those figures included ·the extrn
- payment. Ramse;· saici.

'

Priso1is, university buildings
make state construction list
i:-;J;:1 11 n·

ll.SSOCI.\TEO PRf_:-,

FRAl'<KFllHT

.-\ panei ap-

pointed to help boil down the laundry list oi requests for major construction and equipment purcha..:.
es from state al!~ncie:- vesterci:;·.

came up with ;, list o( 17 item',.
costing an estimated $424 millio11.
The Capital Planning Advise,.
ry Board waded through request,
totaling more than $4.8 billion to
get to their recommendation~.
which will be reviewed again later
this month before the)' are forwarded to the General As,;embly.
"It's hard to come up with "
short list. even at that with a bi1c
price tag:· said Bill Hintze. a
deputy state budget director anc
one of the I 5 members oi the
board. "Ifs been hard to g-et to
this stage. rm satisfied we·Yc
done what we can."
The board. which includes
members from the executive. leg-

and

.illd1i.:1;.d

86:i million and !-;-1 l mil\1u1i. :~
spect'in:i·..
The counrii will not make it,

brancne:-: o:·

gon~rnment. has been in place fnr
several years with mixed succe~:in havinJ:r it$ work embraced om·l·
thl' legislature pt11s final spendin~
pian:-- 1ogethl·r i!l ;\'lard1 and .-\pr:·
:!OUU. But it has worked tn rakl' ,,

m1Jn• balanrcd ,·irw 1of capirnl n·which son'ietimes can
grow to be wish lists.
quesb,

The big item on rh,· recommendations from the boarµ "'" ,,
pair of 895-bed medium-security
prison$ that cost an estim::ne(1
SI 84 million. Go\'. Paul btton ha,
already expressed his preierencc
the prisons be built in Elliott and
Knott counties.
The board also parted con:p,,.
ny ~vith the prclimiriary position
of tne Council on Postsecondan·
Education a:1d recommended ne,;·
research buildings at the Univers,
ty oi Kentucky and the Universir,
of Louisville. costing an estimatefl

The recommendations
Projects recommended by the Capital Planning
Advisory Board yesterday:
■ Contingency fee for court facllltles, $1. 7 million.
■ Emergency operations center expansion, $4.5 million.
■ Criminal justice programs, $10.5 million.
■ Two medium-security prisons, $184 million.
■ Three juvenile detention centers; $29 million.
■ KET broadcasting upgrade, $12. 7 million.
■ Capitol restoration design, $15 million.
■ Land acquisition, Franklin County, $5 million.
■ Transportation Building parking, $18 million.
■ Personnel system computer upgrade, $2.5 million.
■ Kentucky Horse Park wastewater extension. $1.4
million.
■ Early childhood development, computers. $1.2 million.
■ Kentucky State University Hathaway Hall renovation, $3.8 million.
■ UK biomedical research building. $65 million.
■ U of L research building, $,41.3 million.
■ Virtual University library, $19.9 million.
■ Radio systems. $9 million.
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

final recommendations ior new

rnnstruction until next month. bu1
L~arly position has bee11 onh· 11.
:,;upport money ior maimenUnn·
and renovations and not new l:Oll
struction.
11:-:

.

Maintenance. repairs and n··

placements are the top priority oi'
the board as well. above anv new
constJUction. It endorsed themaintenance and repair pools requested
by most state agencies. although
not at specific dollar levels.
As noteworthy as some of th,·
projects on the list are so are
thos<!l that did not make it. Although judicial branch officials
.soug-ht :n ne,. .· courthouses. nont·
are on the recommendation list.
There are also nc', new state polic,·
post buildini:s. state office span·
or state fairgrounds expansion.

/11/"Jl' Clip
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Endowment to honor
past MSU president
1st fund created under state matching program
to support activities in the University's College of Education
MOREHEAD - Morehead and Behavioral Sciences to preState University• has estab- pare educational leaders of tolished its first endowment fund morrow. The money will sponunder a state mat.ching pro- sor professorships, lectureships
gram and named it to honor its and seminars,
most colorful president, Dr.
The birthday celebration was
Adron Doran.
rescheduled from Doran's Sept.
As 400 friends and relatives 1 birthday, aft.er he was injured
gathered at the school Friday to in a fall and needed time to refete Doran on his 90th birthday, cover from surgery.
MSU announced that $265,000
Several distinguished alumhad been given or pledged to be ni paid tribute to Doran during
mat.ched by the same amount of the program. Among them were
state funds to establish the Ginny Fox, CEO of Kentucky
Adron Doran Endowment for Educational Television; attorEducational Leadership.
ney and Greenup native W. TerThe endowment fund is the ry McBrayer and Llsa M. Palas,
first created under the state's an actress, singer and profesmatching funds program sional songwriter.
through the Kentucky Council
Doran's wife of 68 years,
on Postsecondary Education.
Mignon, read a verse she had
MSU President Ronald G. written especially for the occaEaglin said a public campaign sion.
would be launched soon to raise
Eaglin described Doran as
the endowment from $530,000 the one individual who had the
to $1 million.
most impact on the institution
The endowment will be used'.:'.~_.a..,ver its 1~ years of existence.

FlloM STAFF REPORTS

Morehead State Unlveralty President Emeritus Adron Dorm
right, with hie wife and Phllllp TlbbL

"He is 90 years young and I
believe that qualifies him as a
living legend," Eaglin said.
In his nearly 30-minute response, Doran expressed his
gratitude for the overwhelming
display of affection. in remarks
that brought both tears and
laughter from the.audience. He
described ·the initial amount of
the endowment as "the most astonishing, astounding and moving thing"
·.
Doran· ~ been' a. ~clier
and principal in the public

----·

schools, speaker of the Ke,
tucky House of RepresentativE
and president of the .Kentuck
Education Association.
He headed MSU from Apr
1954 until December 1976, a p<
riod during which the school e:
perienced its most rapid growt
in enrollment and buildings.
A minister of the Church ,
Christ since 1928, Doran d,
votes much of his time now ,
research, writing and lecturir
on the history or the America
Restoration Movement.

•·
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:·WOf~'.h~ld's: public
. radio stijion
-

:,~Y-FJ:e-:-o-~-LY-IN_D_EP-EN-DE_NT_

MOREHEAD
WMKY's fall fund drive
marks a time of transition
for the public radio station
lic.EtifaJt4;: ~forehead State
Umversi ,-~ -·
Th~· ii'Si'l'"'li'nd MSU
President Ronald Eaglin
announced this morning
that WMKY (90.3 FM) and
translator 88.3 FM in Inez
will broadcast 24 hours a
day,effectivetoday,adding
classical music between
midnight and 5 a.m.
"WMKY helps us fulfill
our mission of education
and cultural enhancement," Eaglin said in a
news release,
WMKY signed on in
1965 as a 10-watt station
broadcasting four hours
daily. In 1970, it began operating at 50 kilowatts and
increased the broadcast
day to 12 hours, The broadcast day was expanded to
18 hours in 1972 and to 19
hours last year.
Another
facet
in
WMKY's transition is the

·- . ..

...

-

-

going 24 hours
}

naming of Dan Conti as the
station's new general manager, effective nixt week,
He was in the studio this
morning to help ·annouuce
the move to 24 hours a day.
"In tandem with the
school admini•tration, our
listeners are making this
,.pos!lible," Conti said.
. .:' G.!mti, 44', spent the past
two years as a teacher and
manager at a high school
radio station. Prior to that,
he was a news producer at
Miami (Ohio) University's
public radio station.
Conti said he was impressed by WMKY's commitment ·to local news and
student training that he
saw when he applied for
the general manager's job,
"Those are two things
dear to my heart," he said.
Conti said he would
eventually like to add more
locally produced programming tailored for the station's Eastern Kentucky

audience, "l.ncluding programs that address issues
of importance in the region.
WMKY's future plans include the addition of more
repeater transmitters or
translaton. When MSU's
$14 million Breckinridge Hall
renovation project is completed, WMKY will he housed
there, and plans are to create
a state-of-the-art digital
broadcast station.
As of this morning, WMKY
had raised at least threefourths of its $20,000 goal for
the fall fund drive, which runs
through Sunday, said Gordon
Nichols, WMKY marketing
and development director.
With mailings and telemarketing pledges that have not
been factored in yet, "I feel
quite sure we'll make the
$20,000 with some to spare."
Nichols said,
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ART REVIEW

Folk art
simple,
still has
power
By Benita Heath
CONTRIBUTING ART CRll1C

I

've developed a love-yawn relationship with folk art.
There are many works that
excite me with their freshness
and ingenuity. But just as often I
feel as if I've stepped into the
middle of a New Yorker cartoon.
You know, the one where a couple stares blankly at an offbeat
piece of sculpture. The man says
to the woman:
"Yes, I know it's an obj et But
is it d'art?"
That's the question I kept
asking myself as I took in Kentucky Collects Kentucky, the latest
show at the Kentucky Folk Art The simple technique of Hugo Sperger's Welcome to the
Center.
South does not detract from Its statement against bigotry.
When does a prim··t.•;;:a1t"f~~""7.-:-l..-r,.:.
itive painting or ,_-.'::'l"tr
,, ,,1,,,••1Yl'¥1:f-,,,~f'lf(i•t-;ft-,~i::•.::
canvas looks l'k
1 e a Else, by jazz musician Rodney
woodcarving belong :,::<.If you; ',J:,;:
finger,painting. In- Hatfield again has limited techin a gallery exhibit? ;n•k.,, •...·
nocuous and sweet· nique but great heart. Like so
And when should it ",~,;Kentut:j(y:
rr;;:co/lectS·'
A closer look , much here, there is a spirit in this
·be left on the souvenir !:t/,Jreiitiicloi'
chills. A simple work to savor.
shelf at a Cracker Bar- §:~:, ·- . :~R~~f:; t~ street sign states the
Sure, there are some gimrel gift shop? ·
Folk'•·'I.'..;,, theme: "All are we!- ' micky items. Are they a waste of
This show, drawn
ri'itli~.,'··· come except Irish, space? I know what I think. But
from private collectors
· '.~~~~ Jews, Polocks, Ger- go to the show and decide for
throughout the state,
,_;oY.:-r'i,'!•,":. mans, Negroes, etc." ! yourself.
has given me some an· ~;::
A ghostlike figure
Please don't leave the answer
swers. If a work forces
.~(11'\lfl~~ · swings from a light to the critics.
me to think, to stretch
p.m.,f~;'i
uj®<;i, pol.e, the apparent
beyond my own peranclj):'~ victim of a lynch ,
sonal reality, then it's
Lexington Herald-Leader
more than a novelty
Thursday, October 14. 1999
item. After all, isn't art
as much about com- r:,IiJori;:ciill (606)":"_
just because of its ,
Morehead honorees
Arena.' ''We just
munication and imagi- !,,'.1'783'2204'"?,:;,~,;,•
simple technique nation as it is about
Former
quarterback
and
want to have
;-~·-.-r,:,,;~:- its force is too great.
technique?
ESPN analyst Mike Gottfried some fun
Equal in mesThere's no argument Hugo sage is the haunting pencil drawwill lead five inductees into the Friday night
Sperger's Welcome to the South is ing, The Seduction, by Paul
Morehead State Athletic Hall of after midnight
crudely done. Its watered-down Crews. Crews, who spent ·1s
Fame Friday night. Joining him and play a little
acrylics, applied like markings years in a maximum security
will be Paul "Mouse" Combs scrimmage to
from a felt-tip pen, make the can- prison for armed robbery, shows
(basketball/football), Tom Scott start things
vas look like the board to a chil- that self-taught does not mean
(football), Kelly Stamper
off," Coach
dren's game.
(women's basketball) and
Larry Joe
Gottfried
naive. Here is the almost orgasIt's also political, provocative mic face of a woman whose outJarrell Vinson (football/basket- Inman said.
and one of at least two reasons stretched manicured hand is
ball).... The Eastern Kentucky Eight letter winners return frc
for taking in this show.
Lady Colonels will open basket- last year's 11-16 squad.
caught in twists upon twists of
With dabs and squiggles of barbed wire. This is the most soball practice at 12:01 a.m.
■
Halloween orange and black, phisticated work in the exhibit Saturday with a scrimmage at
Ric/1 Bailey covers state co/Sperger creates a damning attack a frightening statement about the
McBraver
leges a11d Marshall for the
on bigotry with his literal village good and bad inside each of us.
Herald-Leader. This article
of hobgoblins. At first glance, the
i11cludes
his opinions and
A Self-Portrait of Someone
observations. He ca11 be reacht
at 231-3336 or hv e-mail al
rbaii<:l'@herald-leader.com.

·:~rm :1~be is:::

t1a~1~1;,•.
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ORGANIZATIONS

Kentucky Folk Art Cen-
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ter: The following were elected
officers for 1999-2000:
John Irvin, Lexington, president;
Linda Cox, Lawrenceburg, vice
president; Michael Walters, Morehead, treasurer; Alpha Hutchinson, Morehead, secretary; and
Nancy Samuels, Loretto, National
Advisory Board.
Pamela Papka Sexton, Lexington,
and Denver Kinder, Morehead, were
electro to the brarcl of directors.

UK board is callee
to activism

- FRANK TURNER

New chairman
wants trustees
more involved
By JAMES PRICHARD
Associated Press ·
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Appointed to the University of
Kentucky's board of trustees in
1995, Owensboro businessman
Billy Joe Miles quickly became
disenchanted with his prestigious position.
Miles thought he and many
fellow trustees were not expected to actually make decisions
. or run committees but were
. there simply to serve as rubber
stamps for decisions already
made by the chairman.
He and the others, Miles recalled, never "really had a part
in the board. And when they
came to the board meetings, all
the decisions had been made."
That is 11oing to change,
Miles promises, now that he
has been· elected chairman of
the trustees.
Miles is eager to play down
his role and the roles of the

board s other new officers, Vice
1

Chairman Steven S.. Reed and
Secretary Dan Reedy. Miles,
who succeeded former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt Jr. as
chairman, has vowed that the
20-member board will be a democracy under his leadership.
Already, he has instructed
board members to pick an area
of the university and become
its informal delegate. The details haven't been entirely
worked out yet, but, as an examele, Reed, a graduate of
UK s School of Law, will attend
all law school functions and
generally keee informed about
what's happening there.
"In the past, the board hasn't

"" #""
""~'·
·•

_

__,

~

- /--.,.:;,,...':"

.

Businessmen

Billy Joe Miles
ls the new UK
trustee
chairman.,

micromanage.•·

interfered at
all with the
different de. partments in
the university,"
Miles
said
last
week. "That
has been a
philosophy of
the president,
that the presidentwould run
the . college
because he
feared that the
board would

Miles, 59, was appointed to
the UK board by then-Gov.
Brereton Jones in 1995. Miles,
Reed and Reedy were elected
officers by an 11-9 vote on Sept.
21.
Despite the vote split nearly
down the middle, Miles says
now that all but three of the 20
board members have expressed
their support for the new order.
He declmed to identify the dissidents.·
·
One of the board's top priorities is finding a successor to
Charles Wethington, the university's 10th president.
Last spring, the board decided to extend Wethington's contract by two years, through
2003. Facility cried foul, citing
a lack of public input and the
fact that the deal would keep
Wethington on as president
past the school's executive retirement age of 65.
_
Miles, Reed and Reedy were
among the trustees who later
voted to rescind the extension.
The board eventually agreed to
a compromise that will keep
Wethington on as a fund-raiser
through 2003 after a new president takes over in 2001.
Meanwhile Miles, , who intends to serve onlY. one_., twoyear te"ijiii
chainnan, _ is annoyed by UK's ''.America's next great
university" advertising campaign. He
said the school already is great.
"We have to create that perception
throughout the world that the University of Kentucky is at the very peak
of what people expecfln _a great uni-

'·as·

versity," he said.

· ·~

It's crucial to the commonwealth
that UK not ·only provide its residents
with a great education but also that
more of its graduates take jobs and
raise families in Kentucky, Miles
said.
Primarily an agribusiness owner,
Miles runs several companies under
his umbrella organization, Miles Enterprises. They include Miles Farm
Supply Inc., Miles Farms Inc., Miles
L.P. Gas Inc., Marathon Fuels Inc.
and Agri-Trucking Inc.
His father, William S. Miles, founded Miles Farm Supply in 1960 and
started selling seed com from a oneroom building on his 225-acre farm.
Billy Joe Miles joined the operation
after graduating from ..yestern Kentucky University with an agronomy
degree in 1962.
Miles and four other people staned
sponsoring tractor pulls.at local fairgrounds in the 1960s. In 1979, they

BILLY JOE MILES
Age: 59 ·
Hometown: OwensboroOccupation: President and
chief ex.ecutive, Miles
Enterprises.
Education: Graduated from
·. Western Kentucky University
in 1962 with an·agronomy
- degree.. · _ _ _
·
Quote: "If we're going to be
No. 1, we're going to have to
encourage people to dig in
their pockets and believe in
us. But we're also going to
have to perfonn. We can't
take their money.and not
perfonn."

formed a sports marketing a11d promotion company· called TNT Motorsports, which they sold to Madison
Square Gard~!\ Enterprises in 1990.
Miles also owns·the Summit Coun111, .Club; a semiprivate golf club in
Owensboro···,,· " 1\ · '.
.. ,-_- ·· Reed,-th;{
vie;;' ;chairman,
describecl Miles as a ·wise man who is
sometimes .underestimated because
of his "uncomiµon modesty."
"Anyone can have a great board
on paper," said Reed, 38, an assistant
U.S. attorney_, nominated by Gov.
Paul P_atton to become the top federal
prosecutor for the-Western District of
Kentucky. "Billy Joe will make this
board a great board in action."
"l think it's about to be a very rewarding time for the University of
Kentucky and for the citizenry of
Kentucky," Reed said.
On May 30, 1997, Patton signed
into law a bill that, among other
things, called for UK to become "a
comprehensive research institution
ranked nationally in the top 20 public

ii~·a~d•~

universities!' .

~eedf, 63, 'the board'~ secretary,
said Miles wants .everyone at the
school to have a voice in where it's
headed.
"He wants faculty, staff and students of the univ~rsity to know that
they are an -imponant constituent
group," said Reedy, a professor of
Spanish and· Latin American literature who has worked at UK since
1966 and has served two years as a
trustee.
"Mr. Miles is what I would call the
quintessence of a committed Kentucky citizen."
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Donation
adds to
animal
collection
College now
boasts 7,000
mounted beasts
By JUDY JONES
The Courier-Journal
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. The largest collection of
mounted animals in Kentucky,
and possibly one of the largest
in the world, recently received
an extensive collection of Afri•
can animals from a retired
Louisville minister.
The Rev. Wayne Dehoney,
former pastor of Walnut Street
Baptist Church,
recently
moved from his home in
Riverwood in eastern Jefferson County to a retirement
community and donated his
45-year-old collection to Cumberland College in Williams-

burg.
The Dehoney collection will
be added to another private
collection acquired by the college in 1992 for a total of more
than 7,000 animals filling
I0,000 square feet, Cumberland College President Jenx
TaX1or said.
'It's more than a collection,'' Taylor said. "It's really
artwork.'
Visitors can see animals
ranging from a tiny shorttailed shrew to a massive, 10foot-tall polar bear at the museum, near the Interstate 75
exit at Williamsburg. The animals are mounted in naturalis·
tic settings and are grouped
according to their place of origin--

The donation from Dehoney
added leopards and African
antelopes, boosting the museum's African collection.
Dehoney started hunting exotic animals in 1955 on a trip
to Africa as part of his missionary work.
"Over the years, I had about
15 trips to Africa, and about as
many times I went hunting,''
he .said. "As a result, I have
taken about 15 or 16 antelopes, two leopards, two lions
and two elephants, as well as
other animals." The animals
were mounted and eventually
displayed in a specially 'built
addition to Dehoney's gara~e.
In 1985, Dehaney rellred
from the Walnut Street church
but continued traveling overseas for mission work. In !1992
he met Reinhold Henkelmann,
curator of Cumberland College's Henkelmann Life Sci·
ence Collection.
I
Henkelmann is the son of

~•He wanted people to see
animals that they would never
get to see," Henkelmann said.
With stricter conservation
measures in effect. many of
the specimens in both collecnons cannot be hunted today.
B~t collecting and mounting
specimens of non-endangered
wildlife is still done for educational and scientific purposes.
The Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, for example, has
more than 3,000 mounted
mammals .and about 4,000
birds. The Smithsonian will
probably add 1,500 birds this

year.

The Louisville Science Center has a number of animals,
including a polar bear, said ·
Amy Vallin, a curator at the
center. But the science center
has changed its focus to math,
science and technology education and is no longer adding
animals.
"You don't want to end a
species or anything, so you

Heinrich Henkelmann, who
started mounting deer as a 12year-old in Plover, Wis. Eventually Henkelmann and , his
wife, Mary, traveled from the
Arctic to Africa, hunting exotic
animals and mounting them
for display. After the Henkelmanns retired, their son took

have to be aware of conservation of natural resources, but
having something interactive
with people, something they
can get close to - that's what
a museum is all about," Vallin
said.
Cumberland College also
has a display of the world's
largest collection of crosses,
donated by Louisville minister
Robert Williams, formerly pastor of Clifton Baptist Church.
He gave the school about
6,000 crosses and crucifixes
he collected over 30 years.
The life science niuseum I
and cross collection are in a J
complex that includes a 50- .
room hotel, a restaurant and a ·

over their museum. When' in-

terstate-highway construction
forced the demolition of 1the

museum, he and the collection

moved to Cumberland College

in 1992.

"I don't know exactly how•
many animals they collected "
!/Je younger Henkelmann said.
But I know when I packed
them, they filled up 5½ semi-

convention center.

tractor loads."

The center also houses
Blair's Christmas Land, a dis· I
play of mechanical Christmas
figures, and an Appalachian
lifestyle exhibit.
.
''What I'd really, really liketo have next is a Bengal tiger," said Taylor, the college
president.

The collection is remarkable, including the whooping
crane and a pass~nger pigeon,
w~ose species 1s extinct. A
pair of male deer, found dead
with their horns locked, were
featured in the 1933 World's

Fair in~cag~.
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Task force calls.for new focus-on mlllority, :ediiciition to fill gap
ByJODIWILGOREN
TheNewYorkTimes
.
A task force of prominent educators has found that the performance
gap between black, Hispanic ,and
Americari Indian ·students and their
white and Asian counterparts persists across the socioeconomic spectrum, from kindergarten through
graduate school, according to a report being released today.
·
After decades of discussion about
the most economically and educationally disadvantaged students, the
Collefie Board's National Task Force
on Minority High Achievement has
collected the results of an array of
research showing that even in middie-class suburbs· and elite colleges,
blacks, Hispanics and American lndians lag, failing to make the honor
roll or earn similar plaudits in proportion to whites and Asians.·
In sounding the alarm, the· task
force calls for a strategy <if "affirmative development" that would emhasize· minority performance at all
evels rather than ·focus on enrollment in colleges and universities.
The College Board plans to spend up
to SIO million in the next decade researching and replicating programs
that produce high-achieting black

r.

andHispanicstudent.!i:-----, c
"Ch

-

·
dera h'1
t
romc .. . un
c . ev~/llen
18
among mi~~n~ cstudents .one of
the moS t crilica problems facillf QUr ·
country today" sa.id'Gaston Caperton, president ~f the College Board, a
national association· df-:educational
institutions that .administers the
Scholastic Assessment Test and other standardized tests. "It is particuJarly troubling becaus~ we• are not
just talkin~ .about :disadvantaged
youngsters.•Y
Among the most significant findings in tne report which defines minority students black Hispanic or
American Indian are thai: ·
■ Only IO pe;cent of. the fourth-,
eighth- and !2th-graders who scored
at the highest level on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
tests in reading,-math end science
were minorities. :
■ Minorities eamea-only 13 percent of the nation's bachelor's degrees 11 percent of professional degrees' and 6 percent of the doctoral
degrees in 1995, when they made up
about 30 percent of the under-18
population.
.
■ At mainstream colleges and univer,ities, minorities earn significantly

as

·

lower grades than white and •Asian
students who scored similarly on entrance exams.
. ■ An education gender gap is parllcularly acute among ·minorities:
Over all, men earned 45 percent of
all bachelor's degrees in the mid1990s, but among black students,
only 36 percent were awarded to
m~~.
.
.
These differences m educallonal
outc~m~s contribute to large disparities m life·chances," says the report.
Noting. that minorities .will make up
40 percent of Americans under 18 by
2030, it adds, "The rapid changes
that are taking place in the racial
and ethnic composition of the nation
bnng a new sense of urgency to this
work."
_ __ .
The report calls on high schools
and elementary schools to share info~a!ion on. programs that improve
mmonty achievement and urges collaboration between minority colleges
and mamstream institutions as well
as between community colleges and
four-year schools.
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Ready? Start wall<ing
Diet, exercise
keys to cutting
'freshman 15'
By Emlly B. Moses
CONTRIBUTING WRITER .

With midterms approaching
and fall and winter breaks
around the corner, many firstyear college students may be
noticing a little extra flab hanging around - the "freshman 15."
Brenda Malinauskas, assistant professor of nutrition and
dietetics at Morehead State University, said she is concerned by
the lack of calcium, iron, fruits
and vegetables in many students' diets.
·
"Coming to college, staying
up late and eating a lot, plus a
lack of physical activity, causes
many students to gain weight,"
Malinauskas said.
·
Students shouldn't give up
hope, she said.
"Improper eating habits can
be corrected on an individual
basis," Malinauskas said.
But some students who fear
those extra pounds are working
to ensure they won't have to
~ueeze into their favorite pair of
Jeans.

University of Kentucky
freshman Rebecca Gossett works
out 2½ hours a day for fear of the
freshman 15.
"Every person I've ever
known who has gone to college
has said 'I'm not going to gain
weight,' but they come back and
they have," Gossett said.
Gossett, 18, said she finds it
DEBRA PETKUS-PERRY
hard to eat right without her
parents around to make sure Amanda Jeffries, a Morehead freshman from Shelbyville,
she has balanced meals. Howev- used an exercise machine at the campus wellness center.
er, she feels her eating habits
have improved.
.
as worried about gaining among college freshmen.
"It's easy to keep apples and weight, although they know it
"You go to college and eat
. pineapples in the room and pick can easily happen.
unhealthy, your parents aren't
Morehead State University around and you eat what you
one up when I'm hungry," she
freshman Matt Brooks, 18, can when you can," Brooks
said.
Gossett said she recentlv doesn't feel weight is a big is- said.
saw a friend from high school sue.
Malinauskas • suggests all
who has already gained weight.
"All my life I've eaten what- · students take an in~ductorv
"That was really an incentive ever I wanted whenever l want· nutrition class and learn to anato get back on the treadmill," she ed," Brooks said.
lyze their own diets.
said.
Nonetheless, Brooks recog"It doesn't have to be a
Some other freshmen aren't nizes weight gain as a problem chore," Malinauskas said.

175 Eastern
students
'homeless'
for a night
By Rita Mackin Fox
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

RICHMOND - With cardboard and tape, about 175 Eastern
Kentucky University students
built themselves an overnight
shelter on campus.
Eastem's Residence Hall Association sponsors the annual
Sleepout for the Homeless. which
was held Oct. 8, to raise awareness among students of the problem of homelessness.
In the early morning hours, a
downpour helped drive home the
point.
"It started getting very cold,"
said Danielle Caudill, a junior
from Letcher County. "I was freezing to death.•
Caudill said she had started out
sitting on concrete, but soon pulled
over a piece of cardboard to sit on.
"I discovered that cardboard
really is a lot warmer than the
ground," Caudill said.
·
Participation from campus
groups was higher this year, said
Stacia Chenoweth, a junior from
Glasgow who coordinated the
event. As a result, ·so were donations - about 200 canned goods
for the Salvation Army and more
than $100 for the United Way.
Among the groups participating were Beta Theta Pi, Chi
Omega, Kappa Alpha, Phi Kappa
Tau, the RHA and the residence
councils for the Quad, Northside,
Southside and Westside areas.
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Floyd County

New Transy building taps
int~ high-tech education
By Tasha Taylor
CONTRIBUTING WRITTR

Transylvania University students are enjoying classroom
technology that will bring them
into the new millennium.
Two features of the new $3
million Cowgill Business, Economics, and Education Building are drawing particular notice: Each desk has a jack
where lap!op computers can be
plugged in, and professors can
use touch! screens to control a
room's enV'ironment.
Other students appreciate the
convenience of having most classes in their major in one place.
"It's great that we now have
a centralized learning environment. instead of being spread
around campus," said Patrick
Lord. a jt/nior business major
from Hodgenville.
The edu_cation program is also
benefiting from the new building.

The Cowglll entryway shows
that a building for the future
isn't without refinements.

A model classroom was being set
up last week for majors to get a
hands-on feel for teaching.
"Instead of just talking about
how an ideal classroom would
look, we will actually see it in
practice," said Kate Bierenbaum.
a junior middle school education
major from Atlanta.
The Cowgill Building will be
dedicated on Saturday.

I

Several EKU students study onllne

I Several Easiern Kentucky University students
are taking classes through the Kentucky Commbnwealth Virtual University, a statewide network of online college courses.
_Joe Pelligrino, an E~glish professor and a
1
tramer for the Virtual Umvers1ty, said the student
participation rate goes up with online classes. He
is teaching an English class online.
: "About 90 percent of my students online are
more likely to participate in discussions, as opposed to probably 30 percent within an actual
classroom," he said.
- MICHAEL BLOOMINGBURG, THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Murray offlclals want more In donns
, Housing officials at Murray State University
are looking for new ways to attract students back
fo its residence halls, known as Residential Colleges. The number of students living in the dormitories has decreased by 400 from last fall's 3,000
occupancy rate.
.
.
I Housing Director Paula Huhck said that the
September 1998 fire in Hester College. which
killed one student, may be a cause of the decline.
"We started out with 100 percent occupancy, but
after the fire the numbers started going down,"
Hulick said.
I She said the housing office had forn1ed a task
force to come up with incentives to keep juniors
'111d seniors on campus.

College board votes
to replace building

Drug, alcohol-related crime arrests up

Despite earlier protests from local officials
and its own chairman, the Prestonsburg Commu.ty College board of directors voted 6-1 Thurs~~y to recommend tearing down the sch~ol's $1.2
million student center and repl_acmg it with a
new $5.5 million building. Chamna°: Paul Gearheart who did not attend Thursdays meetmf\,
d Prestonsburg Mayor Jerry Fannin had said
~~e Martin Student Center is structurally sound and could be used for other purposes. But an ar.
chitect for the Kentucky Co~un1ty and Techm·
1College System said keeping the 35-year-old
~ilding would conflict with a master plan for
the campus and require expensive design
.
..
appreciate
their
careful
cons1dera1Jon
1
es
hang ·
cand
· " KCTCS
support their recommendauon.
President Michael McCall said. Fannin could not
be reached ior commem.

More Western Kentuckv Universirv students
,were arrestep in 1998 for alcohol and drug-related
,crimes than were in 1996 or 1997, said an annual
icampus police crime report released last week.
I The report, which covers the full calendar
year. shows increases in arrests for driving under
the in0uence, liquor law violations and drug
abuse violations. There were are also more simple-assault crimes.
·
I Western Kentucky student body President
l\manda Coates said the 58 DUI arrests were too
high. Coates said students should take advantage
of ride services such as the Student Government
Association's Provide-A-Ride.
: "If people would take a minute to call ProvidtA-Ride or a friend, we could avoid " whole Int n:
problems." Coates said.
'

- BRANDI WILLIAMS,
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

- BRIAN MOO~:
THE COLLEGE HEIGi-iTS Hf.R:...

Stude~t~;~~k;;~-j~ggle
school, job, :sleep, life
By ANDREW WOLFSON
The Courier-Journal

Forty minutes into her Ancient History class. Amy Martinez can stave off sleep no
longer. As her instructor lectures on the importance of the
Greek city-state, the sophomore's head falls back, and for

a moment, she nods off.
But Martinez, 19, is no slacker. She had worked until 5:30
in the morning. She then slept
only four hours - on her sister's couch. Now she is struggling to keep her eyes open and her Hesiod straight from
her Archilochus - as she plods
through another 18-hour day.
United Parcel Service worker
bY. night, University of LouisVille student by day, Martinez is
enrolled in Metropolitan College, a unique partnership of
business, government and academia that has captured national attention as a model for such
cooperation.
In exchange for sorting and
heaving thousands of boxes a
night at the burgeoning UPS
hub at Louisville International
Airport, Martmez and 1,150 students like her get free tuition,
free textbooks and subsidized
housing, if they want it.
For UPS, desperate to attract
and retain workers in demanding jobs at difficult hours, the
venture has been a smashing
success: Ninety percent of its
student-workers are still on the
job a year later, compared with
the typical non-student who
lasts only eight or nine weeks.
The schools - U of L, Jefferson Community College and
Jefferson Technical Coflege have boosted enrollment. Kentucky has hung on to its largest
private employer, which had
threatened.to flee. And the students, most of whom could not
otherwise afford to go to college, get a free ride worth thousands of dollars. But for Martinez, the program, now in its second
year. has come at a steep price:
During her freshman year, she
says she fell asleep in class three or
four times a week. Her relationship
with a longtime boyfriend dissolved.
And she found herself nodding off
behind the wheel of her truck.
"I had no life." she says. "I
thought, 'What have I got myself
into? And all my friends" in the program "had the same problems I did."
Martinez now works even more at
night because UPS recently promoted
her to supervisor, although she says
she's getting a little more sleep because she shifted her classes from

morning to afternoon.
Metropolitan College counsels students about good sleep habits in a
mandatory "campus culture" class. It
also has created 37 evening classes
so they can have a long, uninterrupted block of sleep in the morning.
Still, students pursuing certain
courses of study have no clloi~e but
to take 8 a.m. classes. And others say
going to class in the evening woula
rob them of most all contacts with
familv and friends.
.
Metropolitan College's supporters
note that students have worked for
UPS since it built its .hub here 17
year aio: the only difference noi,y is
that thev get more out of the bargam.

Given that inost U of L students
work somewhere, "It's a whole lot
better than -working for some hash
house," said Dennis Hall, an Enghsh
professor who chairs the university's
faculty senate. Humanities professor
emeritus Joseph Slavin, ."'.ho has
sometimes been a harsh critic of the
university, calls Metropolitan College
"an.unalfoyed good."
But others question whether a university should embrace the practice
of students working three or four
hours a night on a third shift.
"I feel sorry for students in the
program because it expects an awful
lot of them," said history professor
John Cumbler. "They 'have trouble
keeping up, or go to sleep inte~~ing
to go to class and never \Yake up.

•
At 11:30 a.m. on a sunny weekday,
Martinez's day has just begun.
She shares an apartment in Jeffersonville, Ind., with her sister and two
nieces. She usually crashes on a living-room couch at about 7 a.m. just as the girls, 4 and 8, are getting
ready for school. Then she tries to
squeeze in about five hours of sleep.
Like many of her cohorts, Martinez
is the first m her family to go to college. Her sister is a receptionist at a
Big O Tire store. Her mother is a
waitress and caterer' at an Elks
Lodge. Her father · makes about
$32,ll0O a year as a mail-room clerk
at Technology Park of Greater Louisville, formerly the Naval Ordnance
Station. He had planned on scrimping to pay her tuition - until they
heard about Metropolitan College.
Now he's one of its biggest fans.
"Any kid who doesn'! go to college

now it's his own fa'.ult," he says.

Amy

Martinez alsoi figured she
couldn't lose, with tuition of about
$3,000 a year thrown in on top of her
starting pay of $8.36 an hour - and
the chance to graduate debt-free.
It hasn't been a free ride, though.
She made a mixture of A's, B's and
C's last year but estimates she would
have averag~d a full grade highe~ if
not for her ni!lht work and grueling
schedule which forces her to do
most of her studying between
classes And then there is her ex-boyfriend °who also worked at UPS. "Re'
lationships
are very ti.ard"
, s he says.
"It's hard to find the time."
•

1.-;:;..:_'!t,;

Martinez heads to "cal!IP11S In her
new red Chevy truckr- §!!! -made the

,,.,

down payment with her ups· pay and hunts for a parking place.
At I p.m., she rolls into her first
class - Introduction to Civilization
IOL She gets some. bad news as she's
handed back the first test of the semester and sees that it's an F.
U of L can't say how its 500 Metropolitan College students are faring
academically, although JCC's comparison of grades during the first semester last year shows the UPS
workers there did nearly as well as
those who weren't in the program.
Metropolitan College students got
more B's, C's and D's - and fewer
A's. But Dan Ash, executive director
of Metropolitan Co)lege, said that
was probably becau,se the group of
students to whom they were compared included some who were devoting full time to their studies.
To help students cope, Metropolitan College's new night courses end

at Thanksgiving, so students don't
have to face with UPS' holidav rush
at the same time they are grappling
with finals.
Still, some of the student-workers
- such as Martinez's friend, Heather
McCormick - simply can't balance
the dual demands of working by
night and studying by day.
McCormick, 20, tried to make a go
as a mechanical engineering major,
but quit after one semester. She says
she'd get off·work at 4:30 a.m. and
barely have time to drop by her dorm
room before reporting to a required
Calculus class at 8 a.m.
"It killed me," says McCormick,
who now works at a Target store and
attends Elizabethtown Community
College. "It totally screws everything
up. You are going home to sleep
when your friends are going out."
Ash acknowledged that there are
some casualties. '~No one is trying to
·gloss over that this is hard work anci
late at night," he said.
But he noted that most students
have stuck with the program: Eightyeight percent of those who started
th·e spring semester last year finished
it, which Ash said is about the same
for all students at the three colleges.

•
· Experts on sleep deprivation say
students are more likely to have trouble in class than on the noisy, fastpaced sort line at UPS.
If a student attends evening classes
and sleeps in interrupted chunks for
six or seven hours a day, the Metropolitan College schedule is manageable, said Steve Mardon, editor of
ShiftWork Alert, a newsletter for
managers. But if they routinely grab
only three or four hours of sleep, he
1

said, rvou're asking for trouble.

11

Students at U of L initially greeted
Metropolitan College "with some
skepticism at the marriage between
corporate interests and higher education," the Student Government Association said in a report that asked if
~he venture would benefit students.
"The skepticism has been replaced
by cautious optimism, 11 said the report, which was prepared by a student task force and issued in February. "Yes, Metropolitan · College
benefits UPS. However, it is important to recognize the very real benefits this program provides to individ-

ual students. 11
"

•
As she reports for work at 10:20
p.m. at UPS' Import hub, Martinez is
wide awake and smiling. She got in a
two-hour nap after school. She
checks time cards, then passes out
paychecks to her staff of 14, several
of whom also are Metropolitan College students.
.
They are less enthusiastic when
she announces tonight's enormous
load - 26,000 packages - and that
a competing team outworked them
by 2,000 packages the' previous
night. "If you're not handling what
you should be she warns, "we're
going to have to talk."
It's heady stuff for someone 16
months out of high school; she's
younger than almost all of her team
1"

members.

(MORE)

At 11:47 a.m., the conveyer belts
begin to rumble and the first seven

"cans" - canisters the size of small
dining rooms - are ready to be emptied and sorted. It's a cool night and
the doors are open, but crew members work up a sweat. As a supervisor, Martinez avoids most heavy lifting; she retapes broken packages
and keeps her line running smoothly.
· Metropolitan College in turn keeps
UPS running smoothly. Its ranks
have grown to 1,150 from 800 last
year, and the company expects to
have no trouble eventually drawing
2,000 of the 6,000 new workers it will
need for its expanded hub from the
program. Already, the share of students on its night· work force has
grown from 8 percent to 45 percent.
It's demanding work; her crew will
get one IO-minute break for the night
but as a supervisor Martinez gets
none and can't leave the line.
The packages will keep on rolling
for four more hours, and with paperwork and meetings after that, Martinez won't walk out of the hub until
5:15a.m.
But she appears more alert and
alive than she did earlier in the day.
S0 much is going on, she shouts
above the din of conveyer belts and
buzzers, "that I don't have time to be
sleepy."
11

11

METROPOLITAN COLLEGE
It's not a place or a building, but a partnership - launched
during the 1998-99 school year - of three colleges, local and
state government and United Parcel Service.
The schools and students .
University of Louisville:
500
Jefferson Community College: 600
Jefferson Technical College:
50
Total:
I
1,150
The classeS
Students generally take courses at their respective institutions:
Evening classes: 37 at U of L that end at Thanksgiving break
to avoid conflict with UPS holiday season. Courses offered in
communication, justice administration; occupational training and
development;! freshman composition. All but three courses open
to all students.
Early morning classes: If enough students sign up, starting
tomorrow JC(!; will offer 4:30 a.m. and 5 a.m. classes at UPS in
economics, management and information systems.
'

Benefits
I'
■ Free tuition
■ Hourly UPS wage starting at $8.50 an hour
■ Textbooks up to $65 per class
■ Housing payments and forgivable loans worth up to $3,240 a
year
Note: Students must maintain a specified course load and
complete classes
Footing the !bm
State of Kentucky
$2,000,000
City of Loui~ville
325,000
Jefferson County
.
325,000
United Parcel !:lervice
·1 ,285,000*
Greater Louisville Inc.
100,000 ·
Total:
:
4,035,000
• Estimated by Metropolitan College for 1999-2000.
I
UPS role in curriculum
,
None. "Weldon'ttell them hOwto fly planes and.they don't tell
us how to teaph," says Dan Ash, Metropolitan College executive
director.
I

i

I
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Words .qf praise .
Endowment fittingtribute to Doran
Morehead State University's.. . . Morehead ~as alittle-known

naming of its first endowment state college with a little more
fund after former . president than 600 students. when Doran
Adron Doran is a fitting tribute arrived on campus. It was best
to the colorful leader who guid~.. known for producing teachers
e~ the university during its p~ . for Eastern.Kentucky schools:•
nod of greatest growth. The enWhen Doran retired 22 years
dowment will assure· that the later, Morehead was a univei-ai;ademic improvements begun sity of more than 6,000 studuring Doran's tenure will condents that offered degrees in a
tinue well into the future.
The creation of the Adron wide range ·or academic areas.
Doran Endowment for EduceCurrent MSU President
tional Leadership was an- Ronald Eaglin announced that
nounced Friday during . a de- .. $265,000 already has been. givlayed 90th birthday celebration en or pledged to_ the ~ndowfor the man who s'erved as. . ment . fun~, which will be
Morehead's president ·from .. ; __matc~ed wit_h state funds. ~e
April 1954 until Decembet'' goal 18 ~ _I'Bllle thi_, e~dowment
1976. Originally scheduled to to $1 million.··."" ,,•:\•. · :•:•·:
. coincide wi~ Doran's Sept. t . . ._lll'f>'fis the ideal f;ime to co,nbirthday, the celebration was· . tribute to the endowment tiedelayed. while the forµi~r presi~.-. cause all ~ · i:eceived bef~re
dent .recovered from.· mjuries July 2000 will be matched with
.sust ame
. d .m
.. .a fi:w
,._,, in his Lex".·1 : •!3,
tate funds .: . .. . ·..•· ·· .,.,. _.,\~....'
ington ~oriie/·' ·· . ... : .·; ... _;;;"'.'.:t: ,'. ,Poran'.~ autocratic style of
. . :O~.s~~~...his ..ad".'~ce~.}:ears,· j leadership_ was .con~oversial,
.poran pro_ved mJiis ~Osmmu~:1)?~tftie1'8;, !I! .nl!~q~estioD:_Jl°!!.o.ut
spee~h Fridayth11-t his mind is·,·:· .. lilii_eff~ctivenes11~No other indi.as sharp as . eyer. The same.:.t vidual bas· !uid iii greater im- !
could be said.'fcir Mignon D0:-:f\·"pact on, .Morehead than ·Adron'
ran;: biB.: wife of ·as years. Sh.ei:j.. Dorm That's why he's the perf!ll!-d l,l poem sb,~ b,ad_ ~tteg~.,; :JI1yi;,,.Qltl!t~ ~ h..a".ll:;. an ~ndQw•
Just _fqr the occasion..... --,.... , . :, ment"named in his honor. ·..
·.. ~(.:;:':.~ -.·.. _:,::·•.
• ~-.: •·.·•· ... :·.••~.!1._-;,.__... ~_11. '.2.•J,>/.;!~~-,:.'.l
- ::,.•.~;.:::~·,·:.·: ........,...,...........--.......••• .·_·~.
., ....
! ••

~
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Tom Scott honoredlby Morehead State

Thumbs up to Boyd County'··:, ·Before ·his days at :Boyd
businessman Tom Scott for be-. County High, Scott was a star
. ing named to' the Morehead · for the Morehead State Eagles,
State University Athletic Hall earning All-Ohio Valley Conof Fame.
ference honors in 1957 and
Scott is best known in ·these 1960. In an era when many
parts for building the Boyd football players played both
County High School football ways, .Scott was a hard-hitting
program into a state power in . center on offense and an agthe early 1970s. He coached the · gressive lineman on defense.
Lions to a Class AA-runner-up ' . Scott, a native of Catlettsfinish in 1973, the most sue- , burg, was a four-year lettercessful season in the history of · . man· for the Eagles. Almost
Boyd County football. He later four decades after his last colran unsuccessfully for Boyd lege game in 1960,' his gridiron
County judge-executive and· ' skills are being appropriately
had a brief return to the Boyd remembered by his alma
County football program.
mater.

•

I

Lexington Herald-Leader
__Iuesday, Octobe~ 19, 1999

Knox County

$1 million pledged
to Union qollege
. An anonymous donor1made a $1 million comlll!hnent yesterday to help finance a new academic center at Union College. It represents the
largest ~!ngl~ pl~ge from, ~n individual to the
college.. ~Jule this pledge 1s important to the
0
C !1structian of the academic center, it also
bi:ut_gs us closer to our fund-raising goal of $15
milli_on over the next five Years," said President
pavid Joyce. The new center will include space
,or classroot?s, teaching laboratories, seminar
rooms, meeting space, andl offices for human resources and planning, and faculty. Founded in
1879, th.e college is affiliated with the United
Methodist Church..
!

i

I

MOREHEAD 11iEWS
OCT. 15, li99

:.M_SU eyes :°c•i-ty parki.ng
By STEPHANIE DAVIS
Managiog Editor
.

.

101

I
I

Morehe!ld State University is originally locaied on KY 32 contract limits.
consideriDJ entering into a propert;y eight miles north of Morehead.
• Set the. tax rate for real
lease agreement with the city as a
This building: replaced two property at 15 cents per $100
new location for the Cora Wilson earlier school buildings, both assessed valuation for the
Stewart Moonlight School
of which had been destroyed 1999 tax year; and set the tax
The lot is across from the Rowan 'J:!1..,:fi~-=:the q11,Hdi~c ·wee.:.. ril~ for,p!3rsonal property at
County Public Library at Trumbo ¥.'.'coi111t~in_· iii,\.,19"'~
. .~:Ii~.- .1s:a·.cents.per $100 ase,ssed
Avenu11. Jt is used mostly· BS a W"illiqi'1,aiper' .1Qbii~' ~; valuation. ·:;· · ··.t\,,-;Ji'!';;·
parking lot for library patrons and · Henifi;erh-•..
Approved·a stc,p_:sJi.llifor
MSU tud
·
MSU has ,been.ti:,int,\q .. Hardees Drive at the'weat.end
Th ee hi~ttso.ri· ca•1· landmark 1-8 secure•!i,·place-to relocate the·· i_ .of the Pinecrest Plaza. parking
·• • ·
presently located on the MSU · buildini'r"'JODUI
Th' i't~'•"·_•· 1 "m'Y'.:~"-"".
•ti···•· lot.
campus at the east end of 1 · ·'- •~l!~ _,_~il~'.P:'f?er.,ttl-.:
Breckinridge on Ward Oates Drive.
eases~!~•'-' .,,a~ __ 1i;i., ., o.
There is limited parking.
, ;throughout .ui~,.at.~ annual.
"In my view, this would be a win• · .:cost of$i7~1i:{il':~;:;t-"'' ,Id.:'.: .
,win.situation for.everybody," said i1 Ino~erbusJJ,1es~,;. •·,·. ·.?(·
Morehead Mayor Brad Collins.
;;Is· ·•·yot11d..4_:;! ~ appr~ve on
The iSBue was discussed on ''.".;ieco~-1'~cllilg,l!P, o_rdmance
.
th~sets _procjdures for the
Mon~y during the regular monthly
city to dechin :wli.tei:' shortage·
meet1_ng of the Morehead City
adviBDri~l!'~i{t!\,l.e!~~&-:, and

J.~~-~-~::: •

0

.

CounCJL
_·I think that school house would

.,f~,•-· ~~-,

emergenCJeii!;li-~-,:;,: ·•~ · ·...• · ·. ·

Council ~-~iimb';rs: Mark'
bnng _people off the highway," said
Perkins and Harold,.Kissick
counmlwoman Shirl_ey Hamilton.
voteil-_ n.o.~ ·becaulii3.,.. tli~
Th': Cora Wilson Stewart
ordinaiice:restricts ·Rowan
Moonlight School, formerly known : Water a~d Bath Water to
as the Little Brushy School, was ·· · ·
· " folti-,•. ·
··

-! · -.

~-11pinion: Morehead Stat.e
over-charged for ~cords
By Charles Wolfe
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT - Morehead State University subsidized discounts for faculty
and students by charging the
public excessive fees for
copies of records, it was disclosed yesterday.
An attorney general's
opinion said the practice
"subverted the intent of the
Open Records Act."
The Kentucky Court of
Appeals has ruled that 10
cents per page is a reasonable fee unless a public
agency can prove its actual
cost is higher.
Faculty and students at
Morehead
State
were
charged 5 cents to 8 cents
per page for copies.
_
That was below cost, so
outsiders requesting documents under the Open
Records Act were charged 15-_

cents per page, the university President Ron Eaglin, said: ''That's
aclmowledged.
the decision, and that's fine. ... CerThe higher rate "serves itainly we've got to comply."
to cross-subsidize the dis- ] In setting copy fees, campus ofcount rate given to ... faculty ficials had researched previous atand students," the opinion by , :torney general's opinions on the
Assistant Attorney General : 1subject, Seelig said. Opinions were
James M Ringo said.
; :found disallowing charges of 50
"The Open Records Act lcents and 25 cents per page, but
-does not authorize such a fee !nothing was found about a lesser
arrangement for reproducing !amount, he said.
copies of public records," the i The opinion was requested by
opinion said.
IMbibong Nchami, who was billed
_Unless Morehead State ' 1$207.60 for 1,108 pages of docucan prove its cost is more ments. The sum included $26.40 for
than a dime per page, it must shipping and $15 for unspecified
recalculate its fees, the opin- "tape reproduction."
ion said.
Nchami, of Memphis, taught for
The opinion was legally one year in the university's teacher
binding because the attorney training program, Seelig said.
general has jurisdiction in Nchami's contract was not renewed
open-records cases. The uni-. in May 1995, Seelig said. He deversity could appeal it to a clined to comment on Nchami's discircuit court
:pute with the university•.
• But Michael Seelig, exec- I _ In his complaint to the attorney
utive assistant to university ,general, Nchami said he provided
lhis own paper - 1,200 pages ,plus cassette tapes and a prepaid
_
ishipping form.
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~o»ylijg fee : - ,

tilled'ioo high
College subverts
open records law, That was below cost, so outrequesting documents
state lawyer says , siders
under the Open Records Act
_·I·the
were cha'!1ed 15 cents a page,
university acknowledged.

Opinions were found disallowing
charges of 50 cents and 25 cents a
page, but nothing was found about a
lesser amount, he said,
The opinion was requested by Mbibong Nchami, who was billed
.$207.60 for 1,108 pages of documents. The sum included $26.40. for

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press

The higher rate "serves to
cross-subsidize the discount
FRANKFORT, Ky. - More- rate given to ..• faculty and
head State University subsi- students," the opinion by Assisdized discounts for faculty and tant Altomex General James M.
students by charging the public . Ringo said. 'The Open Records
excessive fees for copies of rec- Act does not authorize such a
ords, according to an attorney fee a"'!'-ngement _for reproducgeneral's opinion released yes- . mg copies of public records."
terday.
· Unless Morehead State can
The opinion said the practice prove its cost is more than a
"subverted the intent of the dime a page, it must recalculate
Open Records Act."
· its fees, the opinion said.
Public agencies cannot. .. The opinion was legally bindcharge more than actual costs mg because the attorney generfor public records. Staff time to al nas jurisdiction in open-recmake copies cannot be includ- ords cases. The university could
ed.
·
appeal itto a circuit court.
The Kentucky Court of ApBut Michael Seelig, executive
peals has ruled that 10 cents a assistant to universi!r, President
page is a reasonable fee unless Ron Eaglin, said: ' That's the
the public agency can prove its decision, and that's fine. ·...
actual cost is higher.
··
Certainly we've got to comply."
Faculty and students at.
Iii setting copy fees, campus.
Morehead State were charged 5 officials had researched precents to 8 cents a page for 'Vlous attorney general's opincopies.
•jons on the subject, Seelig said.

..

-··

shipping
and $15 for unspecified
11
tape reproduction."
Nchami, of Memphis, Tenn., taught
I for one year in the university'steacher-trainin~ program, Seelig said.
Ncham1's contract was not re, new~d in May 1995, Seelig said. He
, declined to comment on Nchami's
, dispute with the university.
I
In his complaint to the attorney
: general, Nchami said he provided his
i own paper- 1,200 pages - plus castapes and a prepaid shipping
1

ri:.

The university claimed the openrecords law did not require it to accept ''.payment in kind" for copies,
and Rmgo agreed. However, "we do
~ote that the act contemplates a spir1tof cooperation," Ringo wrote.
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Lexington HerakM.eadllr ·
Thursday. October 21, 1999

The public is invited to a· Herald-Leader town meeting Tuesday
in Morehead.
·' · · · · ·- ·
The meeting will be from 6 to
8 p.m. in the Eagle Dining Room
on the third floor of the Adron ~
ran University Center, 150 University Boulevard.. . ·, ·· · •,.•.
Herald-Leader 'reporters, editors and other staff members will
be on hand to take questions and
listen to readers' concerns and
comments.

.
Mice make llfe tough

at WKU residence hall

EKU looks at jgrouplng
residents by lnteresta
Eastern Kentiicky University ~tudents soon may have new
options for living on campus.
"The university housing offices and the Residence Hall
Association are looking at ·
ways to group students with
similar interests1 such as for. eign languages or sports such
as in-line skating'.
"These types!of floors give
people who don't necessarily
want to be affiliated with the
usual groups a chance to share
something with others," EKU
official Kenna Middleton said.
Stud~ts sayj the idea has
somement
I
"l think it would be cool
with the recreatidna! stuff, and
academically I think it could
help in your classes," said
Chris Dean, a mathematics major from London,
• . ..
-~. . ,.-1I •
:".:

It has been a while since
some women in Bemis
.Lawrence Hall at Western Kentucky University have had a
good night's sleep. It isn't a
train or loud music from across
the hall keeping them up -: it's
the pit!Er-patlB' of mice running
through the vents and walls.
Though .the footsteps of the
tiny field mice aren't loud,
Tameka LiM!tt and Robin Ani,
-ton ·are sleeping with one eye
open to watch for the rodents
walking up the trash chutes
and through the vents.
"It's just gross," said Aniton, a Louisville junior. "We
shouldn't have to live like this."
Aniton and her roommate,
Lovett, a Louisville sophomore,
had heard nnnors from past
residents, but last week they
saw for themselves.
. Lovett started making calls
that day and filled out a main- ·
tenance report· When maintenance: came, · they set down
"cheap" traps- and poison for
the mice, Lovett said. . . .•.
Lovett soon had a dead
mouse under· her desk. But she
'· was told that it would be a day
or so before anyone could come
by·togei it so they removed it
themselves.-·.,-,,
Resident'" . assistant Rena
Van Zee had a similar problem
a
semesters•ago, but said
the mouse in her room was
quickly' caught and disposed of.
"It's been better, but it's
only bal!way into the semester
110 I don't really know yet," the
RusseDville jµnior said

.. '.;.; . i",, .,_ JENNlfiER MUWNS,
..· ·;Ii! •. ul"~E,~N PROGRESS

•

I

has new Web alte
. The Univeisity of Kentucky
Student Activities Board hopes
,. to fill students' !social .needs
. with its new W:eb:site.:;9:,,
• Eddie Groves, SAB mmmunication directtr, hopes students
will use the Web site daily.
"We hope that eventually
students will tum to the site
for . entertainment options,.
Groves said·
I
Students can reach the site
at
http://www.uky.edu/
_StudentCenter/SAB/welcome.h
tmL

few

••..:._ CAROLINE LYNCH,
COil.EGE HEIGHTS HERALO

r-.,.t.- •r~

Student·'Actlvltles Board

Westem to fix statue

damaged by vandals
Come spring, fall might be
restored
Western Kentucky University is planning to repair the
fall statue, one of the Four Seasons statues behind Snell Hall.
The statue was vandali7.ed last
month.
The statue, which had its
head knocked off when unknown vandals pushed it over
in mid-September, will be put
back together and cleaned up,
said Riley Handy, special collections department head for
the Kentucky Museum.
Handy said pictures of the
damaged statue have been sent
to restorers to determine what
the repairs will cost
"It's going to be expensive,
I'm sure, but it can be put together," he said
The value of the four statues
is between $&)0,000 and $1 million. They were carved from
Carrara marble. The statues
were first displayed in Tiirin;
Italy, in 1911 and were later purchased by Warren County native Perry Snell, who donated
them to Wesum in 19'Z7.
- MATTIAS KARtN,
lHE COil.EGE HEIGHTS HERALD

l

UK;;~h~nntingi halls
to help charities ·
•

•

----

_ _ _ _.1..I_ _ _ __

By Jennifer Caldwell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Two University of Kentucky residence halls
are joining forces to scare the pants off the people
of LexingtOn - and the money out of those pants
- for charity.
Patterson and Boyd residence halls have set
up a haunted house for 21 ·yeai's to benefit the
United Way and, in recent years, God's Pantry.
This year's house will open Thursday night
"We take the bottom two rooms of Patterson
and Boyd basement areas .and divide them up.
Then· groups can sponsor a rooni," said Kevin
Milner, a polftical science junior and president of
the Residence Hall Government for Patterson.
There are usually 15 to 16 rooms. and each
UK residence hall can sponsor and decorate one.
The event drew more than 500 people last
year and raised more than $1,000, plus barrels of
food for God's Pantry.

IEach room is judgei3;"and the winning group
receives a small trophy.
·
In _the past the haunted house has been mainly a campus event, though it has been open to the
public. But this year, the groups have tried to
market it to the public.
·
I"We would love for the community to embrace
this," said Marcia Shrout, hall director of Patterson Hall and UK's north and central campus area
coordinator. "We don't discourage children, but
weldo want parents to be cautious."
IOrganizers said the house usually doesn't admit
anyone younger than 12 without a parent

i

Lexington Herald-Leader
Frtday, October
22, .1999
•. '1• •• '
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Enrollment in KET telecourses~
over 20 years nearing 100,ooo~:
Students·turn· i~ homework Mexico. It covers Ameri~ histoby e-mail or regular mait and oc- ry up to 1877, roughly the equivacasion:illy go to ~pus for ex- lent of a freshman-level history
ams or to meet wit~ classmates co~e.
: and professors. The Kentu~
l he programs, Glass said,
prof~r grades the students h~!': becom!._ popular among
work.
,
.
, regular KET watchers. "We
An average of 80 percent of have people who· want to know
the.students complete ~e courses, when they come on again be-.
which generallt cost; sltghtlY. less cause they missed a part," she
than an on-cal!lpus class. ~ said. . -~--.- . .,
. ..
_ ..
range from ·$~ ~$300 per .
Lisa· Stuck, :n: of. Versailles, i
! CQ~fo: each _est_,
,_ ·
said the telecourse made it possi' !
1
·The •dE:B was '1°Pular from hie for her to return to school after
i the start, said FOL :
, _. she had children..-..;,;-:._:t&\'.· · "
1
• During the program's debut
"I could record it and watch
semester in fall 1978, the four tele- when the baby was asleep," said
, courses enrolled 256: people. Ten · Stuck.. "It just fit in my schedule
years later, the number of offer- perfectly•
.
ings had grown to nine and enrollThe· telecowtes have begun
ment to more than l,!1()0.
to e~olve to include more Internet
Although this fall's figures' elements, such as e-mail and onaren't· available yet, enrollment in 1 line.~ion groups.
the telecourses ~asi more than
That IS the el~e11t l;hat has
5,600 last academic ~F·
- ~ - _!he_ ~ . said Don
· · If ~t pace contiilues, the cu- Hardwick, a Lexington Commllnimulative_ telecourse I enro~ent! ty College business professorj\vho
sJiould hit 100,000 by the spnng, has ·helped teach small busiiiess
~d Ann Glass, KE1j's telecourse· :}\IBD~~~t,;: .; " ~•· .~( 'live
director,_ , ~,\,.., ~ ~ r,·" .~. ,, '~:it:#;. ;-11!'ft:.:·. f;· .~ ~ ·
"The growth ~I~ only a i#~t~erely~~'on;Mf··.
.~ few down years," said Glass.
;::((nrto supplement the
· ."
"We don't . expect that to1 :-.'"d?l!fa:, ,
{~i.

By Holly£. Stepp
HERALOWCER EDUCATlON YmlTER

It's the type of growth that
would thrill any college.
. In 20 years, 95,000 students
have enrolled in Kentucky Educational Television's televised college courses, earning credit, toward degrees. .
· And this spring, KET officials
expect cumulative enrollment in
the tele<:!)urses to hit the 100,000
mark. .
Although the Kentucky Commonwe:ilth Virtual University is
just getting started, KET has a
long sua:ess story with providing
college courses to students who
can't make it to the campus. , ,
"While not all Kentucjrians
have access to a compuh:f, ·almost -~11 ha_ve a t~lev.isio~_ and
n~ly ·66 percent of them have
cable,• said Virginia Fox, KET's
executive director, .
1 ·
"fei:linology is .changing how
we deliver education, but we have
seen incredible success with tele;,-_vised coiirses," Fox said:.:" · ·
. .. . Jn,1978, the General Assembly
·. ~~,\iie·Kentuc!tY Telecomm~mcations- Consortium to coordinate the efforts of the state's colleges and·universities to pro~de change."
·
•
-,, -;r,,-,";:!f.'.'·
. •• ,~I,·><•1 ,
1
courses to·people who couldnt go
The televised courses
are·.:·, .. Formore.,nfDl?Mlion ~ ..
; to the campuses.
than· t teach ' b d t- KET's College Creaif'li~',
i : . ~ - T ~ are;perhaps the. ;fromal:Wo. ~ roa cas
call(Bi!fJ?~2,or'lflf¥cJieek;i
_ ~plestform of dlStan~ I ~ ;' In fact, the progrbs are 1lllt Webtiimat1Ul/l41~
~- ,
mg,Studellts choosalfrilmablliifo1-. laugh.•t by 'the .,._.. i..,_ .....,__ ktt.org/Ttiamma;:·; · · . ;;;, .
9 .,'",·.... :,.- '' •.•

d -~@ . . availabk,:..wlllcte
~fl8H],1!'::llepi~~

•-~y .,,u._.

who'rwrthem mstead, they
: C r l - - l ' l i l \ ' • , h & ~ fi" are_ purchased .br ~ froll! edu~
-P , ..._,,
.
'II'- hi

. .

BOI1I

·

·· •

,.f ·. ·

•

caaon:il prodi1cti011.annpames or

I
,..~,.-~':~,-:.;:~t,.v...,:· other .coll~~
. ;_ ~-lbm-~theclaalFor example, the1 telecourse
-esliffX~le(!f~a~or The' American Ailvmture, was
~ tlietnilo V!eW.:later.;._ ?.;
filmed onfoa1tion.il\23 states and,

m::ut ■
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Vigil""ifi~iifh;i;;"issu«e
of~domestie violence~ .

:: · ....

· ··

,

·

·

By C. J, Sn••OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

·
ASHLAND - The candles in
their hands symbolizing the hope in
their hearts, they came together in
the darkness with a common bond
Thrts!:~
of testimony and
tears in the shadow of . domestic

t!!l·

abuse. th
hl
The ga ering in AB and's Central Park was a candlelight vigil
and victim speak out sponsored by
Safe Harbor of Northeastern Kentucky, a shelter for victims of partner/spouse abuse in the region.
Some of those who spoke during
the program wouldn't reveal their

~

identities, sa~g they feared that\ - you've · be~own around ·
those who hurt them before will I slapJll:d; there 1s h~lp. All you ~1
find them and do it again.
to do 1s reach _out,. Ballard said
Among them was Lisa, a young the crowd, which listened raptly
woman who· said she's been in hid- I
"And fathers nee~ to know tha
ing for six yem.
they've made a 1mstake, _the ;
"AB humans, ·we need 'to build lence does not have to c_ontmue.
the self esteem of our daughters
Patty Evans, a s_urnvor of n
and sons, and! let them know that
year~ of :1buse, saihdbthathin\ea~
they don't ne.ed to strike out to .i the s1tua_
g,
did t1on was t e est t
prove themselves in society," she
ever
.
.
said:
, , I •·
. · . ' ·:,
"My daughter and I hved
The unfortunate circumstance in through it every day," she
many domestic violence cases is said "No woman should ever
that women can't go home and col- hav; to be beaten and batlect child suppprt, she said.
tered. and humiliated. ~o
Morehead State University head I child should ever have to w1t· football coacli Matt Ballard re- ness it."
'"'"
counted his own growing up in a ·
Edith Dyer quietlr sat at
home with an abusive father,
the edge of the crowd 1 was at
"No matter how many times
Safe Harbor for 90 days. My
husband was abusing me amtN

·vigil:
they gave me a safe place to
. stay until I could get out on
my own.
"It does make a difference
to get away from the violence," she said. "No one
should ever take violence in
the home."
"This is a great project to
bring the message to the people," said Rhea Lidowski, a
high school student from Ashland. "Friends will leave here
and tell friends, kids will tell
their parents."
Traci Gibson, public rela- 'j
tions director and community
outreach coordinator for Safe I
Harbor, said she hoped the
program would send a mes-.
sage to domes.tic violence victims that they don't have to
live with the abuse.

"Victims need to know that
there is a support s1stem out
there to he! p them, she said.
~Safe Harbor i~ justi one of
many.
,
"We're hoping to make an
impact and raise awareness
in the community, lfone person leaves tonight with a commitment to make a difference
in domestic violence, then
we've done our job." -~--- .
· - Keynote speaker Ballard
said that more than anything,
he hoped that the vigil would
bring a message of hope to the
community.
"My story sends a message
that the cycle can be b'roken."
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:Debate ends ·~4~{:~:..
~::over·~i ocati ori~fot:·-recyclir1g
.
•;c·e·n_t,er
I
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By cmiis TURNER
Staff Writer
. .MSU bad ~ t.o 1eue a contribute $23,000 .;.;~lly. the ~st of the land added, t
. portion of its property at the ,to nm the canter and for debt :initial coat of ~e c~nter w
After months of debate, a old Cowden's building across service.
1be $243,000, smd Haight.
location for the ne~ recycling from the Morehead Pcist Office , The operating cost of the I The city_ and county a
center has been d&c1ded on.
811 a Bite. The university later new center is expected to be! each. applym~ for a $75'.0 1
Rowan County. Judea- mciluklcUtl;mi'e• ~,.nnil:.immnndmetely $68 ooo a year. , lo:w interest loan_ fr~lil• ti
executive Clyde Thoma. Gi~1lfl'ltlME'lii&it1oii;:..g;.bi'tiie $69,000 tli'at·iH~!Kentu~ky . ~nfras~~!lctu
ann~unced at the recular would· diminlah ·property· :city, county and univer,Hty·Authonty to help l'luda ti
meeting. of the fiscal court on values and there would be too will contribute annually center.
•
Tuesday that the new center much odor in such a highly $30,000 of that will go to debt · Haight said that they ho
would . be_ located neat traveled area.
:service, the remaining to get the r~st of the mon
Greenhill C_1ty Park_.
The approximately one acre $39,000 will be used to help through a different grant
'.l'he center will be on tract at city park will be with operating expenses. The 108:· ·, ·
.
Triplett Street across from the purchased from Perkins for center itself will also generate
We re_ ho_pmg to eta
Morehead Montessori school $65,000. - .
.
revenues.
· ,construction m Jan1!ary _w
on p~perty owned by Clayton The fiscal court also had
A six-person board will be to_be open by June, Haig
Perkms
th fi t
d.
f
· te
·
t d t0
th emd.
"I thlnk it's a pretty good 8 ire rea ~g O mi m r- ~rea 8.
oversee
e She also said that the DE
. •
.d A .1 H . h local cooperative agreement ~!'erations of the cen~r. 'l'.he building would look mu,
1
ocat1on, sai
pn . Big. t, between Rowan County, the city, county and un1vere1ty better than the current cent
manager of the recyclinc city of Morehead and MSU.
,v-ill each appoint two and would be able to hand
pr~gra~ at.Morehe_ad S~te Th_is · agre_ement will membersfortwo-ye~terms._ more materials.
Umvere1ty.
.
.,
provide fundmg and the I The Morehead City Council
·
"People won't have to worry creation of a board to oversee had their first reading of the
about getti'ng on a mejortho new recycling center.
agreement.on Oct.· 11.
road." ~he current recycling The city, county and
The building itself will cost
center 1s located on U.S. GO university
will
each approJCimetely $178,000. With
East at the old school bus
garage.

· .. :-

The decision comes after
months of debate about where
the new center should be
located.
·
Several different sites had
been proposed in mid around
Morehead, most of which were
rejected due to complaints by
citizens or businesses.

_. Lexington Heral(j.l.eader
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UK to _sha!'9 In fossil-fuel study grant:

EKU plans to offer
meningitis vaccines

The Umvers1ty of Kentucky stands to receive a
portion of $1.6 million for fossil-fuel research
under a budget bill that passed the House and
Senate this week. U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, RLouisville, anno1:111ced yesterday that money for
the The Consortmm for Fossil Fuel Liquefaction
R ~ had made_ it into the final congressional
vers10n of the Intenor Appropriations bill. The
consortium, which includes UK, Auburn
University, and the universities of West Virginia
Utah and Pittsburgh, researches ways to turn natural gas, carbon dioxide and methanol into cleaner fuels and chemicals. The bill now goes to
President Clinton for his consideration,

. .. Eastern Kentucky Universi.ty ls offering bacterial meningitis vaccines to students, faculty and staff, and plans to
•· provide information to everyone· at the university about the
potentially fatal disease.
. Information ls being distributed around campus, and vaccines will be available at student health services in the
Rowlett Building for $65.
Although the disease is
·rare, some forms are contagious and it can progi:ess very
rapidly,
·
More information is available from EKU's student
health services, (606) 6221781.

Me~lngltls becoming campus concern:

Despite~ u ~ in student and parental conrem
~ m~tis on college campuses, the head of the
Umversity of Kentucky's health service said yesterday meningitis cases are too rare to justify the $80a-person cost of vaccinations. "We have not had a
case in four or five years,• Dr. H. Spencer Turner
said "There is not a current problem.• Earlier this
week, a panel of experts from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention recommended that
colleges make meningitis vaccines readily available
and that they warn students of the risks of the dis~ Turner said entering freshmen at UK will be
. advml about the dangers of meningitis and the
availability of a vaa:ine. He also said the health service will monitor any single case of meningitis and

i

would remnmend mass vaainatior• if there were
an outbreak- \lefined by the CDC as three cases
within three months. Earn Kentucky Univeniity
also said it will educate metniBs of the school community about the dangers of meningitis, and make
the
available to those woo desire it

vaa:ine
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t.oastg.Jlvep a la:va ljmp,,, . students In university h
_B_y_Km
__N_IEICI
__
El_B-•CH--·- - - i versit'y i!ent· her t.o on-eam- ~: Christmas lignts strung ing, said SSU Director of:
OF THE DAILY INDEP.ENDENT
. P:\ll.' h~g.· S~e still spends £¥om ~e ceiling and a black dent Activities and Hou
.. ,., .. ,

some mghts with her former ·light m the. bathroom add Dave Edwards.
PO~TSMOU'.l'H'~- ~ey ·roompi~te,"Heather Wallen,.•tliat personal t.ouch. .
Those ~elude no visitoi
look like dorm rooms, with 19. . . "
! "If we have t.o move mt.o a the opposite sex after 2 ,
their unmade beds, wall · It's quieter than the town- norm at school, I don't think No one under 21 drinks 1
posters of rock ·.bands and house she· now shares with ~e'll fi\," ..Moseley said Tues- holic beverages, and ~
table-top refrigerators.
-eight othet women,. she said, day. ·ajmt·::·QS he P!ay~d th~se _of le~al · age can ,
But ·a ·closenlook. reveals The double room that Wallen ~ste!J ~~ ~ with a ~ m therr own rooms.
things tliatjust i'loii't.fit.
now has to hers!'lf is'. also frien~_-~r. ·, ·• <
·
Mike Blazek, an 18-y
Cable television 'for one much, bigger than the L- , After a long day of classes . old from Dayton, broke a l:i
thing; with a-·~ movie shaped room _McKinnissFerguson likes to unwind_ in rule during a fi~ht with
channel. And . telephones ~ ! ! at the to~ouse.
~~ hotel hot ~- The s~- roommate, Chns _Salsb
equipped·with voice mail · · · It has the traditional bunk i:mng pool Pn>Yl~ a relaxing Blazek threw a chair at ~
Take a look · dciwnst~rs bed1rof a dormitory, she said, place to study, as well as play .bury and missed, breakiJ
and you'll find · a hot tub not the full-size, comfortable the occasional water football hotel picture which he ha
swirouiing pool and a resta:u: mattresses of a hotel.
game.
pa~ for.
rant
Most students say "Man, , "For relaxation, the RamaFor the record, he 1
B~ause on-campus hous- ere you lucky;" when P~~n ,da has the do~ beat," ~er- that's-thefirst time he's ,
. . -·
-- ... __
Ferguson tells them hes liv- gusol:1 wrote ~·a· paper for broken anything in anger.
mg lS full, ~bou~ 40 Shawnee ~g at the Ramada.
___ English class.
"I think Chris brings
State University students .
,
·.u:-" right?" . I. But the· Ramada doesn't the worst· in you• he sai,
: ·IU'e rooming at the local Ra~ou're ki....._,
· · is ~ e!ery comparison with don't believe in violence."
madainn this quarter.
therr next responae.
norm life.
,
·
Blazek spends hours s,
And loving it.
· ""
.Ferguson ~heres ~..~m I Students there don't have playing the acoustic guitii
"It's like a big, ol', hal)PY with RhuusthyallMfrooseley,_ 11111t acce_s_l!_to_~ kitchen, as_ they the hall He plays orig
·family
down
e
m Wallen.
. a to. wnhouse. They
- music,
. w.hich he descnbe
.
. .here, " sai"d Stac_y All
thet students
live
on the ;,vould m
McKinniss, 19. "People sit second floor of the hotel
must take their laundry to the hypnotic blues.
ero1;111d and_ talk in thi: ha,!!
Their double roo~ is a!- local coin laundry, whi~h costs
He also has _an electric
until three_~ the rooming.
most twice the size of any mo_re than the_ machines. in ta~ and amplifier, and
McKinniss epent about ~ double room on campus _ university housing.
hes often asked to turn
month-~re the um- and they have filled it withe
music down. Hotel~
.;;.;....;.;.;;;;..:;;;a.=a.;;.;=,;:;,.;,;;
..,"'
•.::.;.;..__

I
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hours begin at lU on weeknights, midnight on week-

Edwards saidl he did not
know the cost difference and
could not immediately determine it.
,
Next fall the university
plans to open a new residence
hall that ..wilLhohse -100 stir
dents, Edwards Isaid, which
should eliminate 1the need for
"'IDltel hii~in"«: "'
Until then, he said, the Ramada solution ha~ worked out
great for .both students and
the university.
.
"It turned out to be a wonderful solution to 'a pretty positive problem," he said.
.
'

ends.

Salsbury, who's from Cleve.\and, finds things .pre~o/. _bor1lig at·the hotel - or maybe
just Portsmouth in general.
"There'.s .no ,good.,p~rties
like raves, where you could
just kick it for 24 hours," he
said. He wanted to find a good
keg party Tuesday night.
The students' hiatus at the
Ramada will not last past
next spring- and it may end
sooner for some. ______ _
M- students drop out of
school and leave university
housing, SSU moves students
out of the Ramada and on
campqs,:-The ,_ school wants to do
·. that, Edwards said, because
lilthough the students pay the
same rate for housing, its
cheaper for the school to keep
them in university housing.

f' ""'·--·~

'
I
''
I
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Given that most UofL stu•
dents work somewhere, "It's a
whole lot better than working
for
some hash house,• said DenI - .
nis Hall, an English professor
Lexington Herald-Leeder
.
Monday, Oc:lober. 25, 1999
who chairs the university's fac•
ulty senate.
But others question whether
a university should embrace the
practice of students working
three-or four hours a night on a
· tliird- shift.
·
'
"I
feel
sorry
for
students in
.!..
~•Hr&1J:
the program because it expects
:an awful lot of them," said histo·Ty professor .John Cwnbler.
employer, which bad tln'eatened to
"They have trouble keeping up,
flee.. ,.'. . ::'>1:;/.',;,;~:~:9'....,...,\i;t'or
go to sleep intending to go to
The students, some or whom
· class and'never
could not- . otherwise
afford to go 'to ·
-------,---'..:;::=,:..c"-"-=;
Martinez made a mixture of
college, get fr~ tuition ·worth
. A's, B's and C's last year, but
thousands of do)Jam..
said she would have averaged a
. ~ut for Martinez participatfull
grade higher' if not for her
mg m the program has come at
night work and grueling scheda steep price: ,
.
ule, which forces her to do most
~ng her fres~ year,
of hel" stu_dying between classes.
she said she fell asleep m class·
Then there is her exthree or four times a week.
boyfriend, who also worked at
Her relations!rip with a long- '
UPS,
time boyfriend Idissolved. She
"Relationships are very
f<?und herself n9dding off behard," she said, "It's hard to find
hind the wheel of her truck.
the time."
"I had no life," s~e said, "I
UofL can't say how its 500
tho~ght, 'What have I got myMetropolitan College students
self mto?'
I
are faring academically, al"And all my: friends in the
though JCC's comparison of
pr~~ .had theisame problems
grades during the first semester
I did. .
!
last year shows the UPS workMartin~ no'f works even
ers there did nearly as well as
!Dore at mght 1$:ause UPS rethose who weren't in the pro•
gram.
..
cently promoted iher to B11pervisor, although she said she's get.
Still, some of the student•
ting a little more sleep because
workers, such as Martinez's
she ~hifted her1 classes from
friend, Heather McCormick, sun•
ply can't balance the dual demommg to afternoon,
mands of working by night and
Metropolitan College counstudying by day.
sels. st1:1dents about g~ sleep
habits !n a mandatory campus
McCormick, 20, tr:ied to
make a go as a mechanical engiculture class: ,
neering major, but quit after one
I~ also ha~ . created 37
semester,
evemng class~s , so they can
have a l~ng, umnferrupted block
She said she'd get off work
of slei:P m the mqmmg..
at 4:30 a.m. and barely have
. Still, students pursumg certime to drop by her dorm room
before reporting to a required
tam courses of study have no
choice .but to tak~- ~ a.m. class1:5.
calculus class at 8 a.m.
Anhd oth~s say goldmg bto class m
"It killed me," said Mct e evenmg wou, r~ them _of
Cormick, who now works at a
most !ill_ contactr with family
retail store and attends Elizaand frieni1&.;
I
,
bethtown Community College,
Metropolitan College s sup"It totally screws everything up.
porters note that istudents have
"You are going home to
worked for UPS since it built its
sleep when your friends are goh~b here 17 year1ago; the only .
ing out."
difference now IS' that they get
more out of the· barl!llin.
I

I
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:.;; LOUISVIllLE ~ At 11:30 a.m.,
;"!Amy Martin!/~)i
has iusf, ~ ,
. It's a da~ _tliat;~Q~'t. end lintil_ 5:15 •.
. am. the ~- If'· - .:,,;._,rt,; .:. ·_. ; ..

~,r•

~"t1.5he _:.

· '-~~

: sister and:
. . ·,
• .- Ill~
crashes on·, ..
room · · -at·
about 7 a.m., jiisfi!Sthe·giris,'iliiid 8,''·:
are getting ready· for school. Then r
she tries · to squeeze in about five ;
hows of sleep.
·
.
:
. Martinez is the first in her. family I
·to, go to college. Her sister is a recep- ;
tionist at a tire store. Her mother is a ,
waitress and caterer at an Ell<s
Lodge. Her father makes about
$32,000 a year as a mailroom clerk
He had planned on scrimping to pay
her tuition - until they heard about
Metropolitan College.
United Parcel Service worker by
night, University of Louisville ·student by day, Amy Martinez is enrolled ~ Metropolill!n College, a
unique partnership of business, govemment and academia that has cap•
tured national attention as a model
. for such cooperation,
.In exchange for sorting arid heaving thousands of boxes a night at the
· burgeoning UPS hub' at Louisville In- ternational Airport, Martinez, 19, and
1,150 students like -her get free tuitiori,' free textbooks-and subsidized

.•.",m-if~--·
'tr

.•- --

vi· &:~\fr;~
· · ·wor •.in· __ _:__ •ng j

l.,, _

difficult'hourii; the venture has been a
smashing-success: Ninety percent of
its student-workers are still on the
job a year later, compared with the
typical non-student who lasts eight or
nine weeks.
The schools, UofL, Jefferson Commun1ty College and Jefferson Technical College, have boosted enrollmem

~-up," - · ·

I
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Bargain-hunting IS wrong way
to choo~ a college
I
a college whose alumni believe that they
equation, either. Aggressive scholarship
received a fine and useful education?
nce again, the College Board's an• 1 wars among mainly private colleges, but
Colleges and universities must
nual survey of college costs shows•
increasingly among public one, should . change as well Merit scholarships
that tuition has increased. This an•i
be a major concern for everyone. Use of
should truly reward talent, rather than
. nual ritual is part of the cycle of life, it i ' merit scholarships to attract students
achieve competitive position by attract""""'" The announcement of tui"ti"o~ 10
-. .,
has grown exponentially in the last five
.
tud
from
. . .
Col
-•,years.
mg s ents
peer mstitutions. 1
aeases brings with it the usual explima- j
Those colleges that engage in comlege adrnis<rims staffs must act less as
tion from college officials - increased ; petitive use of merit scholarships derive
sales offices and more like counselors
costs of technology, library resources, I less revenue from tuition. Thus, they are
trying to help students find the best
faculty salaries - have driven prices up., · forced to spend less on the quality of the I "match."
But the public isn't buying the rhetoric. I ·- educational experience. Every year, they
States should be encouraged to in•
They're voting with their feet
; are forced to raise tuition 50 they can ofcrease support for higher education Annual price increases are threaten- ,
fer discounts steep enough to compete
private as well as public. The quality of
ing the future for students as well as the,
with other colleges that raised their tu- . a state's work force is improved by high.
colleges they attend Choice of a college
ition to fund their own discount strateer education and is directly related to the
is more often made on price rather than
_ gies. It is a tragic·and vicious cycle. Who , viability of its economy.
what's best for the student Too many
really wins in the•price wars? No one.
.1
And parents and students who can
families of modest means believe they
It is naive to think that colleges will ; afford higher priced schools need to look
have no alternative than to let dollars .
voluntarily stop the use of discounts.
. beyond the pnce ~ to the value_ as meagQvem .tjleir choice. Tuition !It the "bes!",
There will always be a college.attempt•
sured by the_ quality of the expenence for
ing to "win" a student from a competitor
the student It is substance, not price,
schools seems high and that "list price" ' by offering a "better deal• Ncr is it realthat should be the major factor in college
scares away many. Need-based and borui istic to think that 'states-~ ~__:_'_, i; attendance decision-making.
fide merit aid can help them dramatical- ·-I
_ly reduce the bill .
subsidies to private mlleges, where most
R berl J. Mi . ■ . . ,_..,,,_,
Even.those families with financial
discounn_"n·~ ,.,.......; on, the.........,;.,.. tliat ·-:
0
•
IISSG IS lll&e P'.......,,.
;;· flexiliility.oftentimes choose the best
the inv~~fur less ~ftwould . for: ~l/ment ~ co~~ rtlalions at
"deal" rather than the best fit for the stu cost to educate the private college stu, -1, Didanson Co~e"' Carlisle, Pa.
dent 4rge merit and other non-need- . den.ts in the public sectm:; :.
· based scholarships ~ known as dis- 1
Can families and colleges change? Is
counting within the trade - woo stu- . 1t possible for families to forgo a "bar·
dents into colleges. where they may not · gain" price at one college - where qualifind that special combination of academ- l ty is measured by :the number of al~
ic curriculum and learning envirooment I who enter prestigious graduate schools
·ideally suited for th~ir J)ers?nal develop- I ,- for one where educational philosophy
ment Each year an maeasmg number of! · and program match that which is really
students who enroll with large discounts best for their students?
find that they do not fit in with their ul·
Are families ready to invest the time
timate college choice. They transfer (ofto search for a college with faculty memten with feelings of failure) or stick it out bers who value tear:bing,.f,r a college that
and are miserable for four years.
offers real evidence of the intellectual and
Colleges don't come out ahead in thi~ social development of its students, and for
By Robert J. Maaa
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VJO}eDCe:.'3g3JDS..t. women
Organizers urge
protection of
·women's rights
By DARLA CARTER
The Courier-Journal
T-shirts evoking the pain of
· sexual abuse and violence
against women hung outside
the University of Louisville student union yesterday - flags
for a rally championing women's rights and the demand for
social justice.
-;-The shirts are emblazoned
with messages that reflect the

anger, hope and sorrow of the
victims who decorated them. ·
One, for instance, written in
paint the texture . of blood,
shouted: "Stop daddy. I'm your
daughter."
The rally gave students a
chance to learn about such issues as sexual abuse, reproductive freedom and domestic violence.
"It's up to people in our age
group - 18 to 25 years old ....:
to hel~ p_rotect the existing
women s ng,hts .. : and to ensure that.we II cont1~ue to ~ave
those nghts," said Aimee
McFerren a.senior who volunleers at ihe u of L Women's
Center, one of the sponsors of
the event.

s up to people In our age group- 18 to
i 25nyears
old - to help protect the existing
:
I ·women's rights,., and to ensure that
we'll continue to have those rights."
11 1

Aimee McFerren. U of L senior

.
McFerren helpe·d organize
Ithe rally, which commemorated
National Young Women's Day
1
•
•
, of ACtion and <:ailed attention
j to the plight of women whose
rights are being violated all
I over the world.

The Clothesline Project, a Tshirt display about the emotional toll of violence against wom•
en, offered some of the most
powerful examples of how
some women are suffering.
One. shirt warned: "Beware

of the wolf in sheep's clothing. U ofL and works with The
Do not confuse lust with low."
Clothesline Project, said she
Another read, ''Whal I has used the T-shirts in class to
learned in school: That some enco"?$e women to speak out
teachers rape their students. about bemg victimized. I
Desks can be beds. Floors can
"If you open doors for wombe beds. If a teacher says I'm en to talk about this, you hear
grading papers late tonight so their stories," she said. I
stop by for some trick-or-treat
Mondor and Bledsoe passed
candy, don't go. It's a bad out pamphlets at yesterday"s
trick."
rally. Several other community
The T-shirts help their ere• and campus groups such as the
ators heal the emotional Student Solidanty Network,
wounds caused by violence, Common Ground, the Women's
sexual trauma and attacks ,Studies program, the Fairness
based on ·sexual orientation,· Campaign and the Religious
said Linda Bledsoe, a social . Coalition for Reproductive
psychologist who works with Choice, also had displays.
.
TheColhesline Project.
However, manystudenttw)io
Andree Mondor, who teaches passed by the event ignored It.
about women"s health issues at , "Just the way you see a Jot of
:;;:i:\;,,, .: .. "· .-· ; '·.
I

young women walking by, not
even looking, there's a large
problem with apathy," said Autumn Norwood, a sophomore
and member of U of L Students .
for Choice and Common
Ground, which. supports gays
and lesbians:
Though women have made
gains in many areas of soci~ty.
it's important for them to remain vigilant about protecting
their rights, said Mcferren,
who also belongs to Students.
for Choice.
"We're always going to have
to be on our toes to promote
and maintain women's rights
·and push Ii Jlttle further and do
what we can," she said.

I
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biomedicall building
·UofL opening
.
t
Jw
na,
.One of the
building's
;~~~-_will !JI! Dr. Donald
.
.13 'researclier hired last

ASSQCIAlEll'IEIS,

UlUISVILLE - The Univer-

. ,.• ::

'kjiaci,!in._ tbe anmtry.•'., ,-, :.:;·

~•-•· •ifui·reiearch team will oa:upy
'lialf,,,of the second -floor of-the
: building, which Ihas 115,000
' square feel of research space in
four floors above ground and one

uniyersitts' national profile for
research; 'said Dr. Joel Kaplan,
dean of the. Q' of L School of Med-

icine.
.
New treatments developed by
doctors at the Baxter building
should lure patients to Louisville
from around the region,. Kaplan
said.
·' . •' '.' , '
~
' I'
.l•New aiscoveries may lead to
tbe'aeation Qfbioteclmology IDlll•
·es, he said:""'"• , , ,J,:· ' •
puuihe"~bililding is''the
first of t w o ~ structures the
wiiversity ilipliinning': --· ·
The second is expected to cost
$41.5 .million," with $32 million
'comingifrcmr·the state. Groundbreakjng··is scheduled for next
month,' and the building is expected to be completed in the spring

.

.of.:ml.

,; run

~ university's
.uuu:er Center. · · .
i'. ,t!! · _•, who caine to the uni~
'.~\ir,iify from Alabama, called the
·' QOmplex '.'the nicest research

sity of Louisville is opening a $28
million workplace for top medical
researchers it is attracting.
The Donald E. Baxter MD
·Biomedical'Research Building is
tfit(core of 'efforts to raise the

~

and founded a medical-supply
company. He died in 1935.
·
Now called Baxter International Inc., the company is based in
Deerfield, Ill. It kept Baxter's
name after he sold his shares in
1934.
Baxter's wife, Delia, later set
up a foundation in California that
supports medical research in uni,versities.
The foundation gave $2 million to complete U of L's drive to
raise $14 million to match a sfate
appropriation. It previously had
endowed a chair in the university's obstetrics and gynecology d~
partment
Randi Hansen,
medical
· school spokeswoman, said the
building
___ ..., for Bax

I

belaw.-- ;; · · :.
The entire · fourth floor already ·houses a 30-person · team
headed by' ·Dr.
Ddstad, a
bone-marrow·researcher who has
· gainec!,nati~ilaf'attention for her
,, -,~. -' , I ,
,

Susan

k.
'\VOfA'ti;;-~
~~ is
tryinJ.flli · '
lfor sickle cell

a

1

;anemlA' ~ ; .
·/' other patients
bone-mar:
. T!ie 'liiii!' ' ; is named for
Donald E/Bamr, who graduated
from the- U.of-I'llledical school in
)909, wor~lillrope and Chi- .

.;.~~=1a~ai:froml

:w"because ~ i:;, a

med:

ical pioneer, a'distinguishedalumnus.•
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Pi;ofessors,·
stude~ts
get
into
real,world
lI

By LONNIE HARP
The Courier,Joumal .

.

doesn't,'' said Ryan, who spen~
sJ for them by the Kentueky .t:duca• graduated two <:lasses, requires .all
two daya a week at Seneca while
lion Reform Act, teachers need to prospecliw teachers to Ket bachelor's
ove"'"!!inll U of L stude'\ts '!'ho
kn'ciw more. about su)>jects such as degrees in a subject ot6er than ~u. From his office, University of ! are domg ln-~chool work. 'TJ_lis IS . science and math. -And they ~ to cation ,and .to spend a fi!ll year 1n a
Louisville education professor about becommg one,profess1onal
learn to run their classrooms differ- classroom;,,ralher than JIISt one se·steve Ryan can hear the pounding community."
en!Jy, .,,.., wilh fewer:,fllct-packed, lee•.. mester _of stude~I teaching. ·After
of drums from the Seneca High
A closer connection between
tum, oil ,mme hands-on ·ProJects completing. the flVe-year ,p~.
School marching band, while out- universities and K_entuc!'Y schools
that help students learn bf dotng;c ,,,. ' they teceiy\,_ master's degrees 1n eduside his door high school fre~h- is one part of U of L s teacher '
Jon Snyder a California education cation.
·
men practice a play about Native training prog:ram, which soon
researcher, s,;id that µ o(_L has-·one Besides lh~ir work in the_ ,class•
American culture, ·
may get attention across the state.
of the longest histories of connecting roo,m, education students aJ,so take
Major changes in the teacher A group •rpointed by Gov, Paul· college faculty.with local schooladn the1rown courses -taught by U o,f L
education program. at U of L are P~tton wiJ me~t tomorrow to bea study of four d,istricts arou~d the professors :- at the school. to which
giving Ryan and other professors gin work on final recommendscountry with snilllar cooperative ef• they are assigned,
•
an up-close view of Sfhooling by tions on improving th~ quality of
forts, Snyd_er_p_raised,l! of..L!~i:..~•.k·_ Some Louisville stud_ents, said
having them work part of the teachers - and U of Ls program
ing'i:onnectlons with schools a pnor- those kinds of changes are 1mpottant.
timeoutofadozenlocalschools,
lsbeingheldupasamoclel.
itylorprofessor,;.
. · ,
"Before, when I was in·schools; I
The college is one ~f several
~pro':,!!, the training lll!1
:i'ln college;lthe~ori·.fs'·wliat was just •.n observer," said Sharon
across the country~ to get skills oft
ershubecemeapncounts for,privil911~-and.t!l"lln!•·~nd Loy, who 1s ~•ck al U ofL working
professol"! out of the ivory tower . ,
.
Louisville was givtng credit for do1'!jl on ,her teaching degree ~fter taking
of academia to spend more time ~ty, 1?olh in Kentucky and "'!tionally, work in.schools,''. 581d Snyder, the d1• sonil! introducto!Y edu~~llleS
, ·-.ching·theory with .ani!willbethemajoreducationlssue rector of teacher education al the at the college aliout five years ago .
• connecllng tea ,
~ while when the Kentucky_ legislature con- University of CaJlfornia-5anta Bar- "What we wrote in our Journals Wffe
~ classroom~ • r s a venes in•J_anuary:
._
,
barai"Tliat's quite different, believe just descriptions of what happened i,n
gtvtng prosr,
ew.
Education experts,have recognized it or not than the rule of thumb,"
'Classrooms. There was no analysis
~ng~r feel or~• 11ca11y·~· you can that, to help stud~t• and P'!blic
The iJ of L program, which has and no reflection on what - going
Being here P 1YB
•d
bat schools meet the high e,qiec!!ltions
,
·
on."
, .,. 06•)
see what wolks an w
-·
~,., ,..,_
1

The new role in schools has re-

placed busy work with deeper think•n!l .about methods of teaching, Loy
said.
·· ·. ·
·
' When· teacher-education' students
at Central ·High.School In Louisville
were recently •assigned to write ·lesson plans, ·they designed classes
meant for actual students.
"They. are seeing their projects
lived out, said Ann 1.arson, an assistant professor at U of L who works
two days a week at Central and ,
spends much of. the re!! of her time '
on university committees or working,
with Jefferson·County school admhi'
11

newed for up to five yeus. -

Al Murray State Unive111ty; edutillion officials have !'J'CfflllY. conYi!ited
meetinp with piofessors·triim·btlitr
dlsclphnes to -discuss
to we,i,/e
more· academic courses ftdlil ·miilli,
science and·otherfields lttto th~requirementsforeducationlors.' ...:
·And Morehead ·State nlversity
bas eight groups worldlig ·~tis of
a plan to revamp teacher eddcaflon;
But .while U of.L lias •earned. a
reputation as one of •tMJl:hbols in•
volved in national effortS'fci tevainp
teacher training,- Jefferson· ·Coili)ty

how

day because we don'i have a master's
lewl teacher for you.• "
.Greer said she hoped Patton's task
i4rce on teachet·quillity would focus
ob new incentives to entice more
J)t91ile to pursue teaching degrees.
- :The·,group's·, draft tecommendalions, to be presented to lawmakers
in time for the 2000 session, call for
e,cpanlftng pragratn's'to make ft easi· et for people from· other professions
to enter teaching and.icreating "an
aggressive early recruitment program" to atlnlct talented students.
'. Sandy Kissling, a program re-

t,~~is

~~-=

~":'e~i°:i:.1::1:e':.&~= ~l'fu1"o==e~
Intensive program !s tunillig out few- teachers, because having the educaGraduates of the program say it·ls ergra18duaGreetes..,•·th'·•· · "·•on,.n,.e:·l.~dl·,~or tii>n students around-gives the teachresponsible .for ,the· greater confiRill
,
•-•
ecs. "a forum to investigate new
dence •and senaa,of. being p ~ r th --•--• ~ct sa1~ .~.. nrethoclolllflieaandstrategies."
..
or
e
.....,...
.distn
•
....
,....
:The u ~ - is evii111&tlilg the
th6tth"9feellnthedassroom;,. ,--:
"it gave me an authentic perspecplogram's ~ •
'" '-' '.
tive of.what to anticipate in a school "closeftb'25 percent.'The d~l:t!has
l!DUCATION experts said the reaitd•.-how to prepare," said Aletha been filling more. than 500 openl.nn_g_~~ cent attep!lpn ,on, wac~~i;, guallty _in
Fields. p,ho -is -stanlng ,her ,second • per year,,recenllir, ;Loist,~. ,U«- J. Kentucky and elsewhere Is a natural
ye,r!leaching senior Ellldish at lro- ' graduatecl-183 caiidldares for teliclier outgrowth of school reform efforts
cjuciis High Schooi. "I 6ad an out• certification, according to state rec- over the last decade that have
standing first year, and this program ords,•down from more than 300'be- worked.lo raise expectations for stureally set me up for, that." .
·,
fore the five-year requirement took dents. KERA wss an early part of the
·Amy Partin, in her second y~ as effect. The pro~ is a bit more se- natiolllll move toward r&1Sing acaan Englii;h ·teacher at Fairdale High iective .and it adds·an extra·-yeer or demlcstandanlsforschciois.
.
School; added that the extra time 1n time and tuition expense.
. . , · "Those reforms resulted in· the
public school cl111St00111s while at-.
''On. our end, iiil' a c;ustomer; ;we need for different types.of people to
, U of L:helpe¢'herJry om mtCr.;1a, need'to .look at ~cing both the leild ~ch®ls," said-Jack Rose, deilil
ciualltv aild tlie·qi11intity we need," or ediitlili>ii lit Murray.s-; t•And
Greer"iald,'·"lt'1i' a i:oncem when Yl)U now, .teacher quality has beaime the
look ill quality mid take it out of the lll,'e!I wjiere people think if. you can
stalled teaching.
I
i r \fo, ifiemalone1iii1,oki~i' aintext of qiian!l1>',Xb'u cannot~ a. maJal IOIDe -~hang';S, you can, solve
_'Y~u ~'t·~;to -~®Ill°' ~CM!I'•~-~""''--·
·at-ways to·change lts.teachet:prep, child,
,, ...... 1 •• 1,-::.~.,~ l1.l.l1 <';,,;, 1,1~. ~.,.!. · ..
~ ...·;;.! ... • ••
:, 111 .,..,...,o.1o•-•··
aration program; Other Kentucky a,1leges are also contemplating chanRe.
:,Westem]feii~•Universitflast
month won .II, $1~ ·mlllioil federal
grailMo worlnvlth nlrie- other colTHE COURIER.JOURNAL • FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22; 1999
leges acrou1flie cquntry·to redesb?n
.
I
-...· . ··-.. ..:.:.:~its ·teacher-et!Ocation prognm,: ·t1te·
1
•
•
•
grant will htlp'the university tie Its
teacher tralning·Vitlh·.tts sdiocilt'of
arts illid ilcience!l''and Vitlh1ocal ~
mentary and ~ sdiOol& Offi•
istra!OIS. . •
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KSU pr~s~_~ent S\!l!fll i
in· amid discord

sp"!'ches, it has been hard to~ and board to solve our prob- vemty lliiia,j_ bad. Jniern'!I ac- ''A portion of the people are,
achieve.
,
,
lemsandbethemanthlsln- cess.·. ,.,-,,.-~•.;•, ..:;,·.·
supportive, and a portion are·
Last month• questions stitutlon needs." .. -I
In bis short tenure, students. apprehensive," Seals said. "But
from the board 9:'°Se over,
Board member I Brenda have shown strong.support for1we're going to
to let that
the ~ost of renovations at !he, Schissler of Crestwood, the Reid, backing him with-posters hold us back."
·.
pres,_dent s. house,hspe ndin
thg : regent who asked f~r a meet- at last montli's boanl meeting. Ed Conner, president of the
on_ his vehicles, w ,ether ..e ing I~ month to disc_uss the Melanie Mabins, a senior from .facul senate said thst
umvers!ty WI!" do1pg bus1-1 allegations of questionable Columbus Ohio said Reid has'
h dm;::
ness with Reid's wife, Mae, spending atteni:led yester~ b
'vi 'bl'
peop e on campus ope
t
By LONNIE HARP
and
the
expenses
of
yesterd
'
'
sh'
a,'d
ecome
a
s,
e
presence
on
the
inauguration
would
mark a
The Courier-Jouffl!I)
ay s ceremony.
e s
theaunpus.
, fresh
, Re'd
day's inauguration.
that while it would lie wrong ., ,
·
start ,or • •
University officials sai~ the to assume that the Iregents
He s very student-ori~~ted, "I think it's a happy occasi~n
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Ken•
an,i we pick up on Iha\, she lfor the most part," Conner sa11I.,
tucky State University Presi- event was paid for entirely absent from the inauguration 881
•
''We have great hope and an•
dent George Reid was sworn with outside contributions, were making a statement,
in yesterday, more than a and they provided documents the board remains split over Tan"'!5ha Seay, .a senior from ticlpation and, to some extent, '
Toledo, Ohio, said that many anxiety becsuse the future ;,
year after he took the job last molith that they ssid Reid's performance. I
"It is ~oing to take strong students Wf!~!f,the univem- uncertain."
and barely a month after the show no irmlularities on the
the bo"n! of
board of '!'Bents questioned other Issues. 'l'),e ~ vot"!I ieadersh•P, for all of us to ~et ty leadership
to ask the un,vers1ty's audi- together • she said• adding regents needs to unite behind
his leadership.
that R;ld · needs '10 take Reid. "A lot of the problems
Reid, 54, entered a campus tors to look Into those areas.
But one board member strong steps to win board here can be blamed on the
auditorium yesterday afternoon to a triumphant fanfare sai,d, that. !fivis\on about . members' confidenc;e. ''We board and bow they can't get
called R~al Procession." Reid s administration persists are struggling to get every- along and agn,e on anything."
__
But lit a university that has among regen!5. Four "!e!"- one on tlie same page. These Seay said.
had five presidents since hers ol !humiyemty• divid- problems aune ab·out be• to support Reid "on a continu1982, Reid's inaul!':'ralion 16 ed board missed the long- cause the board was unsbie ing basis." But Gordon Davies,
months into ·the Job became planned ceremony yesterday. to get Information we asked president of the Council on
an occasion to build support And several faculty members for, and we're ~till ha;?ng Postsecondary Education, who
for a leader under scrutiny.
who donned formal caps and some P!"bl"!"9 with thst.
. attended the meeting, said he
"The greatest challenge to gowns for the ""'!II 881d they
Pres1de_ntial tumo,ver and . detected "a high level of misthose of us who want to hoped the d_ay might msrk ~ board strife have been regu- ; trust" among the regents and
make KSU better is that we new .beginning for the pres,- _!_a,: _problems rece.ntl~_ st I feared for the university's fu.
have to learn bow to work it de~l
.
KSU, a historically black school ture He suggested that the
together-working with one
A _lot of people still have that is the state's smallest pub-board.
h fro
nflict. rstty·
·
get eIP . m • co
leade,.~e, pursuing one_~- questtons about where we're li
·
-·-kB
· C\IIIM!
•
·resolution expert
sion and one mission like go~t( said Chuc e':f~~• The school also faces some Sociology professor Alvin M.
never before," Reid said in a 0m~il:.';'~rJ:'i;;U fac: major academic c_hallenge~. Its Seals, a former faculty senate
an inauguration address that
school u 0 ~ nationa presid~nt, said many longtime
also called for stronger aca- i1 . "From the feedback I've education
nd •ta~ probation, a probl~!" KSU employees saw yesterday's
.
i:,i:.ed
u
on,
there'•
a
high
a
demic programs.
officials SBI~ inauguration as testamen~ 10
''We have to unify if Ken- Pevel or concern about tbal UIIIV1!1lllty
th
tucky State is to become bet- whether this is the man peo- !hey are on e way t~ ~rrect the staying power of the 11D1Verpie want to lead us into the mg. And when Reid im,,ved last sity. Change and differences of
ter tfian what it is.
t
While unity has been a fa- next millennium. I hope he year, students complained b~t opinion go with the temtory at
can
work
with
the
faculty
only
two
computers
the
uni- any a,Uege, lie said.
miliar theme in Reid's

Reid urges
unity to make
school better

refuse

r. '

11
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A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
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Education chief to leave_
_,t ye~r's end
•

··-··-

-

-·---·

:Cocly: says lie
_has met goals
setfor.him
·
..,: :~:::, ·-:~;~~ ~t.....
By

LONNIE lJARP.'. .-

The Courier-Journal
. '_•\-: •:,}t-:._:;;,t;,. -~:iy; _t~-~ ~ .. ::
FRANKFOirr, Ky. - Educa- ·
. lion·. Commissioner. Wilmer
:• ~-sidd~eMJ.., ttiat bewil
his. ~b.S_;; end of the

' leave

..;:4ii§i-'"' ,,.,:_
ii~::·
Cody 112 :ti'·· , . , ,...: ~

...

..

~

· !ems of elderly rellitlves needed
_: more of his attention and said
·: that .with. ,KenlllckY .education
, reforms iii·-l(OOd· sbape, he is
.:(ready to'bali his-regular com:·· mutes• to New."Orleans, where 1
. his .wife works and the couple I
. have maintaiileda residence. \
i.. During more than four yeaill
l, as Kentucky's top education of- 1
f., ficial, Cody pushed for tougher ·
:•_ high sdloQI i!taduation require~ ments, and Tie--wu ·among the

~==·
~-..---atnre

: be
next
year.-BUtlut~dured·stem
:, criticism..~a..Jaclt,of· leader-.
· ship.during the turbulent 1998
, General Assembly· when lawmakers ordmed a-major.overhaul •of. the state's testing and ,
school rating system, , • •· • · i
Earlier thill month, Cody re- !
ceived a satisfactoiy job evaluation from .the state Board of
Education, -but· the board had
not acted to renew his contract
after the review. Cody said yesterday that his lnte!'ll5! _ii! leaving had been growing in recent
weeks and he decided this was
the time to remgn.
·
, .. . "I have substantially accom- ·
'plished what I was charged to,
do by the board when I ·came to
. Kentucky," Cody said in his
resignation letter. He also told
reporteill yesterday that the
new testing program is in place
and other aspects of the 1990
KentuckY Education Reform
Act are no longer in dispute.
"There is no threat to the basics of KERA; and all the issues
that are now before the legislature will all be constructive debates over the same goal _., trying to improve the quality of
schools,'' said Cody. who earns

s1sr,s1,2.J!Y!!81',_

Leaders of state education
groups and top politicians com•
plimented Cody on his work;
. praising- his accessibility and
the professional way he responded to disagreements.
"His willingness to listen is
. an attnbute wonby of respect,"
_.,.id.David. Keller, director of
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the Kentucky School Boards
Association. "His leadeillhip
has been directed at goals designed to help all chililren stay
in schooland progresiiin school."
"There is no question that; as he
leaves, our system of public schools
is s.tron~er t~an ~e found it upon his
amval, • said state school · board
~hairwoman Hel,en Mountjoy of Daviess County.
,
1
,
THE BOARD1will formally accept
Cody"s resignation :at a previously '
scheduled meeting next week. It will ·
also appoint a search committee ·to
choose Ii successor.· The board will
select an Interim ·commissioner at Its
December meeting, an Education Department spokeswolllllll said. ·•
The announcement cauglit 'soine
education observe·Ill. bl ·~•"'nse·
_.,,: ·.
-r
Judi Conrad, presi ent of the Ken- .
tucky PTA, said Cody was the
group's honorary state membeillhm
chairman. "I'm sorry to see him gor, 1
she said.. "He's done some good \

elementaiy, middle and high schools
to know,
, · ·
He pushed for higher graduation
requirements that would require all
pupils to take algebra; instituted the
Kentucky Leadership Academy to
spread school improvement.training
in the state; and led several efforts
aimed at upgrading teacher expertise
in academic subjects .
Over the past l½ yeaill, the agency
has focused on ·producing the new
test and school rating system lawmakeill ordered in 1998.
Cody said yesterday, however, that
he was most proud of being commissioner at a time when test scores
showed ·that students' skills are improving and that some schools with
large numbeill of students from poor
f··'""
·
h' h
=eswith
aremore
.sconng
asstudents
ig .as
schools
affluent

~~~==hl~dlar-:

.evi~:°~~;;.;ledged tiie~ were-·dls-

ent activist who.heads the Kentucky
Education Equity Tuk Force, salil
C¢y had been Ia lbong leader on
mlnorll:y achlm!meat lliil hiring, an
lsauelliat has often been overlooked
by state education leaders. The Education DeJIArtment recently created
an equity. dlvisi~n ~o monitor per- ;
formance and hiring 1SS11es. ...... .-. 1 ·
"This catches me.. off ~ and
I"m a little disappointed,• Thomas i
said. "But be finally took a lead in I
stating_ how be 'felt ,about equity in'
education - .the lack. of minority
educatoill in schools and achievement by poor and minority children
and those are sensitive issues where
you can't be sure his successor will
be as strong," I .
CODY WAS

·

a_ppomted to KentuckY's top· education job in August ·
1995 and started a month later. Anative
of Mobile,! Ala., Cody earned
three degrees, including a doctorate
fr
H
om arvard Univeillity before returning to Alabama as a teacher.
He was a school superintendent in
Chapel Hill, N.C., Birmingham, Ala., I,
and Montgomeiy County; Md., before
being named Louisiana's education
chief, a job he h~ld for four yeaill, He
also has held executive positions with
the National Education Goals Panel
and the National Faculty, a non-profit
group that works to improve teachmg

1~ KentuckY.' Cody ~as· charged
with managing the various programs
created under KERA. During his tenure, the Education Department wrote
the fiillt document spelling out In detail what the state expected pupils in

I

'

''THI!. 111!.U,.,QI!. is there now
that all l!(:hools can achieve our
goals," he said. "Before,-we believed
that could happen, but now we have

appointments during his tenure, but
he did not single out any. •
Senate Reiiubllcan Leader David
Wllllams sala J::rday. that be re-

grettedCody's
· 'on.. -Gov. Patil Patton said in.a state-

ment that he enjoyed working with
Cody. "I believe we can both take
.pride in helping make KentuckY the
leader in improving education in the
U.S."-,.,.,.-··· ,
Sen. David Karem, the Louisville
Democrat. who was an architect of
KERA and had been among Cody's
strongest critics in 1998, said Cody
phoned him with the news yesterday
and the two had a good conve1S11tion.
Karam said the fact that Cody can
leave on the eve of a· legislative session is testament to KERA's acceptance and stability. "It suggests tliat
we are going to ~o into a session of
the legislature w ere people are far
more comfortable with public educalion than they were before the last
one. We've taken 111egasteps beyond
where we were two yeaill ago.''
Sen. Lindy Casebier, the Louisville
Republican who is co-chairman of
the Senate Education Committee,
said that preceding the previous legislature, lawmakeill thought the Education Department lacked direction.
He added yesterday, however, that
the agency's leadership had improved
since.
~- "I think he got the message and
worked toward that goal," Casebier
said. "l applaud him for that and
wish him well.''
.

·.
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Wilmer Cody,
state schools
chief, resigns
'

Education commissioner leaving
·· after ·5 years for more family time
·-

"There is no question that, as ,
he leaves, our system of public
schools is stronger than he found
it upon his arrival:• she said.
Education
Commissioner
Mountjoy said she was not
Wilmer Cody resigned yesterday
• surprised.
i
after less than five years at the
"Over the past few months,
helm of Kentucky's public \
Bill ·was very concerned about
schools, saying he'd met
some t1iings at home and it didn't
the clial!enges of his job
come as a surpijse·to me that he
and needed to spend more
would choose to go back to New .
timn:t~=~on will be
Orleans at this point," she said.
Mountjoy said that, because .
effective Dec.. 31, just a
Cody asked to be released from '.
~Asseindays~y·bethegms·Gen:d·
his contract, the ooard would not
have to buy him out or make any i
six months before ~ con.___-.;,
I termination payments.
tract w<m!d have expll'ed,
He currently makes $167 512 a '
"I be)teve that I have Wilmer Cody year. ·
s~bstantially
accom- said he had
·
phshed what I · was done what he 'We wlah him well'
charged to do by the board
th
when I came to Kentucky," came to e
,- Although some people were
Cody said in his resigna- state to d~.
surprised by Cody's announcetion letter. "That-15,· to conI
ment, others had heard rumors of
such an announcement for several
solidate the implementation of the '
months.
I
various strands of KERA (Kentucky Education Reform Act) and
"The commissioner, has taken
some important steps forward,
to make improvements !!.S_I ! ~
and it's been clear for a while he's
·sarffor its sua:ess."
been tired and we wish him well,•
Cody, 62, said he and his wife,
said Susan Westori, director of the
Caroline, who teaches at the UniKentucky Association of School
versity of New Orleans, agreed to
·Councils.
live in different states while he
Cody arrived I in Kentucky
took the Kentucl;y job for four
with an impressive educational reyears. But Cody said that
sume - starting with bachelor's,
he decided to extend his
master's and doctoral degrees
time one more year from Harvard Uniyersity. By age
and keep commuting be30, he had started as a superintentween Kentucky and
dent in North Carolina, followed
Louisiana - because the
by stints in Alaba\na and Marynew CATS testing system
land.
I
was still in development From 1988-92, 1he headed· the
at the time.
state school system in Louisiana,
But earlier this fall,
unsuccessfully attempting to ushthe first round of CATS
er in a controversial teacher evaluscores appeared about the
ation system. He worked at nasame time that some of
tional education organizations be.Cody's elderly relatives· in
fore coming to Kentucky.
Alabama became ill.
The first commissioner under
"I began to realize
KERA, Thomas Boysen, was an
that assessment and acenergetic and flamboyant cheercountability was in place, and the
leader for the fledgling reform act,
legislative session will not be
which turned education on its
problematic,• he said in an interhead by holding schools account.view yestei-diiy. "It dawned on me
able for students' progress on new
that I did what I came here to do.
curriculum and new state tests.
and when you reach that concluCody was supposed to be a
sion. then it's time to go home and
more quiet leader, who could
spend more time with family."
smooth and polish the then-5Helen Mountjoy, chair of the
year-old landmark reform act.
Kentucky Board of Education,
State Rep. Harry Moberly, one
said Cody had fulfilled his misof KERA's authors; said Cody did
sion to improve education throu!(h
just that.
'
the reform aCL

By Unda B. Blackford
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"I think Commissioner Cody
did a good job of consolidating
the education reform act, and
moved us past our biggest challenge, the revision of assessment
and accountability," said Moberly,
D-Richmond. "I will miss his expertise during the upcoming legislative session."
Gov. Paul Patton also applauded Cody's work. "As gover· nor, I found him to be a professional and-pleasant to work with
in our mutual efforts to preserve,
protect and enhance the Kentucky
Education Reform Act."

Some legislators critical
However, Cody was also criticized by legislators for being too
quiet when the state testing system - and KERA itself - came
under intense fire during the 1998
legislative session.
One state senator said that
Cody hadn't prepared for a contentious session.
"I think prior to the '98 session
there had been serious lapses in
the communication between the
department and the legislature,"
said Sen. Lindy Casebier, R-Louisville, chairman of the Senate Education Committee.
The Kentucky Board of Education, Cody's boss, had set better
communication as a goal for him.
In an evaluation written earlier this month, board members
said they were pleased with
Cody's improvements in that area,
but expected him to "continue
your visits with and calls to legislators this fall and on through the
session."
Cody oversaw high and low
moments in Kentucky's landmark
reform act. He guided the department to higher graduation requirements, a new set of curriculum guides, teacher academies
that bring college-level academic
materi,al to teachers in the field,
·and new relationships with higher
education.
"I've enjoyed enormously
working with him; he's been very
very anxious to establish a strong
partnership with colleges and universities," said Gordon Davies,
president of the Council on Postsecondary Education.
But Cody also had to explain
how a testing company made significant scoring errors on the state
(MORE)

CODY:
test in 1997. leading to public dis•
"This session won't have a lot
satisfaction with the entire sys• of hostility to KERA. Most of the
tern: That, in tum, led to a gutting issues had stabilized a great deal,"
of the accountability system by said Sen. David Karem. D•Louis•
Senate Republicans before a com• . ville, a longtime defender of
promise was reached.
KERA. "I think the timing is good
The department continued to because he has these commit•
be criticized for internal and exter• ments back home and you want to
nal communication problems and be sure your energy level is high
missteps; just last month. the de· when you're at a session."
parttnent made national headlines
Cody said his favorite days in
for changing the word "evolution" Kentucky came when improved
to -"change over time" in science reading scores among fourth.
curriculum guides.
graders were validated. and when
But legislators agree with several of the highest•scoring
Cody that the next session will schools in the state turned out to
not be as difficult as 1998's.
be higb•poVerty.

"That fact gives credibility to
the whole plan in this state," Cody
said. "I will definitely miss the dy•
namics of-statewide reform."
At its Nov. 3 meeting, the
state school board will accept
Cody's resignation and appoint a

committee to search for a new
commissioner. The board will

choose an acting commissioner at
the December meeting.
■

Herald·Leader researcher Lu•
Ann Farrar contributed to this ar•
tuk.
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Ky. ~~ncation in
:ntatket for new chief
.:.· -- .
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·· .-: Jn 1991 a group of Kentuckians picked
ii-'Califoinhm named "Thomas· Boysen, to
lead their state through the most massive .
overhaul of a public educatjon system ever ,
seen iii tlie·Utii~ Sta111s;'· · .,.,..,!!'". . .-,
From all acoounts; Boysen ·was a buoy•
ant educatii,;, 0H11111·•~mer :With unflag•

· - ·en ·-----=i;e·iickeilofflniruireclfilf new·

gmg ergyund, th K
cky Ed tion
programs
e,; .. e :enlll • , uca
1
Refonn Act.and !jead_ed·l).spmfed charge 1
"tosellthenew·raw.fii"thepubhc.:·::. ---.
· · B t ·aft · ·, . _.
Bo · , ""~
>
. er. lostifitfuster''witlioolicatms
a ,ew yean;, • ysen s wuu·
· ·bo ·· uhtyle'
:' aJ8°:.legislatin."/l'l•ou. iuniM. to Wilmer
· Cod. .. ·· · · t; ~...,,.,,,.
-c•
• -..,,._,~ - ··.<.::.c.:.
Y a qwe
-........10r uuw
New
wboiiad-deilfwftli"iiome
cit
·.
.. ·.,,~--...,...:.._;,_. · ·-•-• ·•·•··~- ··
:th!!;:\vilielit polibCl!lllS around. If Boysen
:'was·.tludnan to bring KERA through its
traumatic.birth, then Coor was thought to
. be the perfect overseer of its toddler years.
:·, :·. "!,Ie·,yas ~e ri_ght person at the right
time, said Mike Ridenour of the Kentucky
ChambeJ:___of Commerce, an agency that
__ strongly supports~
But Cody's res1gnabon on Thursday ;afte_r almost five years of some victories
. and some defeats - leaves KERA
without a leader on. the threshold
of its lO•year anmversary next
year.
.
As various policy•makers and
the public try to assess.nearly 10.
years of iqa:RA, they will have to
ask: Who 1s the next "nght ~r•
son" to oversee 176 school dis•
tricts, 600,000 students and a $2.8
billion budget while movmg
education reform forward for the
next five or 10 years?

Or

Communication and vision
Many say the answer might
lie with a person who combines
lloysen's communication skills
with Cody's knowledge and vi•

sion.
"When Boysen was done, pea•
pie felt like they wanted someone
who would sit quietly and listen
to them, so we partly got what we
asked for," said Susan Weston, di•
rector of the Kentucky Associa•

lton of School· Councls. "For
some. that sense of where we're
charging was not as clear with
Codlny."deed th
. .
, e next coll11!llsstoner
must be able to commurucate and
complete the goals of the 1990 leg•
islation that re-engineered Ken·
tucky's public schools, 5'.'YS state
Rep. Harry Moberly, D·Richmond,
an author of and steadfast defend•
er of KERA
·
·
.
Ro~ert Sexton,_ d1rector of
the Pnchard Conumttee for Aca•
d em1c
· ExceIIence, says t he new
commissioner_ sh.ould focus .on
what school d1str1cts need to 1m,
prove teaching and student
learning, proving KERA's cen•
tral philosophy that all children
can learn
"We ~eed a person who's a
creative leader who can think in
new and differ~nt ways, but who
also is willing 10 focus the depart•
ment on a few key and primary
activities that are essential to gel·
ting student achievement up " he
said. "We overestimated the ~bili•
ty of individuals and schoals to
change )heir teachin¥, sri · that
every child learns. I think the de·
~ I O?ght to.ask what's the
states role in that
. On the other ~and, the com•
m1ss101;er shouldn t forg~t about
the legislature, ~on said._ Law.
mak~rs who were m~olved m the
crea.t10:1 of KERA, _like Moberly,
Louisville Sen. David Karem and
House Speaker Jody Richards,
keep a close ere 0.n KERA, and
_whoever 1s leading 1I.
.
.
Certainly, Cody lost friends in
:he General Assembly when law.
.nakers per~e1ved .that a lack ?f
commun1catton with the public
was partly to blame for public dis•
trust of Kentucky's testing sys.
tern.
"The next commissioner will
have to have the ability 10 work
with the legislature and all the dif•
ferent stakeholders in a very effecrive manner to keep the.reform ef.
fort moving forward," said Robert
Wa11oner, superintendent of Hen·

ry _unty._ The easy Par_ts are
over, it's gomg to be n_iore difficult
~~f~P ~chools
{~d
big tas~ing us OCUS •
ts a

tov':,f

Looking near and far

.
.
, So where will this paragon of
~ :me ~~m?
. . e opinion ~f Knox County
pnncpal Kelly Sprinkle, he or she
should come from within Ken•
tucky.
.
"It h uld be
s o
someone who
has worked
closely wi"th ·publ"1c
.
schools m Kentucky, who has
been through KERA from the
be · · • h
·
veri;: ~ • e said:
!think we should pick some•
one from Kentucky because our
education system is unique,• said
Don ~turgeon, a _teacher at
Franklin County High School.
"Wh_en ":'e bring in someone fi:om
outs!de, 11 takes th,em a .long time
to, find out what s going o_n. J
think ":'e have plen~ of qualified
people in Kentucky.
The new commissioner will
emerge from a national and inter•
nal search by the Kentucky Board
of Education. Four of the board's
members will be reappointed or
replaced in April by the governor.
Incumbent Paul Patton is expect•
ed to win re-election 10 a four•year
term Tuesday, giving him some
influence over the decision, if it's
not made before then.
A few names have alreadv
been mentioned as acting or per•
manent commissioner, such as
Deputy Commissioner Gene Wil•
hoit or Deputy Commissioner
Randy Kimbrough. The board
will decide on the acting com•
missioner at its December meet·
ing
·B •
b
ut 1t. may not e an ~asy
search. said Wayne Youn~. ~u-ec•
tor of the K~cky Associat10~ of
50'?".l Adm1mstrators. Theres a
d1m1mshmg pool of school supermtendents, whether at the state or
nattonal level.

(MORE)
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EDUCATION:
•J would point to the clearly
increased scrutinv directed to
public education during the past
couple of years, and the clear differences in public and private
compensation," Young said.
Young says he thinks the next
commissioner doesn't so much
need to worry about education re-

form as education.
"At some point, it's not reform, it's education the way we do
it in Kentucky," he said. •So it has
to be someone that has to understand the delicate balance of moving forward, but at the same time
not losing sight of the people behind you.
"It's a tough job, I think we've
figured that out," Young said.
"You answer to a lot of people,
and that takes a tremendous ability to balance interests."

Refonn effort
could flourish
· under insider
By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Education officials and legislators say
tbe state's next education commissioner should be a leader

unlike any who have had the

job before: a Kentuckian.
The state Board of Education

will name a search committee
Nov. 3 to find a successor to
Wilmer Cody1 who has an-

nounced he will step down at
year's end.
·
Leaders of education groups,
legislators and school officials
say the state's next commissioner should be an articulate

spokesman or spokeswoman

for public schools and for the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act. An experienced Kentuckian might also be a good idea.
"The politics, the reform act
and how people view education
are all a little bit unique in
Kentucky, and we may be at a
point in our history where a
Kentuckian who's lived it, .
worked it and sees all that is an
advantage," said Stephen
Dafschner, · superintendent of
the Jefferson County schools.
Susan Perkins Westo·n, director of the Kentucky Association
of School Councils, agreed.
KERA marked a turning
point not only in the history ?f •
Kentucky schools b~t also m
the national education-reform
movement in 1990. The l.!l.w_re•
vampeaflie · State's education
system which had been de•
dared 'unconstitutional by the
state Supreme Court.
KERA embraced new con•
cepts in education, such as specific curriculum standards.
high-stakes testing, increase~
emphasis on writing and dec1"l- think people would like
having someone who ~tarts out
knowing where the pieces are
on the chessboard," she said.
Some in-state candidates
whose names have been mentioned are Gene Wilhoit, a dep•
uty education commissioner
and fonner head of the Arkai:i•
sas education department; Lois
Adams-Rogers, a former super-

UK trustees discuss u9comlng search:
Trustees of the University of Kentucky made
their first preliminary moves toward assembling
the committee that will pick a successor to
President Charles T. Wethington yesterday.
Wethington relayed to the board a request from
the school's faculty senate that it consider changing the composition of the search committee that
will choose his successor. He said the senate
would like to remove a representative of the community college faculty in favor of a representative
from UK's staff. Wethington is to step down as
president in June 2001. Wethington said the proposal would be formally placed before the board
at its next meeting, in December.
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Push on for Kentuckian
to-head state's schools
intendent ·and former deJ)uty
state commissioner who now
directs the Center for School
Safety; and Stuart Silberman,
superintendent of the Daviess
Countv school<.
sion-making councils at each school.
The law also handed authority for
managing KERA .to an appomted
education comm1ss1oner.
In 1991, the board hired California
• school administrator Thomas Boysen,
who quickly built a repu_tation as an
energetic and enthusiastic salesman.
But.while he won many friends, he_
also: made some notable enemies.
After 4½ years, Boysen resigned, saying he had become a lightning rod
for the program's critics.t.. ..
Cody, of Louisiana, became com·
missioner in !995. Although he was
well-known nationally and had spent
four years as Louisiana-'s schools
chief, Cody was viewed as a lower·
profile successor to Boysen.
.
But Cody later was cri!i_cized for.
maintaining too low a profiU, 1111d
failing. to build support, whlch,hampere<f KERA proponents cfuring the,
1998 legislative session. Eventually,
management and public-relations
problems prompted lawmakers to or·
der a new statewide testing program.
WITH. CODY'S departure, some
school-reform supporters want a,
more vocal advocate in the top education job.
·· ·
"The board should look tor people
with a passion for solving ou~ problems," said Robert Sexton, director
of the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence. 0 We don't need'
just any education patriot, we need a
zealot for home-grown excelle!1,c~."
Sexton said the next comm1ss10ner
must transform the Education Department from a regulatory agency to
an organization that can promote:,
better teaching in Kentucky schools. 1
He said the board should look for
someone who knows how to improve(
classrooms.
"In the early searches, I think the
board thought we really needed fresh
ideas from outside and that nobody
ill Kentucky could rise abov~ the po•
litical fray. But I don' think that
holds up anvmore," Sexton said.
Barbie Kinney, principal at Western Elementary School in Anderson
County, agreed that educators are eager for help and guidance.
11
We need to continue the path
we're on. but what started as Kentucky's education reform is ~ow t~e
standard mode of operation m
schools," she said. "Someone with a
vision of the future would be good."
Lawmakers who have supported
KERA throughout its controversial
l 0-year history said the school re•
forms appear to be safe politically.
But the state needs a vocal champion

for stronger schools who can inspire
teachers, administrators and parents.
"One of the areas where I've been
critical of the Department of Education is that they are still far too into
all the tihy details," said Sen. David
Karem, a Louisville Democrat and an
architect of KERA.
"We need a person who spends a
great deal of energy saying that public schools are one of the most important building blocks of democracy
and who reminds people of the need
to supl"rt•public education,': Karem
said. 'I don"t.think we need a guy
who pores over every word every day
to decide ·whether to write two
memos instead of four."
OFFICIALS OF various education associations praised the access
they have had to Cody during his•
tenure. The head of th~ ~t~_educa-,
tion equity tasW lo~ elsQ'~ed the
recent puih·-~ I ·niDnl closely at
laggini: aclllevemen · by jioiifchildren.
aric:f minority students, s .... i :r..:., ·
.
· And leaden,,: ot ._tht Coainc:11 on
·Postsecond•I)'. l!ddeatlon applauded
. Cody for initiating collaboration·between the state's school system and
its public colleges ana·universities.··
. At a news conference recently,
Cody said the only prerequisite experience for being an effective commissioner is "understanding the ·com•
plexity of large-scale reform and
change." However, he said, his successor will be surrounded by an in•
formed state board, committed political leaders and educators who have
shown that KERA can work.
"It also helps to know how to handle conmcts and trials and tribulations and still be someone who can
sleep at night,'' he said.
.
Boysen, who now works in California at the Milken Family Foundation,
a philanthropy organization, said the
Kentucky job requires a combinati0n
of vision, the ability to build political
consensus and .to monitor programs
to ensure they work.
"Havin~ a clear picture of where
you're gomg and being able to communicate that is very important,"
Boysen said. "KERA is a· pretty clear
road map. which makes it easier, but
Kentucky is still ahead of other
states, so that also means you run
into problems first.''
Sen. ~indy Casebier,· a Louisville
Republican who is co-chairman of
the Senate Education Committee,
said he will make some suggestions
to members of the searct¢ommittee.
as will many others who (eel strongly
about Kentucky's school refonns.
"Whether they seek advice or not.
it will be given," Casebier said.

cocty s-·tenut~: 8-_aw much
progres-s, but more i~ needed
1

NE OF the gr~;; :
.strengths of ~en•
tucky's educauonal progress over
the last decade is that it has,
been a true collective effort
- the result of a deep deter-,
mination among citizens
across the state to take big,
innovative risks in·order to
raise the quality.of thefr
schools.
'· ·.
No strongman, either in
the governor's office or the
education establishment, bas .
dominated · thil-: jiriicessi ·
Instead, every step of-the
way luis been fought for and
defended. on the floor of·
Kentucky General Assembly.
· The- _outcome is · that the
course of educational
improvement has been set by ·
a broad political consensus
rather than being driven by a
few heroic leaders; ..-,:-: ··,,,
Thus; the -decision by Edu; .
cation Commissioner. Wilmer Cody to resign iit year's,·,
end is less an occasion for
fretting ..alioiii"feaders"iiip turnover than an·opportunity.
for.the state to take.stock. - 1
.. Dutjn.g Mr._,CQdy's five-·
year. ·tenure, l(EkA has.
cleared'.a munber. of big hurthe
.dles
. .. Most
. . .significant,
.. .
-

O

..

.

.. .

resting regune on wn1cn the
school accountability system
rests has been reworked,
bowing eiiough to satisfy
critics but holding true to its
principles.
:
The state's commitment to
high standards has been reafffrined by ·raising n1gn
school _graduation requirements. Serious attention is
being paid to the training of
teachers, and closer collabo- ·
ration·.· .between : public
schools and higher education is beginning.
.
And by every measure, students are benefiting. The,r are
writing better, and national
tests_confir.m significant progress in reai!i~g and math
. ability. At the higll school level, m_ore (though still not
.
.. -· ·f
.
nearly enough) are taking ad·
vanced courses. !And tnere ·
are exciting, .though isolated,·
success stories at schools
serving some of the:state's
poorest students;
. -· ; -· :-, .
There. have been some.
shortcomings, toi especially
the harm to .the. 11alue of a ·
Kentucky dip_loma by the
education department's
fudging-on the tlieory cif evolution by natural ~~n. · .

But, as Mr. COdy leaves,
the state's fundamental editcationa\ policies are on firmer ground, and its children
are achieving at higher levels than when he arrived. He
and the state can be proud.
As .for the future, we ho{le
the state school board ·w11l
search out a commissioner
who can.galvanize the state's
teaching· .force. .Tom
Boysen, Mr. Cody's predecessor-,. \;VllS ·an evangelist, of·
innovation,.and Mr. Cody
has been a consolidator of

progress. · . :. : · ·, . .
' Now, with at":least a brief

period of political calm
ahead, the next challenge is
the stubb_omly slow pace of
progres~ ID too many places •.
Strugghng schools must begin to perform; and quickly,
ID ways they,never have, and
the educaJjon department
must. be· capable not only. of
testing .and lecturing them,
but. of leading them to success. That.-was,the goal 10
years·ago; ,and liow is the
time t~ reach it.

'
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Politics boring, some ~tudents say; others
see it. as important; many
blame :media•
I
By Emily B. Moses
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Some Morehead State University
students don't agree on whether it's
worth their time to pay attention to
politics.
Several also see a common reason
for the political apathy some feel media coverage that too often focuses
on scandals or the negative.
Misty Easterling, 22, said she finds
p_olitics boring and is leery of politioans.
"For the most part, .politicians will
say anything to get a vote," she said.
Easterling said politicians would
need to offer her solid evidence of sincerity to make her think otherwise. "If
I had some sort of proof that what
they were saying was true, I might
change my mind a little."
Jason Rainey, 18, a government
major at Morehead, has an entirely different opinion.
"We're the future and we'll be running the country here in a few years,"
Rainey said.
Rainey has ideas why many young
people tune out when it comes to political issues.

. •If you watch the news a little,
t_hey just show corruption and whatever is bad," he said.
i He also thinks many students are
influenced by pessimistic parent_s and

peers.

I That's not the case for Dale Pre-

natt.
·, . "I was raised

in a single-parent
home, my mom being the only social- .
isl in a Republican county," Prenatt
said. "So I received a broader political
education than my classmates."
Prenatt, 20, said politics should be
important to everyone, especially college students.
"It seems silly to me that people
are lackadaisical." she said, "especially people from this area where Jtolitics
have been an integral part of everyone's lives whether or not they knew

it:11
.I Like Rainey, Prenatt places some
blame on the media for a seeming lack_
of concern. She said she urges others
to find out more about government
and politics.
i "I think it's important to know
what kind of changes are being made
in our lives by lawmakers," she said.

(MORE)
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Student
activism
takes on
new forms
Don't believe the hype.
Especially when it comes
to college students and their
much lamented "apathy" about
politics and
civic life.
Or so I was
told this week.
Kentucky
voters will elect
a governor this
week. They will select from incumbent Paul Patton, Republican Peppy Martin, Refonn Party candidate Gatewood Gal-.
braith or Natural Law candidate Nailah JumokeYarbrough.
Turnout is expected to be
.. pretty low for this election,
and among the least represented group will likely be the 18to 25-year-olds - the college
students.
According to Voter News.
Service, which conducts media
exit polls, the 18- to 29-yearold "youth vote" was the
smallest segment of November
1998's voting population, accounting for 13 percent. Voters ages 18 to 24 made up 6
percent in 1998.
·
But those numbers tell
only half the story, students
say.
"When you are in college,
you are in a bit of vacuum; our
top priorities are the next
class, the next exam or paper,"
said Jimmy Glenn, the Univer- .
sity of Kentucky's student
body president.
"So making the time to get
registered in the county where
we attend school or get an absentee ballot is hard," Glenn
said.
"But that doesn't mean we
are apathetic."
Most UK students know
about the election and know
how important the next governor will be to the university
whether they vote or not,
Glenn says.
But what about the good
old days of student activism?
Out rallying for a candidate or
cause?
Those, students say, are
simply tactics - and tactics
change.

"I think when people think
of activism, they think of the
traditional protests of the '60s
and '70s," Glenn said. "But
there are new ways to be involved."
For example. take UK's
Leftist Student Union.
The group, which focuses
cin social and economic
change, grew out of a discussion group, said one of its
leaders, Luke Boyett.
"We organized last spring
and got 35, 45 people to get involved," Boyett said.
· In ApriL the group organized a rally and petition drive
to protest Nike's use of sweatshop labor and encourage UK to
adopt a code of conduct for apparel-makers licensed to use the
university name.
"I don't think apathetic is
at all accurate."
And while UK's Leftist
Student Union hasn't held a
rally this fail, sweatshops are
still on the front burner. ,
This Wednesday, the .
group is sponsoring a forum
with two sweatshop workers
from El Salvador. The workers, part of a national college
speaking tour, work in a textile factory that produces UK
T-shirts, Boyett said.
"It's not a rally but does re•
fresh the issue and shows,how
UK's and our actions affect
them."
■

UK's Leftist Student
Union's Forum with Sweatshop
Workers will be Wednesday at
4 pm. in the Old Student Center Theatre. The forum is free
and open to the public.
■

Reach Herald-Leader higher
education reporter Holly E
Stepp at (606) 231-3484 or .
hstepp@heraid-/eader.com.

NEWS FROM THE STUDENT PRESS
Hoops marathon to benefit United Way
The stakes for a game of four-on-four basketball are usually no higher than playground bragging rights. But the 24-hour basketball marathon
held by Alpha Tau Omega also offers students an
opportunity to raise money to help others.
The annual event, set for Friday and Saturday
at the Northern Kentucky University health center. "has consistently been the' largest NKU student organization fund-raising event for the United Way," said Ben Stewart, president of Alpha
Tau Omega at NKU.
Last year the event raised niore than $1,100.
- DAN SULLIVAN, THE NORTHERNER

Coalition forming
to increase turnout
in presidential race
By Karla Dooley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ask many students at the University of Kentucky what they think of
Tuesday's elections, and you're likely
to get a question in return.
"What election?" said Nicole Crawford, a 21-year-old accounting junior
from Falmouth. "We've been wrapped
up in midterms."
"I couldn't even tell you who's running," said Melissa Mitchum, an 18year-old communications student from
Louisville.
"I really haven't heard anything
about it," said Andrew Garland, a 21year-old senior majoring in English,
philosophy and political science.
.
Ben Gramig, 21, said although his
generation has been accused of political apathy, that isn't always the case.
Gramig, a natural resource conservation and nranagement student from
Louisville, is organizing a non-parti•
san coalition of UK student organizations to address voter registration and
education on campus.
"Generally, people may not realize
... how simple it is to go out and cast
your vote and have your opinion
heard," he said.
He hopes the coalition, which will
be called UK Votes, can register 10
percent of the university population
before the presidential election, as well
as help students see the importance of
participating in local government
"Twenty-five hundred votes can
make a large difference, especially in
an area the size of Lexington," he said.
Vincent Fields is trying to revitalize the UK chapter of the College Republicans.
Participation slipped to four members last year, and the group lost its
registration as an official student organization on campus.
"Right now, we're just trying to rebuild," said Fields, an agricultural economics and political science senior.
The UK Student Organizations
Ce~ter does not have a branch of the
College Democrats listed.
Luke Boyett, a history and sociology major from Henderson, said he's
not surprised that many stu~ents
seem oblivious to this year's elect10ns.
"I don't see it as an election that's
of particular importance_ to most students on campust he said of the governor's race, adding that "if they're not
from this part of the state, (students)
don't bother with" local elections.
"I keep up with the legislative
ones, the governor's ones, and of
cours~ -the national elections," Boyett
said. "I'm not from Lexington so I
don't pay particular attention to the
Lexington elections."
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·Ky. program attacks

social work shortage
By Monica Richardson
HERAIDUADER FRANKRlRT BURE'AU

Katherine Norris doesn't have children of her
own, but she wonies about the safety of the children
she works with as though she'd,'given birth to them.
The 23-year-old state social worker sees children
with mental and physical problems so severe that
they have to be hospital~, families that have. to be
separated, children addicted to drugs and ch!ldren
who have been beaten into withdrawal.
"It defies anything we could ever think of," she
said, slowly shaking her head as her face tensed.
"People are creative with what they'll use to abuse
children. Belts, cords, wires and curling irons for
beating and burning. Some people make their children put their hands on those heating units that you
usually see in old homes.
"Even the marks you see on the child sometimes
don't even tell you the story of how they got there."
Norris, who works for the Cabinet for Families
and Children, is a recent graduate of a state program
that's designed to attract more - and better-pre:
oared - workers into social work, a field that has
chronic shortages.
.
Traditional college social
work courses probably wouldn:t
have completely prepared Noms
to handle these and other cases
she works daily.
. .
But, because of a JOmt
state/university effort called the
Public Child Welfare Certification
Program, Norris was l!repared
when she started the Job four
months ago.
Norris is one of 32 recent college graduates from Kentucky
who have agreed to work as ,
state social workers in exchange '
for having their last two years of
college tuition !)aid tor bf _the!
state and getting special traimng.
Money for the armual $240,000
program comes to.the state from
federal Social Security funds for
child welfare services.
· Every day, she tak~ the emotions of her job home with her.
It's hard not to, she said. Especially when she has to ~o thh1gs
like explain to a whimpenng,
heart-broken toddler why mo~y
or daddy didn't show up to visit
"I can't promise them every
time that mom will be there," she
said.
. .
Unlike most begmnmg state
social workers, Norris had already experienced how cases
were handled as part of her college coursework. That meant s~e
didn't have to s~d her first six
months on the job m trammg.
By her second week on the
job, she was already handling
two dozen cases of abuse, findmg
a home for a neglected child ~nd
helping families get p~rentmg
skills and other counseling services.

The state set up the program
as a reaction to a senous child
welfare work force problem, said
Viola Miller, secretary of the Cabinet for Families and Children.
"We're not making it in term£
of keeping ·tully staffed," said
Miller. "It's incredibly hard work.
and bum-out is high. We have
such a hard time staffing that by
the time we get someone m the
job. the workloads are _too h1gl 1
and then we end up with m?,!'''
turnover. It's a coristant battle.

The state now has 1.311 social workers. The annual
turnover rate for those workers
ranges from 10 percent to 16 percent said Miller. The state currentiy has 175 social worker P?·
sitions that need to be filled. said
cabinet spokeswoman Lisa Aug.
Those positions are spread out
across the state, but the most
critical need. she said,-is in
Northern Kentucky and Jefferson
County, where extremely low unemployment rates put the state
at a competitive disadvantage.
Cabinet officials also are exploring the possibility of offering
$1,000 signing bonuses to entrylevel social workers after they've
been on the job for six months.
And earlier this year, the entrylevel .salary for social workers
was increased from $18,840 to
$20,712.
The cabinet is also considering advertising social worker positions on the radio, said Miller.

A unique partnership
The ·second round of students
in the certification program started classes this semester at seven,
participating universities that I
have an accredited ~ocial work \
program. They _are: the Universi- ,·
ty of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University, Western Ken-.
tucky University,
Morehead State
University, Murray State University, Northern Ken,
tucky University
and Spalding University.
This
year,
Miller hopes the
state will get at
least 70 ready-towork social workers. The long-term
goal, she said, is to graduate 100
to llO annually.
Students go through an application and interview process before being selected, and in return
for having the last two years of
college paid for, they agree to
work for the state's child protective services division for two
years. If they don't finish the program or decide to quit, they have
to pay back the money that the
state paid for their education.
"These students come out
ready to hit the ground running,
and they know how hard it will
be before they even get there,"
said Miller.
The program provides practical experience as well as classroom
instruction. Students spend time
paired with a state social worker,
watching them do their job.
It helped Norris know how to
handle calls like the one she got a
few weeks ago. The caller said a
child had been severely beaten by
his stepfather and she would have
to get to the home before the stepfather got home from work.

With police escort, Norris went
into the home and was able to convince the mother to go to a shelter
with her children. If the mother
had refused, Norris could have taken the kids into state custody.
"There were guns all over the
house and I was not going to
leave the, children there. I can't
imagine being in this job without
the training," said Norris. "It's
overwhelming, but I was prepared for it."
Students who go through the
program start working as a second-level social worker and are
paid $1,032 more a year than entry-level social workers.
Doug Burnham, director of
EKU's social worker program and
a member of the Kentucky Association of Social Work Educators,
said the program is rare because
it's the first time seven universities in Kentucky have ever created ·such a partnership with each
other and a state agency.
Another aspect of the program
is that students at all the participating universities work from the
same lesson plan, have the same
textbooks and take the same exams for two child welfare courses.
___ .. ~-i . "That's
unheard of,• said
Stephen Fox, director of the Uni. versity Training
Consortium
at
EKU. "I've been
around a long
time in my career
and this is the
first time I've ever
seen this kind of
collaboration.•
The additional
training also involves classes
taught at the same tim_e at all ~e
universities through interactive
video. Instructors at each of the
sites take turns teaching the
class. The universities pay for
the instructors, the technical
equipment and special presenta- .
tioris.
Iristructors, mostly former social workers themselves, said the
program is the best thing they've
seen the cabinet do in their years
in the field.
"When people are prepared,
they stay in the job longer," said
L.C. Wolfe, a child welfare and
social work instructor at the University of Kentucky.
Students in the program's second rotation said having to work
for the state won't be so bad.
"Two years really isn't that
much to commit, and besides I'm
hoping to stay in it," said Stephenie Noel, 22, a UK student from
LJxington. "It niay not be the
highest-paying job, but at least I
know I'll have a job and one that
I really want."

.•

I

State, colleges cooperate to train
social workers fo~ reality ofjob
Associated Press
•
LEXINGTON, ky. - Just two
weeks into her job as a state social
worker, Katherine Norris was handling two dozen cases of abuse, finding a home for a neglected child and
helping families get counseling.
Norris, 23, who works for the
Cabinet for Families and Children, is
a recent graduate of a state· program
designed to create more and betterprep"'"'d social workers.
Norris ·sees children with severe
mental and physical problems, families that have to be separated, chi!dren addicted to drugs and children
who have been beaten into emotional
withdrawal.
"People are creative with what
they'll use to abuse children," she
said. "Belts, cords, wires and curling
irons for beating and burning."
Traditional college social-work
courses probably wouldn:t have completely prepared Norris to handle the
cases she works daily. But, because
of a joint state/University effort called
the Public Child Welfare Certification
Program, Norris was prepared when
she started her job four months ago.
Norris is one of 32 recent college
graduates from Kentucky who have
had special training and agreed to
work as state social workers in ex•
change for having the state pay their
last two years of college tuition. The
$240,000-a-year program is supported
with federal funds. ·
Norris takes the emotions of her

job home with her eyery day. It's
hard not to, she said, ~hen she has·
to do things like explain to a whim•
penng, heart-broke_n Itoddler why
~~mmy or Daddy d1dft show up to
vmt. .
, .
.
Unhke mo~t begmmng_ social
workers, Noms had. expenence m
how cases are handled. as part of h~r
college work. That_ meant she d1dn t
hav~ to _spen~ ~er first six months on
the Job m traimng.
.. .
The state set up the c~rtif1cation
program to deal with a senous sho,:t•
age of _child-welfare workers, ~aid
Viola Md!er, secret~ry of the Cabmet
for Fam1hes and Children.
"It's incrediblv hard work, and
burnout is high.'' Miller said. "We
have such a hard time staffin~ that
by the·time we ·get someone m the
job, the workloads are too high, and
then we end up with more turnover
It's a consllmt battle?'
The state has 1,311 social workers.
The annual turnover rate ranges
from 10 percent to 16 percent, Miller
said. The state has 175 positions to
fill, said cabinet spokeswoman Lisa
Aug. Those jobs are spread across
the state, she said, buf the most critical need is in Northern Kentucky and
Jeffers.on County.
'.
•
Cabmet officials also are exploring
offering $1,000. signing bonuses to
entry-level sociaf workers after
they've been on the job for six
months. And earlier this year, the
salary for beginning social workers
was increased from $1&,840 to

$20,712.
The second round of students in
the certification program started
classes this semester at seven participating universities that have an ac- ·
credited social-work program. They 1
are: the University of Kentucky, East- '
em Kentucky University, Western
Kentucky.University, Morehead State
University, Murray State University,
Northern Kentucky University and
Spalding University.
Miller hopes the state will get at
least 70 ready-to-work social workers
this year. The long-term goal is 10
graduate 100 to no a year she sa'd
1
Th
.
'
. ·
. e program proVIdes practical ~xpenence as well as classroom. m•
Sttllcllon. stud~nts spend time pai!"'d
with state ~0~1al workers, watc~mg
them do their JOb~.
It helpe~ Noms know how to bandie calls hke th~ one she got a few
weeks ago. ~ chdd had been severely
beaten by his stepfather and she was
asked to get to the horn.e before the
stepf_ather g~t home from wot\<,
With pohce escort, Noms went
into the home and was able to persuade the mother to go to a shelter
with her children. If the mother had
r~fu~ed, Norris could have taken the
kids mto state custody.
"There were guns all over the
house, and 1 was not going to leave
the children there. I can't .imagine being in this Job without the training,"
Norris said. "It's overwhelming, but 1
was prepared for it."
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End to teacher·majority
o~he~e~.!~ards. board rirged

Ky.

Teachers would lose their
majority on the state board
that oversees how they are
trained in college and ·
throughout their careers un•
der a recommendation ap- ,
proved yesterday by a governor's task force.
The group's preliminary I
recommendations
would .,
give the state's Education ,
Professional
Standards
Board greater independence· I
and more muscle m setting

classroom qualifications and
college-level education requirements. Under the task
force's plans, the board
would also be responsible
for overseeing most teach•
ingrefonns.
The task force, appointed
by Gov. Paul Patton, moved
yesterday toward diversifymg the standards board's

membership, voting to recommend that administrators
and teachers together com•
pose the board's majority.
Currently, teachers fill nine
of the panel's 17 spots.
The task force's recommendations will be translat·
ed into legislation for the
2000 General ~sembly,

pected to be the dominant chang~s m college teacher--~--school issue before lawmak- ~du cation programs, includ- · doing," he said. "This task-<-- l'he task force also deers. The task force will mg ne':" pannerships to give force, if it is going to be real bated which agency should
make its final recommenda• ecfucat1on students niore ex- ID thlS area, needs to. bite , supervise on-the-job training
lions at a Nov. 4 meeting:
posu_re to local schools and·I this bullet."
required of teachers. Some
Kentucky Education Asso- require more courses in subMuch of the group's , members said yesterday that
ciation President Judith Jects other than education.
work, however, focused on / they are inclined to ask the
Gambill argued against Yesterd~y, the panel be- changes in colleges.
stan~ards board to outline
changing the teacher major• gan changmg some of those I
The task force approved a requirements for such proity on the education stan- rec~~endations, including: plan to create an \nce~tive gr:a'!'s and continue to addards board and said the stnking the recommt:nua- fund to reward um.vers1ties I minister them.
union will try to keep the tion that colleges raise entry that w~rk to increase col-·
But Dedman, the stancurrent makeup when the is- requiremsnts for teacher- laborat,on between profes- dards board chairman, said
sue ~oes before lawmakers. education programs. Rep. 1 so~ who teach the arts and yesterday that the group
Tim Dedman a Fayette Harry Moberl_y, i D-Joch- sciences and those who -would like to split that job
County teacher who is mond, a c_o-cha1rm~n of the. tea.ch. edu~alion . courses. with the Education Departchairman of the standards , panel, said that entry re• Bmldmg ties with local ment. Dedman said the deboard, · also opposed the quirements for prospectiye ~chools and closely evaluat- partment should oversee
change, saying teachers teachers are already stnct mg how well preparation training in areas such as
have the strongest under- ,enough.
I
programs work would also student health or academic
standing of how the certifiThe task force approved a qualify schools to earn bo- requirements, while the
,
d . . .
series of recommendations nus money.
standards board would run
cation an trammg sySlem from Sen. Gerald Neal, DRep. Charlie Miller, D- , a program under which
operates.
.
Louisville, aimed at requir• Pl~as~re Ridge Park and I teachers would map out
But Robert Sexton, dire_c• ing schools to take formal pnnc1pal of Pleasure Ridge : long-range plans for entor of th e Pnchar~ Commit• steps to consider hiring Park High School, said col- I hancing · their knowledge
tee for . Academic Excel- more
African-American leges need to make sure · and teaching methods.
lence, said th :ia;e should teachers and administrators prospective teachers spend
"How people become bet•
?io°::: t~'!l:e~so ~eo'::iemr;J in. the state's schools. Neal more time in ·c1~ssro~ms ter teachers should be under
other citizens "With broad• said the state needs to make and p,:epare for s1tuati9ns the licensing agency," Oeder authority ~nd greater re- a better effo_rt t~ ,diversify they w.'11 face once they are man said. "I think the task
'b T
h
d
the ranks m tis pubhc ' on the Job.
force sidestepped that issue
spans•.,• ,ty, 1. ey nee more schools.
i
' "That's why we're losing but I hope it's11 something
11 we have to quit passing· teachers," Miller said. "They . theywiU revisit.
vmces, he srud.
Last month, th_e task force the buck and make sure come in and find out it's not
::ie:;Jat~o:.s•d~~:ig ~=~~~d people are dem~nstrating 'b;~n~hge thought /,t would
from a campaign 10 recruit what they are dm1g or not
,
y get out.
new teachers to major

f
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Victoiw for KEA is mixed
on oversight board makeup
By Unda B. Blackford
HERAlOLEADER EDUCATION WRITER .

FRANKFORT - Kentucky's
largest teachers' union won a
mixed political victory yesterday
in the debate over the best way
to improve the quality of teaching across the state.
Members of a teacher quality
task force agreed with Kentucky
Education Association President
Judith Gambill that the board that
oversees teacher quality should
be governed by a majority of K-12
teachens. However, it said the maiori!Y could include administra1011,. For example, a six-person
majority could include four teachers and two administrators.
The recommendations from
the task force, which were tinkered with at a meeting yesterday, will go to the General Assembly in January as proposed
legislation. ·
"We'll take it as we go," said
Gambill after the vote. "It may
or may not "be a majority of
practicing teachers.•
·Gambill said she supported
adding administrators for the
sake of unity, but said the KEA
would lobby the General Assembly heavily to make sure teachers
d~inate the board.
· · The task force=-;:;pro=posa1s=ccare"° an
e_ffort to im~1:>ve teacher preparation and training. A major part of
!he task force's proposals is the

tormation of an independent and
n:iore powerful Education Profes_smnal Standards Board to oversee
all teacher quality issues.
The standarclslioord was created in 1990 by the Kentucky Education Reform Act. attached-to the
Education Department and governed by a majority of teachers.
The KEA board of directors
voted to support that composition,'
and some education observers
w?rried that the strong union
. might overturn all teacher quality
reforms if the standards board
was radically changed.
Other groups, including the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
have lobbied the task force to expand the standards board membership to include more parents
and business people.
But several people at the meeting yesterday said that even a
partial agreement with KEA now
would smooth passage of teacher
quality legislation later.
"It seemed to me that that was
a reasonable motion," said Ed
Ford, education liaison for Gov.
Paul Patton, who is on the task
force. "The real battle will be the
bill, but I would imagine the bill
will go over well."
Task force members also voted yesterday to keep the sitting
positions on the new board, which
includes college representatives,
the_ state education commissioner,
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and the director of the Council on
Postsecondary Education. The fi.
nal group will probably include
one or two lay people.
Ford said he hoped that includmg teachers. administrators.
college educators, paren"ts and
business people wouldn't make
the panel too big.
Also at yesterday's meeting,
~sk force members adopted a series of new recommendations
from Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, aimed at improving diversity among educators and the education of minority students.
Among the recommendations
were proposals to make sure
teacher prep programs have plans
to increase diversity, and to hold
them accountable if they don't,
and to create training programs
that show teachers how to educate
children from different cultural
and ethnic backgrounds.
"What I'm trying to do is make
sure we have mechanisms in place
to leverage in areas where we've
been deficient like · diversity issues," Neal said.
The final recommendations
should be approved at the final
task force meeting on Nov. 4.

•

Reach Linda B. Blackford al
(606) 231-1359 or e-mail:
lb/ackford@herald-leader.com.
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\IISU settles with·PSC over gas lines
Jniversity to pay
-500 for alleged
iolations
f

KEVIN EIGELBACH

. THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
ate University has agreed
pay a $500 penalty for 10
leged violations of laws that
ver natural gas pipelines.
The Kentucky Public Ser-

vice Commission made the allegations against the university after an inspection in January, and agreed to settle the
case in a meeting last week.
The university runs a master gas system using gas it receives from the Morehead Municipal Gas System. It 'uses
the gas for heating dormitories, classrooms and other
campus buildings.
According to PSC records,
the inspection revealed these
alleged violations: .

► Gas leakage at Mignon
Hall and Nunn Hall donnitories.
► No calculations that
could prove the relief valves
were adequate to prevent
over-pressure.
► Above-ground plastic
pipe found at Nunn Hall dormitory.
► Risers at Lakewood
Apartments married-student
area not cathodically protected.
► Risers at Mignon Hall
dormitory showed signs of corrosion.

► No written plans to minimize hazards from pipeline
emergencies.
► No sign on the regulator
station showing who to call in
an emergency.
► No annual inspection of
the system regulators or annual test-of the relief valves or
key valves.
The university acted immediately to correct some of the
problems. and submitted a
schedule to comply with the
others.

together
a
·committee
consisting of Fred Brown Jr.,
Gary Lewis, David Daniels,
Shirley
Hamilton
and
Surmont to work on the
project.
Lewis
and
Brown
approached the university
with the idea of renovating
, the building.
·•.
I · Daniels will advisetoncti~ost
of the renovation cons ru on.
Hamilton has worked as
liaison between the university
and the Historical society.
The Kentucky Historical
Marker Program in Frankfort
has approved a _request that
was submitted by Brown for a
historical marker to be put in
front of the building. The
wording of the marker is being

1

'
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History
facelift
Oldest Morehead building
will undergo renovation
By CHRIS TURNER

Staff Writer

The oldest business building in
Morehead is goi~ to be renovated by -the
Rowan County Historical Society.
The Allie Yomg Law Office, located on
University Boulevard dates back to 1880
according to a survey' done by Lynn David
in 1996.
.
The building, which is 17 feet wide by 32
feet deep, is "architecturally, the only
commeroal example of the Italianate sty) e
. build~ in the city of Morehead, n. according
.. toDaVId..
;- · , · ·
.
Th_e roof needs replacing, lead ·paint has
to be removecf'from the inside and overall
renoyating is needed,. said Helen Surmont,
. president of the Rowan County Historical
Society.
"We estimate the cost to be $20,000.
We've already collected donations from
interested parties," said Surmont.
"We have $1,100 to pay for the roof now.
We're talking about putting a tin roof on it.~
· ' · ·Construction should start as soon as the
paperwork with Morehead State University
. is·completed, Surmont said. MSU 9wns the,

~~4t:~=~·:c~::. ;:~:¥~·a~~~·~°'f:::e~

.

I

·worked out.
. ••Surmont pointed out that
there is no. c:urrent finish date
~
for the proJect.
.,.,
"We have no idea how long
it will take - considering the
• paperwork and the actual
constructioli.9 • • •,:
·•· .. 11}?

o(

-,t;,;_..Q.ver

80 peri:~nt
tib:_
···actual construct1. on w~lt ·
done by volunteers.
'· VJ .
Th~ building is named l'or
Albert Young, a state sena~
and lawyer who had a private
practice in·the building. It wan_
later a barber shop.
·.,;.
. . 'Anyone interested ·
donating
funds
or_
volunteering for the project,.
should contact Surmont at'.

iJ

784-9527.

.::

,·

-~

agreement with MSU. They are being very
cooperative and very supportive of the
project," she said.
"We hope to get started on construction
'within the next month.n
The Rowan County Historical Society put
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ltudents escape before barge rips· into ~owing she]
By Bruce Schreiner
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - The maiden season for the
University of Louisville women's rowing team
n_early turned tragic early yesterday when a barge
npped apart a team boat during practice in the
darkness on the Ohio River.
. All nine women aboard the rowing shell
Jumped overboard before the collision. which tore
the team's 60-foot vessel into three pieces. Two
team ll)embers were treated at Jewish Hospital for
cuts and bruises.
•All things considered, it's very fortunate
there weren't any serious injuries." said Coast
Guard Lt. Dwayne Adkins.
Both the rowing vessel and towboat pushing
the two-barge tow, hauling petroleum products.
were properly lighted, Adkins said. But the.chann~l where the accident occurred is a busy shipping lane and can be dangerous for recreational
boats, especially during darkness. he said.

The accident occurred about 200 feet from the
, Kentucky shore just after 7 a.m. Two other boats
carrying rowing team members or coaches
weren't involved.
: Adkins said the towboat captain didn't know
' the barge had struck the rowing shell until he saw
! the people floating in the water.
' "He never saw them beforehand,"" Adkins
;said. "Had he seen them, I'm sure he· would have
· been backing down and doing things to take evasive measures."
Adkins said investigators found no signs of mis,conduct or negligence by the captain. He said there
: was probably little the captain could have done if he
had spotted the rowers just before the impact.
"They don"t turn on a dime:· he said.
The barge delivered a glancihg blow to the
rowing shell's right starboard . .\l.dkins said.
The acci~nt remained under investigaiion by
'the .Coast Guard.
1-

MSU alumnus making
m_ovie- about ·Manson
By CHRIS TURNER
Staff Writer
Dunn said that he could
The personal and fin~ci~I cost of
pity what happened to
making even en independent film can be
Manson as a child, but that
staggering.
the murders are what happen
"Eleven minutes of film costs about'
$130. Two or three minutes of that may be when someone slips through
the system.
usable for the actual movie," he said.
His cinematographer Steve
But the toll is not only
Doss said Manson continues
financial,
independent
to be fascinating.
filmmakers who operate
"I know why he fascinates
without the backing of a
Dunn, who.is making a movie about
me.
He had that Rasputin
major studio, often push
Charles Manson· entitled "Manson: Inside
ability
to control others to do
themselves to en extreme.
the Mind," choose the campus to represent
his
will,"
said Doss, who has
the University of California at Berkeley.
"My day starts at 3:30 a.m.
over
25
years
experience in
Manson was at Berkeley in 1967; he
and sometimes lasts until
film.
recruited some ofhis followen on the
. midnight," he said. "It's so
"How did this uneducated,
campus.
.
' demanding
that
it's
unassuming
men get others to
'The movie is Manson'ii twist on the
: unhealthy."
do
his
bidding?"
events ofthe.60s,• said Dium., 37.
'
Dunn said that the actual
Many who see this film will
He plays Manson and also directs the
, filming of a movie takes up
be
surprised if they expect a
film.
' only about 5 percent of the
remake
of"Helter Skelter."
Quickly pointing-out that. the film is not'
total project, the other 95
The film will include black
positive or pro-Manson, he aaid that it is
percent is spent taking care of
and white jail scenes
more about showing what happened from
the other uncountable tasks
Charlie's point of view.
·.
juxtaposed with
color
that go along with. putting a
flashbacks.
movie together.
Many of the scenes come
Although it becomes clear
from
Manson's own writings
Dunn, who started shooting the film
from talking with him that
- a mixture of fantasy and
more than two years ego, has largely
these personal sacrifices are
· fact that ab.,.ur.Jl!UH..'i'-,!>Bo,
financed the project himself.
worth making in pursuit of an
artistic vision.
,.
"People don't went to finance a firsttime director," he
"So many people tell you
said. "I worked two
it's not going to work."
jobs end raised
But Dunn believes very
funds to get this
strongly that the subject is
film made."
worth making another movie
It is obvious
about.
that Dunn feels
He points to the fascination
passionate about
that American culture has
this movie - he
with serial murders, but he
often puts in 60
wants it to be clear that his
hours a week at
movie is not about the
his job at WLKY in
glorification of Manson.
Louisville before
putting another 20
Tracey Dunn
or more in on his
THE COURIER-JOURNAL

The lawn of .l')elds Hall on Morehead
State University's campus looked like
1967 on Friday.
Several students wearing clothes from
that eta and signs protesting the Vietnam
War dotted the area.
. TJiey were extras in an independent .
. ~:U~ing made ~Y MSU alumnus Tracey
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'Five ex-defendants in dorm fire sue
police, prosecutors

■ KSP detectives Donnie
Woods and Steve Glenn.
J
No one at the state police
post had seen the suit and
would comment on it, Chuck
· Robertson, the public affairs officer, said yesterday.
Ward and Portis, whose mar-·
ried name is now Gail Baggett,
declined comment for the same
reason.
The suit said the plaintiffs
.were jailed from three to 28
! days costing McGrath and
~ Han~y their jobs, and bond
conditions prevented them from
going on the Murray State campus, forcing them to withdraw
from classes.
Phelps later was discharged
from the Navy because of depression from. post-traumatic
stress syndrome as a result of
the incidem, the lawsuit claims.

j

Associated Press

Seeking punitive and com:
MURRAY, Ky. - Five of seven people once charged in a fa- pensatory damages are Fred
McGrath 11, John Haney, Jertal Murray State University dormitory fire have filed a lawsuit emy Baker, Brian Levine and
Lana Phelps. Not joining the
against police and prosecutors,
suit were Melissa Mounce and .
alleging wrongful arrest and
Michael McDonough. ·
malicious prosecution.
Details of the suit were pubThe suit was filed in
lished yesterday in a copyright
Calloway Circuit Court on Monstory in The Murray Ledger &
day, three days before the oneTimes.
year anniversary of the plainThe felony charges against .
tiffs' arrests on charges of murder, arson and assauft. ·
all seven were dropped in Janu• !
Two others who initially
ary at the request of Commonwere charged did not join the ' wealth's Attorney Mike Ward.
suit stemming from -the Sept.
In June, Jerry Wayne Walker. of
18, 1998, dormitory fire- that
Mayfield was charged with·
killed Michael Minger of Nicemurder, first-degree arson and
ville, Fla., and seriously injured
first-degree assault in the_ fire.
Michael Priddy, then a Paducah
He awaits trial.
The suit alleges the arrests
resident.

forced the five plaintiffs to drop
out of Murray State, damaged
their reputations in the community, in some cases to the point
of preventing them from gelling
jobs.
Listed as defendants are the
Kentucky State Police and:.
■ Ward and Gail Portis, a
member of his staff. ·
■ Former state police Commissioner Gary Rose.
■ Former state police Lt.
Dean Hayes, who oversaw the
investigation from the Mayfield
post before promotion to cap•
lain and transferto Frankfort.
: ■ KSP Investigator Richard
Hartz.
I
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